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Abstract
Blackwater Ridge is dominated by Latest Proterozoic Horsethief Creek Group,
Lower Cambrian Hamill Group (HG) quartzite, and Donald Formation. The lowermost
and uppermost members of the H G on Blackwater Ridge are directly correlative with the
Jasper member and Poker member, respectively, of the McNaughton Formation in the
Rocky Mountains.

The H G , which was deposited in a shallow marine, shelf

environment, thins northward on Blackwater Ridge, resting on progressively deeper
Proterozoic units. The thickness of the H G changes across a mapped, re-activated, Early
Cambrian growth fault.

The area of thin H G , and beveled Proterozoic stratigraphy,

comprises the Kinbasket High (KH). The H G is inferred to have onlapped the fault
bounded K H , which developed during rifting, and deposition of most of the H G .
Extensional fault blocks were probably detached into domains, in antithetic and synthetic
systems. These Proterozoic and Cambrian strata occur in folded thrust sheets, truncated
by the out-of-sequence Purcell thrust fault.
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Chapter I- Introduction

In short, anything can be said about world history, anything that might
occur to the most distraught imagination. There is only one thing that
cannot be said about it - that it is sensible.
Fyodor Dostoevsky
Notes from Underground
1.1 Regional framework
The Canadian Cordillera is divided into five northwest trending morphological
belts (Figure 1.1).

The Foreland Belt comprises North American Proterozoic to

Mesozoic strata telescoped into a fold-and-thrust belt, forming large imbricate, east
verging thrust sheets (Figure 1.2) (e.g. Bally et al., 1966). The Foreland Belt, in the
southern Cordillera, is separated from the Omineca Belt by the physiographic Southern
Rocky Mountain Trench (SRMT) (Figure 1.3). The Omineca Belt comprises Proterozoic
to Paleozoic North American strata, volcanics, and intrusions (Figure 1.2), typically
metamorphosed

from greenschist to amphibolite facies.

Telescoped rocks in the

Omineca Belt are deformed more ductilely than those in the Foreland Belt, and
commonly preserve several phases of deformation (Monger et al., 1982). Rocks of the
Intermontane Belt are typically Paleozoic and Mesozoic volcanics, greywacke, 'oceanic'
basalts and sedimentary rocks, and intrusions (e.g. Struik et al., 2001), comprising
terranes of suspect or exotic origin (ibid.). This study is focussed in the easternmost
Omineca Belt, in rocks of known North American affinity, that were deposited during a
protracted phase of extensional tectonism (e.g. Bond and Kominz, 1984) marking the
initiation of the Paleozoic North American margin.

The study area straddles the

boundary between the Foreland Belt and Omineca Belt, (Figure 1.2) within the broad
transition from typical northeast verging fold-and-thrust structures of the Foreland Belt,
to superposed polyphase structures of the Omineca Belt.

These rocks were mainly

deformed in the Mesozoic during protracted shortening as suspect terranes of the
Intermontane Superterrane collided with the North American margin (e.g. Monger et al.,
1982).

2

Figure 1.1. Morphological belts of the Canadian Cordillera.
1.2 Location and physiography
Definition: The informal term 'Blackwater Ridge' refers here to the broad ridge
bounded on the east by the Big Bend Highway, and on the west by Kinbasket Lake
(Figure 1.3).

That ridge ends at Bush Arm in the north and at the Trans-Canada

Highway (Hwy. #1) in the south. The Dogtooth Range is the northernmost Range of the
Purcell Mountains. Blackwater Ridge is, therefore, physio graphically in the Southern
Rocky Mountain Trench, but structurally, it defines the northern termination of the
Purcell Mountains (see also section 5.1).

Figure 1.2. Major tectonic elements of the western Rocky Mountains
and eastern Omineca Belt (modified after WIieeler and
McFeely ( 1991 ). See over for legend.
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Legend (Figure 1.2)

J?-K intrusions
Proterozoic-Paleozoic
Kootenay Arc

CCF - Chatter Creek Fault
PF - Purcell Fault
PCA - Porcupine Creek Anticlinorium
CRF - Columbia River Fault
MC - Monashee Complex

Paleozoic-Mesozoic strata
(Foreland Belt)

Study area

L.e. Hamill/Gog Groups
Neoproterozoic
EUJ•> Windermere
Supergroup

EiUL=IlILl

Proterozoic metamorphic
rocks

Figure 1.2 (cont'd).

Blackwater Ridge is located in eastern British Columbia, between Latitudes 51°
30' N , and 51° 45' N (Figure 1.2, Figure 1.3).

It is a ridge within the physiographic

Southern Rocky Mountain Trench (Figure 1.3), which forms a relatively broad northwest
trending valley at this latitude, separating the western slopes of the Rocky Mountain Belt
to the east, from the Omineca Belt to the west (Figure 1.1; Figure 1.2, Figure 1.3).
Blackwater Ridge is a relatively low, rounded, tree covered, northwest trending ridge,
with maximum elevation of -1700 metres. It is flanked on the west and north by the
dammed portion of the Columbia River, forming Kinbasket Lake (Figure 1.3).

The

Solitude Range of the Rocky Mountains is located directly to the north of Blackwater
Ridge, and Blackwater Range, in the Rocky Mountains, is located directly to the east of
Blackwater Ridge (Figure 1.3). The Dogtooth Range of the Purcell Mountains, is located
directly south of Blackwater Ridge, and the Esplanade Range, of the eastern Selkirks,
directly west of Blackwater Ridge (Figure 1.3).

For reasons to be discussed at a later

point, Blackwater Ridge is included within the Omineca Belt.
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Forest cover on the eastern slopes of Blackwater Ridge is typically dense,
comprising low brush, and thick deadfall, due to recent (1972) forest fires near Susan
Lake.

Regrown clearcut portions of Blackwater Ridge have similar character.

The

western slopes of Blackwater Ridge, directly above Kinbasket Lake are more typical of
old growth, humid forest, with scattered cedars in the forest cover, and relatively barren
forest floor.
1.3 Access
The Big Bend Highway, which runs along the east side of Blackwater Ridge,
joins Highway 1, the Trans-Canada Highway, at Donald Station (Figure 1.3). Several
maintained arterial forest recreation roads traverse the breadth of Blackwater Ridge,
spurring from the Big Bend Highway (Figure 1.3, Figure 2.2).

West and southwest

trending roads to Susan and Jeb Lake, to Esplanade Bay, and north of Aid Lake proved
especially helpful. Deactivated forestry roads dissect the area, and range in condition
from easily driveable (1999-2000) when dry, to barely passable on foot. The area was
accessed from these arterial roads, on foot.

Variably dense forest provided the main

obstacle to accessing areas farther away from forestry roads.

Forest recreation sites

scattered along forestry roads provided many home bases throughout the duration of the
field work.
1.4 Purpose and methods
Blackwater Ridge exposes deformed Upper Proterozoic and Lower Cambrian
strata, which are relatively deep in the basinal succession of paleo-western North
America. The purpose of this study was mainly to decipher the Late Proterozoic to Early
Cambrian stratigraphie and tectonic evolution of the rocks forming Blackwater Ridge,
with special emphasis on the protracted extensional history marking the beginning of the
Paleozoic North American margin. Furthermore, the strategic location of Blackwater
Ridge, in the physiographic trench between the Omineca Belt and Rocky Mountain Belt,
provided a unique opportunity to test specific stratigraphie linkages between these belts.
This was done by systematic and detailed geological mapping of the entire area between

6

Figure 1.3. Geomorphic belts and features, and location of study area in
eastern British Columbia.

July-August 1999, and June 2000, at a scale of 1:20000. The map was then compiled at
1:50000, for brevity. Stratigraphie sections were measured and surveyed, by tape-andcompass method, as outlined by Simony {pers. comm., 1999), to both detail Lower
Cambrian stratigraphy, and to demonstrate

specific

stratigraphie

and structural

relationships. Structural analysis and tectonic interpretation were done in order to detail
the inversion of the extended Paleozoic margin, and better understand the evolution of
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both the eastern Omineca Belt, and Southern Rocky Mountain Trench, in the southern
Canadian Cordillera.
1.5 Previous Work
Evans (1933) did the first geological mapping in the area, working mainly in the
Dogtooth Range. Wheeler (1963) completed reconnaissance scale maps spanning from
Rogers Pass eastward to the Rocky Mountains, including Blackwater Ridge.
work, focussed on Blackwater Ridge, was completed by Fyles (1960).

Further

Simony and

others (e.g. Simony, 1971; Price and Simony, 1971) mapped Blackwater Ridge (Simony
and Wind, 1970), along with the Dogtooth Range to the south (Simony and Wind, 1970;
Poulton, 1970; Poulton, 1973; Ellison, 1967; Wind, 1967), and the Esplanade Range to
the west (DeVries, 1971).

Ferri (1984) mapped and interpreted the geology of

Blackwater Range, directly east of Blackwater Ridge. Wilson (1999, unpublished data)
completed preliminary maps and interpretations of the eastern Esplanade Range, and
graciously provided the map data used here for the Esplanade Range.
Kubli (1990), and Kubli and Simony (1992; 1994) completed work on the
Proterozoic to Mesozoic evolution of the northwest Dogtooth Range, while Lickorish
(1992) and Lickorish and Simony (1995) focussed on the Proterozoic to Mesozoic
evolution of the Solitude Range, directly north of Blackwater Ridge.
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Chapter Il- Proterozoic Stratigraphy- Horsethief Creek Group
2.1 General statements
Blackwater Ridge exposes three main stratigraphie packages. The first package,
the Neoproterozoic Horsethief Creek Group, forms a thick sequence, with correlative
strata running much of the length of the Canadian Cordillera. The second, the Lower
Cambrian Hamill Group, which will receive special emphasis, forms, along with its
correlatives, a broad sheet spanning much of the width of the western Rocky Mountains,
and the Omineca Belt.

The Lower Cambrian Donald Formation forms the third

stratigraphie package. The Middle Cambrian McKay Group forms a fourth distinct unit
east of Blackwater Ridge, comprising calcareous slate, slate, thin sandstone beds, and
thin limestone beds. McKay Group is everywhere in structural contact with the geology
of Blackwater Ridge.

It will only be mentioned in passing through the rest of the

discussion.

2.2 Late Proterozoic Horsethief Creek Group
The Neoproterozoic Horsethief Creek Group (HTC) in the Dogtooth Range is
informally divided into grit, pelite, clastic, and carbonate divisions (Poulton and Simony,
1980), shown in Figure 2.1. The term 'grit' is here used to represent fine to coarse
grained arkose and arkosic wacke. Of the several divisions shown in Figure 2.1, only the
grit and slate divisions were found in the map area. The carbonate division and overlying
upper clastic division are well exposed south of the Trans-Canada Highway, forming
large bluffs on North Quartz Mountain (Figure 2.2). Where possible, descriptions are
based on observations made on Blackwater Ridge, but for divisions not exposed in the
map area, but referred to in the text, brief descriptions will be given from published
sources, and reconnaissance mapping.

Stratigraphie thickness of the Horsethief Creek

Group, and its constituent divisions, is taken from Kubli (1990), since within the map
area, H T C strata are generally poorly exposed, and tectonically thickened.
stratigraphie boundaries between slate and grit divisions within the map area are

The
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Upper Clastic Division

1,1,1.1,1
riT'i i

Carbonate Division

Slate Division

o
o
o

tizzi
-

Upper Grit Division

• • I

1,1,1.1

Baird Brook Division

ZD

ZJ
Lower Grit Division

Basal Pelite Division

Toby Formation

o
Q

Figure 2.1. Generalised stratigraphy of the Horsethief Creek Group in the Dogtooth
Mountains (after Poulton and Simony, 1980; Kubli, 1990)
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arbitrary, being based generally on proportions of gritty sand versus slate, rather than the
presence of distinct rock types. Detailed descriptions of the Horsethief Creek Group in
the Dogtooth Range were given by Poulton and Simony (1980), Poulton (1970), and by
Kubli (1990). Thus only brief descriptions are provided below, except for the relatively
poorly understood upper clastic division, which is referred to throughout the text.

2.2.1 Grit Division (PGr)
The grit division is well exposed on the shores of Kinbasket Lake, along
Esplanade Bay, and north toward Bush Arm (Figure 1.3; Figure 5.4 (in pocket)). These
sections expose medium grained to coarse grained tan to cream weathering 'grit', lesser
quartz and feldspar rich granule conglomerate, slate, rare quartzite and argillite, and rare
thin sandy limestone beds. Grit beds commonly have scours into the underlying sandy
slate, and grade upward into green, fine sandy slate or slate, commonly over 30-50 cm.
Individual grit beds range from 10's of centimetres to 1-2 metres thick.

Clasts are

commonly subangular to subrounded smoky quartz, feldspar, with local slate rip up
clasts.

Slate dominated bedsets and grit dominated bedsets are up to -10 metres thick,

although this generally represents structural thickening, rather than stratigraphie thickness
(e.g. see Chapter 5). Cleavage is generally spaced 5-10 mm in grits.
The grit division is subdivided in the Dogtooth Mountains based on the presence
of a laterally continuous, distinctive marker, known as the Baird Brook division (Figure
2.1) (Kubli, 1990).

Except for the presence of the Baird Brook Division, few

distinguishing characteristics are present to help differentiate the upper and lower grit
divisions. Kubli (1990) argued that the lower grit division contains calcareous grits, and
no distinct coarsening or fining cycles, whereas the upper grit does.

However, these

criteria may represent local characteristics, rather than regionally distinct, mappable
features, and they could not be used as mapping criteria for this study. The Baird Brook
division was not observed in the map area, and thus the grit division remains
undifferentiated on Blackwater Ridge. It is presumed, however, for this study, that the
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~5 Kilometres
Figure 2.2. Location of North Quartz Mountain and Timber Mountain
in the Northeast Dogtooth Range, south of Blackwater
Ridge. Contour interval = 200 metres.

grit division exposed near Succour Arm is the upper division, since it passes beneath the
slate division, and the Baird Brook division was not found.
2.2.2 Slate division (PSl)
The slate division is exposed in generally small, discontinuous, slumped exposures
throughout the western part of the map area. Where composition and metamorphic grade
are appropriate, pelites have -2-10 mm chloritoid porphyroblasts set in the generally
green-grey chloritic slate and rare crenulated phyllite.

Thin grit, sandy slate, and

conglomerate beds are scattered throughout the slate division, and provide a criterion for
distinguishing Horsethief Creek Group slate from e.g. Donald Formation slate. Near Jeb
Lake (Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4 (in pocket)), trough cross stratified sandy slate, slate, and ca.
100-200 cm thick sandy limestone beds are exposed, and may represent the transition to
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the overlying carbonate division. Locally, between thin grit beds, slate division pelites
are laminated, and show intense centimetre scale folding between planar grit beds.

2.2.3 Carbonate division (PCa)
The carbonate division of the Horsethief Creek Group is not exposed within the
map area, but is to the west, within the Esplanade Range (deVries, 1971; Wilson,
unpublished data, 1999), and further south in the Dogtooth Range (Poulton, 1973; Kubli,
1990, and references therein).

The lower contact between the slate division and the

carbonate division is gradational and thus arbitrary (Kubli, 1990). The carbonate division
generally comprises limestone interlayered with slate, siltstone, and minor calcareous
sandstone and quartzite (ibid.).

2.2.4 Upper Clastic division (PUc)
The upper clastic division was first called the 'upper slate' by Evans (1933), but
was renamed upper clastic division by Poulton and Simony (1980) to better represent the
generally coarse nature of the sediment. The upper clastic division is not exposed on
Blackwater Ridge, since the Hamill Group sits directly on the underlying slate and grit
divisions. Published maps of the Dogtooth Range south of Blackwater Ridge (Kubli,
1990) show several thrust sheets with upper clastic division underlying thick sections of
Hamill Group. Sections of upper clastic division and Hamill Group were investigated at
Timber Mountain (Figure 2.2) and North Quartz Mountain (based on the geology of
Ellison (1967), Simony and Wind (1970), and Kubli (1990)).
Discussion of the upper clastic division given below is based on strata
investigated on North Quartz Mountain, where a continuous package of strata is
preserved, that is clearly above the carbonate division, and below the Hamill Group. It
comprises the highest known portion of the Horsethief Creek Group (Poulton and
Simony, 1980).
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The upper clastic division on North Quartz Mountain underlies a thick package of
Hamill Group quartzite (Ellison, 1967; Kubli, 1990). This section comprises interbedded
quartzite, calcareous quartzite, psammite, slate, calcareous slate, and silty limestone,
apparently conformably overlying the carbonate division (see also Poulton and Simony,
1980). On the north slopes of North Quartz Mountain, quartzite and psammite beds
increase in both thickness and abundance up section, from -50 cm to over two metres.
Beds have little internal structure.

Slate and sandy slate layers vary from 5-10

centimetres to several metres in thickness, and sparse, thin limestone lenses are scattered.
The base of the upper clastic division appears gradational with the carbonate division on
North Quartz Mountain, and is defined as the first appearance of impure quartz-carbonate
meta-wacke above the limestone and slate of the carbonate division. The upper contact is
placed at the first appearance of purple, feldspathic quartzite with dark grey-purple slate
beds.

The gradual increase in abundance and thickness of quartzite beds toward the

contact makes this boundary between Horsethief Creek Group and Hamill Group appear
gradational, and conformable.
Lickorish (1992) suggested that the upper clastic division is lithostratigraphically
equivalent to a unit he described as the lower Jasper member. Since the upper clastic
division on North Quartz Mountain is not overlain by the rest of the Jasper member, this
interpretation cannot strictly be supported here. However, given that the upper clastic
division may be interpreted as gradational with the Hamill Group, Lickorish's (1992)
notion of correlating the upper clastic division with the Gog Group rather than Miette
Group, may be valid.

2.2.5 Petrography of the Upper Clastic Division
At the base of the upper clastic division, fine to medium grained meta-wackes and
arkoses that were sampled contain approximately 33% carbonate, as 0.1-0.5 mm anhedral
grains defining the matrix/cement. Subrounded -1 mm mono and polycrystalline quartz,
and subangular -0.5 mm sericite altered plagioclase are prevalent. Higher in the section,
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sampled strata are more quartz rich, moderately sorted, with 0.2-2.5 mm mono and
polycrystalline subangular to subrounded quartz. Matrix/cement is typically defined by
white mica, although spots and clumps of chlorite occurred in one sampled horizon. K feldspar is relatively abundant in one sample, comprising sericite-altered, cross-hatch
twinned, subangular grains, with moderate sphericity.

2.3 Age of the Horsethief Creek Group
Low to medium grade metamorphism, and a lack of fossils, make determining the
age of the Horsethief Creek Group, and in general, the Windermere Supergroup, difficult.
No published geochronologic data are available for the Horsethief Creek Group in east
central British Columbia. Age brackets in south British Columbia and northern United
States are provided by geochronology from low to medium grade meta-volcanics at the
base of the Windermere Supergroup (Devlin et al., 1985; Devlin et al., 1988). Whole
rock and mineral separate Nd isochrons from the base of the Windermere Supergroup
suggest ages of-760 Ma. (Devlin et al., 1988). In northeast British Columbia, -730 Ma.
gneiss is overlain disconformably by the Windermere Supergroup (Evenchick et al.,
1984). Thus the Windermere Supergroup was deposited after approximately -750 Ma.
(Devlin et al., 1988). Lickorish (1992) suggested that Yellowhead platform limestone in
east central British Columbia, interfingers with the Jasper member of the lower
McNaughton Formation, above the Miette Group. The Yellowhead platform contains
Ediacaran fauna (Teitz and Mountjoy, 1985), and thus is constrained as latest Proterozoic
(e.g. Lickorish, 1992, and references therein). Thus the Horsethief Creek Group can
tentatively be considered to have been deposited after -750 Ma., and before -600 Ma.
2.4 Depositional and tectonic conditions of the Horsethief Creek Group
In the Horsethief Creek Group of the Dogtooth Mountains, thick packages of
texturally and mineralogically immature quartzo-feldspathic grit intercalated with slate of
the grit division have been interpreted as representing turbiditic 'deeper water' (Poulton
and Simony, 1980) submarine fans (e.g. Poulton and Simony, 1980; Kubli, 1990). The
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slate division was interpreted by Poulton and Simony (1980) to possibly represent a distal
turbidite succession, gradually passing upward into shallow water environments, as
indicated by the overlying carbonate division (ibid.). Kubli (1990) suggested that the
sharp decline in coarse clastic input at the base of the slate division possibly implies
eustatic sea level rise, and the sediments were probably deposited by low density
turbidity currents (ibid).

The carbonate division was interpreted by Kubli (1990) to

represent a prograding carbonate platform. Intercalated carbonate units with the quartzite
beds in the upper clastic division suggest shallow marine deposition (see also Poulton and
Simony, 1980), and signal the re-introduction of relatively coarse clastic detritus.
Latest Proterozoic strata in the Windermere Supergroup have long been
interpreted as representing a 'rift-drift' stage of continental break-up at the paleo-western
North American margin (e.g. Gabrielse, 1972; Stewart, 1972, 1976; Kubli, 1990). For
the Horsethief Creek Group in the northern Purcell Mountains, Kubli (1990) suggested
that the relatively coarse, immature, thick grit division was deposited during a phase of
syn-sedimentary normal faulting and extension. The slate division represents gradual
post-rift basin subsidence and eventual waning of coarse detritus (ibid.).

Decrease in

subsidence rate led to the prograding 'passive margin' carbonate platform of the
carbonate division and overlying clastic detritus of the upper clastic division (ibid.). Ross
(1988) suggested that only the basal units (Toby Formation of Figure 2.1) of the
Windermere/Horsethief Creek succession record rifting, whereas the grit, slate, and
carbonate divisions record a thermal subsidence driven passive margin succession.
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Chapter III Lower Cambrian Hamill Group
3.1 IntroductionThe Hamill Group outlines most of Blackwater Ridge (Figure 5.3; Figure 5.4).
Correlative Lower Cambrian quartzite is preserved both to the east in the Rocky
Mountains as the McNaughton Formation of the Gog Group, and in the Dogtooth Range
and Selkirk Mountains, and through the Omineca Belt, as the Hamill Group. Several
authors have proposed correlation between specific units within this quartzite package
(Ellison, 1967; Kubli and Simony, 1994; Lickorish and Simony, 1995).

Difficulty is

encountered since terminology, lithofacies, and thickness, vary regionally.

General

geology and divisions of the Hamill Group in the Dogtooth Range are shown in Figure
3.1 a, after Ellison (1967), and Simony and Wind (1970). In the Dogtooth Range, the
Hamill Group is divided into lower, middle and upper divisions (Ellison, 1967; Simony
and Wind, 1970). The lower Hamill Group is typically more feldspathic than the upper
Hamill, is generally purple-pink weathering, and is not known to contain ichnofossils
(e.g. Kubli, 1990). The lower Hamill Group is best differentiated from the upper Hamill
Group by the appearance of the recessive middle Hamill Group (Ellison, 1967; Simony
and Wind, 1970). The middle Hamill Group, present only in the vicinity of North Quartz
Mountain, is approximately 200 metres thick (Ellison, 1967), and comprises rusty
weathering, olive green argillite, siltstone, and quartzite (Ellison, 1967).

The upper

Hamill Group comprises generally pure, pink to white weathering quartzite, locally with
abundant skolithos burrows (Ellison, 1967; Simony and Wind, 1970; Kubli, 1990).
In the western slopes of the Rocky Mountains, in the Solitude Range (Figure 3.1
b), the Hamill Group equivalent McNaughton Formation of the Gog Group (Figure 3.2)
is also broadly divisible into lower and upper members (Lickorish, 1992). The lower
McNaughton Formation (the Jasper member) (Charlesworth et al., 1967; Lickorish,
1992), comprises cream weathering sandstones, conglomerates, and siliceous slates
(ibid.). The Jasper member (lower McNaughton Formation) does not occur as a broad
sheet, but rather as tapering wedge-shaped packages, commonly in hanging wall blocks
of syn-sedimentary normal faults (Lickorish, 1992). Thus its presence is presumably
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Figure 3.1. General geology of the Hamill Group in the Dogtooth Range, after Ellison (1967)
and of coiTelative McNaughton Formation, in the Solitude Range of the Rocky
Mountains, after Lickorish (1992).
controlled by the position of uplifted paleo-fault blocks, and it is commonly absent in
footwall blocks of mapped syn-sedimentary faults (ibid.). Furthermore, it is not mapped
south of approximately the latitude of Bow Pass (-51° 40') in the Rocky Mountains
(Lickorish, 1992; Deiss, 1940), and is absent at the type section of the Gog Group in
southeastern British Columbia (Mount Assiniboine) (Deiss, 1940). Lickorish (1992)
noted that the Jasper member thinned in a wedge shape toward the Rocky Mountain
Trench, in the Solitude Range. Ferri (1984) did not describe any Jasper member strata in
the Blackwater Range in the Rocky Mountains, directly to the east of the study area.
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Figure 3.2. Correlations between Neoproterozoic and Lower Cambrian strata in
the eastern Omineca Belt and Rocky Mountains
(modified after Lickorish, 1992).
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There, Ferri (1984) described -250 metres of McNaughton Formation quartzite resting
disconformably on Proterozoic Miette Group.
The upper McNaughton Formation in the Solitude Range varies in thickness, but
is generally approximately 270 metres thick (Lickorish, 1992). It is divisible into a lower
(Solitude member) and upper (Poker member) resistant, relatively clean, cross bedded,
locally skolithos bioturbated quartzite (Figure 3.1 b) (ibid.).

Between these resistant

members, the middle Sophist member comprises fine grained, 'dirty' quartzite and shale,
which are highly bioturbated {skolithos, Laeviculus,) (ibid.).
Published descriptions of the Jasper member and lower Hamill Group reveal
subtle distinctions (e.g. Ellison, 1967; Charlesworth et al., 1967; Kubli, 1990; Lickorish,
1992). The Jasper member is described as weathering white to pale green in colour
(Lickorish, 1992; this study), comprising medium to coarse grained quartz sandstone to
granule conglomerate with thick planar cross beds, interbedded with dark slates {ibid.).
The

lower Hamill Group is described as submature to mature quartzite, mainly

weathering purple and deep blue, with thin interbedded slates (Ellison, 1967; Kubli,
1990).
Since all Lower Cambrian quartzites exposed on Blackwater Ridge are in the
hanging wall of the Purcell fault, and thus in the Purcell Mountains, 'Hamill Group'
terminology is used, as shown in Figure 3.2. While no recessive middle Hamill Group
was recognised in the study area, the Hamill Group is divisible into two lithostratigraphic
units, the lower and upper Hamill Groups, based partially on similar criteria to those
described above (after Ellison, 1967; Kubli, 1990). On Blackwater Ridge, the lower
Hamill Group is generally more micaceous and more granular in appearance, than the
upper Hamill Group. It is generally cream weathering, granule quartzite-psammite to
sub-arkosic quartzite, (rarely calcareous), occurring in -50-150 centimetre scale planar
tabular cross bedded sets, or wedge shaped beds. Upper Hamill Group is generally grey,
pink-purple, and white weathering. The upper Hamill Group is generally more pure
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Green-grey sandy slate, laminated siltstone, limey siltstone.
Archaeocyathid bearing limestone.
Green grey slate.
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Limey sandstone, sandstone, thin grey shale interbeds. rare Icruziana.
Glassy weathering, grey, white, massive to trough cross laminated,
bioturbated quartzite, +/- skolithos.

ehu
Purple, maroon, feldspathic quartzite. pink-purple quartzite.
interbedded fine grained, micaceous sandstone and siltstone.
Tan to pink weathering sugary/pebbly trough cross laminated
pure quartzite. rare quartzite conglomerate.

s« i

Covered.

Pebbly, micaceous, rusty-tan weathering, cream coloured quartzite/
psammite, feldspathic quartzite, with cm scale light
green silty slate interbeds. Beds are 1-2 m thick, with discontinuous
wavy slaty laminations and partings.

ehi

4

Psl

ú

Trough cross laminated slate, sandy slate, rare sandy limestone.

Figure 3.3. Generalised lower Cambrian stratigraphy from near Jeb Lake.
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3 centimetres

Figure 3.4. Burrow in Poker member (Section 2), upper Hamill Group,
with deflected laminae. Grey hue from magnetite.
(Note: left figure has been modified to outline burrow and laminae).

quartzite, commonly trough cross stratified, and commonly is bioturbated in uppermost
units (Figure 3.3).
3.2 Lower Hamill Group- separation of the Jasper member
In the footwall of the A i d Lake fault, north of Aid Lake, upper Hamill Group
strata are characteristically pure, glassy, cream to grey weathering quartzite, commonly
with skolithos burrows preserved (Figure 3.4).

A package of cream weathering

psammitic, granular quartzite, with thin green siliceous slate interbeds passes under upper
Hamill Group, in a wedge shape, north of A i d Lake (Figure 5.3; Figure 5.4 (in pocket)).
This unit is here defined to be lower Hamill Group. For several reasons, it is reasonable
to further distinguish this unit as an equivalent of the Jasper member (lower McNaughton
Formation), described by Lickorish (1992) in the Solitude Range of the Rocky
Mountains. Firstly, the package occurs in the same stratigraphie position as described by
Charlesworth et al. (1967) and Lickorish (1992): directly above units in the
Neoproterozoic strata of the Horsethief Creek Group (Miette Group equivalent), and
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Figure 3.5. Location of Jasper member locality, in Jasper National Park,
near the Yellovvhead Highway (Hwy. 16).

always below the more pure quartzite of the upper Hamill Group (McNaughton
Formation equivalent). Further, the approximate 'wedge' shape of the unit, passing
under the more pure quartzite of the upper Hamill Group, is consistent with the
relationships described by Lickorish (1992).

The cream white weathering colour of

granule, psammitic quartzite to quartzite, with thin cream-green siliceous slate interbeds
is similar to descriptions of the Jasper member (Charlesworth et al., 1967; Lickorish,
1992), and to outcrops of the Jasper member near its type section (Figure 3.5)
investigated as part of this study. Planar tabular cross-bedded sets are found in both the
Jasper member (Lickorish, 1992), and lower Hamill Group, as described by Ellison
(1967) and Kubli (1990).
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Interbedded grey-green to purple cross bedded quartzite and green slate
Pink-purple cross-bedded quartzite
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Pink to grey weathering, medium grained,
cross-bedded quartzite.
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grey weathering quartzite

Grey-green slate and siltstone, rust weathering. Thin fine to
coarse-grained quartzite beds.

- I-

ehi
Medium grained, pink weathering, pebbly quartzite, vitreous.
Medium grained, purple, pebbly, feldspathic quartzite. with thin
maroon slate beds.
Puc

Medium grained, grey-brown weathering quartzite. thin beds of
green grey slate, limey slate, and silty slate (Ellison, 1967; This study)

Figure 3.6. Hamill Group (ca. 1230 m thick), near Quartz Lake (From Ellison, 1967).
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Figure 3.7. Hamill Group strata on Timber Mountain, south of the Trans-Canada Hwy.,
Dogtooth Mountains. From Ellison (1967).
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No previous studies of the Hamill Group (Omineca Belt), known to this author,
contain descriptions of strata similar to the Jasper member. Investigation of both Jasper
member near its type section (Figure 3.5), and lower Hamill Group strata on North
Quartz Mountain (Figure 2.2; Figure 3.6) and Timber Mountain (Figure 3.7), as described
by Ellison (1967), suggest that they can be distinguished on lithostratigraphic criteria.
Thus the Jasper member described below is referred to as an informal, but distinct,
lithostratigraphic member of the lower Hamill Group. This unit is thus tacitly suggested
to be a lithostratigraphic equivalent to the Jasper member of the McNaughton Formation
(after Lickorish, 1992). The Jasper member provides a stratigraphie link, a traceable
marker unit within the Lower Cambrian quartzite package, between the western Rocky
Mountains and Purcell Mountains of the Omineca Belt.
Where specific lithofacies in the Hamill Group on Blackwater Ridge are referred
to herein as the 'members' described by Lickorish (1992) in the McNaughton Formation
(e.g. Jasper member, Poker member), several criteria are used to make this distinction.
Firstly, lithology, weathering character, and general petrography must be similar.
Stratigraphie position within the quartzite package must be the same, and if possible,
fossil and/or ichnofossil assemblages must be the same. Distinct sedimentary structures
should be similar in both packages.

If discernible, the geometry of the sedimentary

package should be the same (e.g. the wedge shape of the Jasper member).

Given that

units are variable in thickness, precise thickness equivalence was not used as a criterion.
Thus the 'member equivalency' implied by the use of Lickorish's (1992) Rocky
Mountain terminology is an informal lithostratigraphic

equivalency, a

tectono-

stratigraphic similarity. For the sake of brevity, no formal stratigraphie equivalencies are
proposed.
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3.3 Lower Hamill Group- the Jasper member
3.3.1 Description
The base of the Hamill Group is clearly defined by the appearance of cream-white
weathering psammite, granular quartzite, and interbedded siliceous slate, above the more
recessive Horsethief Creek Group.

Despite the 'gritty' character of units both in the

Horsethief Creek Group, and in the lower Hamill Group, the 'gritty' quartzites of the
Jasper member are clearly distinguished by being significantly more siliceous. The more
pelitic grits of the Horsethief Creek Group are generally more recessive, finer grained,
and commonly weather tan to beige.

Thus the appearance of the Hamill Group is

commonly marked by an increase in exposure, and the appearance of cliff-forming units.
The lower Hamill Group/Jasper member was described in some detail (Figure 3.8, Figure
3.9) on measured sections north of Aid Lake (Section 2, Figure 3.13 b), near Aid Lake
(Section 3, Figure 3.10; Section 4, Figure 3.11), and near Jeb Lake, on the west limb of
the Jeb Lake anticline (Section 5, Figure 3.9). The unit changes thickness drastically,
thus an estimate of the general thickness is of little use.

Near Jeb Lake, the Jasper

member is at least 400 metres thick (Figure 3.9).
The Jasper member comprises 50-150 cm bedded, rusty-cream to white
weathering psammite, granule quartzite, and quartzite, with interbedded siliceous slate,
and slate. Beds near Aid Lake are typically wedge shaped over -10-30 metres laterally,
to tabular, with trough-like cross-stratification variably preserved.
At Jeb Lake, these strata occur in -50-150 centimetre thick tabular, planar beds
separated locally by thin slaty partings and interbeds. Planar cross beds are common, and
have dip angles of 10 to 30°. Foresets dip consistently in one direction, but local
apparent 180° shifts occur between succeeding cross bed sets (Figure 3.12).

Cross

stratification is defined by fining up quartzose pebbly laminations near the base of the
Hamill Group near Jeb Lake, and up section in pure quartzite by thin muddy laminations.
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Figure 3.8. Locations of measured stratigraphie sections of the Hamill Group.
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White to grey weathering glassy quartzite, some medium grained
pebbly quartzite, discontinuous parallel laminations, shale partings
between 100-300 cm thick beds.
White weathering quartzite, thin discontinuous laminations and
-1-2 mm quartz pebbles and rusty spots. Beds increase from
~ 50 - 200 cm thick up section.
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Tabular cross laminated (1-4 cm spaced) quartzite, in -50-100 cm thick
beds, with local quartz pebble lenses, and rare -50 cm thick fine grained
\ peppermint green quartzite beds.
Monotonous quartzite, -20-300 cm beds with planar cross-laminations,
local planar wedge shaped beds -30 cm thick. Slate partings between
beds.

-300

Rust-tan weathering sugary quartzite in -50-100 cm beds with scattered
spots of Tpyrite, feldspathic quartzite, rare hairline wispy
discontinuous laminations. -20 cm siliceous slate and gritty slate.
/ Thin hairline to 3 cm slate lenses and wisps in coarse grained quartzite with
- 0 . 5 cm rust brown spots o f . ' p y r i t e . ~50 cm gritty slate, graphitic slate
lenses pinch laterally over - 1 0 m . R o c k is here waiped
(wavelength - 1 5 - 2 0 m) and fractured.
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Medium-coarse grained quartzite with rare feldspars, in planar tabular beds
- 5 0 - 1 2 0 cm thick, with planar, - 10-20 d i p p i n g cross beds
Rare slate lenses, and discontinuous recessive cross lamination
occurs in otherwise massive cream-weathering quartzite with rare feldspars.
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Green-cream medium grained quartzite in - 7 0 - 1 0 0 cm beds with
3-4 c m green-grey siliceous slate interbeds. Beds are tabular planar, with planar
cross beds defined by pocked, quartzose pebbly zones - 2 - 3 cm thick.

-100
Planar tabular cross-stratification

Interbedded (-200 cm) siliceous slate and coarse pebbly quartzite.
Cream weathering, thin (1-8 cm) bedded quartzite, siltite.
ehi

Psl

Cream weathering planar cross laminated quartzite, siliceous
slate interbeds (-1 cm) and partings. Bedding -50 cm - 100 cm.
Cream weathering micaceous, pebbly, medium-grained
^ —y feldspathic quartzite/psammite
Green-grey slate and sandy slate, trough cross-laminated slate,
rare sandv limestone.
Figure 3.9. Detailed geology of Lower Hamill Group (Jasper Member) quartzite
near Jeb Lake (section 5).
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Powdery white weathering, fine grained
quartzite, ca. 20 cm beds with bulbous dark grey
silt and shale.
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Glassy, white, pure quartzite. (Poker member).

Sparse quartzite exposure and rubble.
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Glassy grey to white pure quartzite. tabular
2-40 cm thick beds, planar straight laminations,
with contorted grey shaly partings, laminations,
_and ca. 5 cm thick beds. (Sophist member?)
Sugary medium-grained granular green-grey
pure quartzite, pink-purple quartz pebbles,
glassy white quartzite, grey glassy quartzite,
beds 1 -2 m thick, apparently tabular. (Solitude member?)
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Rust-cream weathering micaceous quartzite,
feldspathic quartzite, pebbly quartzite, rare
limey quartzite, medium grained, beds
generally 1-2 m thick, some planar
cross beds, local thin grey-green siliceous slate
partings.

Green-grey slate, minor sandy slate and quartzofeldspathic grit.
Figure 3.11. Thickened Hamill Group strata near A i d Lake (section 4).
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Figure 3.12. a).Wedge shaped crossbeds in Jasper member,
L o w e r H a m i l l Group. Beds are overturned, steeply
dipping, and facing to the left (east),
b). Planar tabular cross beds in Jasper member near Jeb
Lake. Book for scale is 18 centimetres long.

Rarely, lower Hamill Group strata are slightly calcareous, and a thin (ca. 1 m)
calcareous, meta-wacke is preserved near the base of the Hamill Group near Aid Lake
(Section 4, Figure 3.11). Otherwise, the lower Hamill Group is dominantly siliceous.
3.3.2 Petrography
Jasper member is generally moderately to poorly sorted, with 0.5-5 mm monoand polycrystalline quartz, and scattered feldspar in the quartzose and micaceous matrix
(Figure 3.15 a, b, c). Coarser quartz pebbles are scattered throughout. Polycrystalline
quartz is commonly 2-10 grain aggregates, with internal and external contacts having
serrated edges.

Quartz grains and aggregates generally have undulóse extinction, and

aggregates commonly have serrated edges. Quartz ranges from approximately 0.1-3 mm,
and generally forms 70-90 % of the rock. Feldspars are scattered throughout, as elongate
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subrounded grains, generally ca. 0.5 mm, but they range up to ca. 4 mm long. K-feldspar
dominates, as cross-hatch twinned grains.

Albite twinned plagioclase is scattered,

generally forming no more than 1-2 % of the rock, whereas K-feldspar forms from 0.57.5 % of the rock. Finely crystalline micaceous 'matrix', with spots of fine grained
quartz, forms 15-30 % of the rock. Opaque spots are typically 0.1-0.25 mm, and form
trace amounts to ca. 3-5 % of the rock.
3.3.3 Depositional conditions
Difficulty is encountered in interpreting Proterozoic and Cambrian strata, with
few modern analogues for possible depositional environments. Lack of Proterozoic and
Cambrian plant life leaves no possible paleontologie evidence of e.g. fluvial deposition.
Furthermore, the lack of plant life to stabilise channel banks further hampers inferences
from modern fluvial analogues.
The Jasper member was first interpreted in the type area near Jasper, Alberta, as
representing a shallow marine environment by Akehurst (1964), and Charlesworth et al.
(1967). Lickorish (1992) and Lickorish and Simony (1995) suggested that the Jasper
member of the McNaughton Formation represents a braided fluvial setting, based on
paleocurrent measurements.
The lower Hamill Group in the Dogtooth Range was first interpreted by Ellison
(1967) as having been deposited in a shallow marine environment. Kubli (1990) agreed
with this interpretation, based on the conspicuous presence of thick sets of tabular cross
bedded sandstone, and lack of trough cross beds. Devlin (1986) and Devlin and Bond
(1988) suggested that the lower Hamill Group is of variably fluvial and shallow marine
origin. On North Quartz Mountain, Devlin (1986) suggested that the lower Hamill Group
is of fluvial origin, citing channelised and lenticular bedding geometries, evidence for
scouring and current activity, interbedded maroon and green siltstones and shales, coarse
immature sediment, and unimodal current directions, as evidence.

From this, his

reconstruction inferred fluvial deposition for the Dogtooth Mountains, and Blackwater
Ridge. Hein et al. (1994; and unpublished sections) suggested that the lower Hamill
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Group in the Dogtooth Range comprises shallow marine deposits, based partially on
locally bimodal foreset dip directions in planar tabular crossbeds measured near Timber
Mountain and North Quartz Mountain (Hein, pers. comm., 2001).
The relative textural and mineralogical immaturity of lower Hamill Group and
Jasper member sediment may be used to suggest fluvial deposition. However feldspar
preservation should be interpreted as a product of a rapid input from a relatively high
'cratonic' source (disregarding the effect of climate on weathering). Relative immaturity
of these sedimentary rocks does not imply fluvial deposition (e.g. Prothero and Schwab,
1996).
Lickorish (1992) suggested that, although he interpreted the Jasper member in the
western Rocky Mountains as being fluvial, based on similar sedimentary structures as
described here, "...it grades imperceptibly into shallow marine deposition[]" (ibid.). This
is exacerbated by the fact that, as discussed in chapter 6, tectonic activity may have
contributed to controlling sea level during Hamill Group deposition, and conditions may
have changed rapidly.
On the Jeb Lake section (Section 5, Figure 3.9), thick (~1 metre) tabular, planar
cross beds with foresets dipping -10-30°, are well defined in the basal ca. 200 metres by
fining upward pocked pebbly bands (Figure 3.12). Although the predominant foreset dip
direction is consistent, in narrow intervals, foreset dip direction switches, apparently by
180°.
Tabular, bidirectional planar cross beds, and wedge shaped beds are commonly
developed by migrating sand waves or sand ridges in shallow marine, tidal settings (Hein,
1987; Kubli, 1990; Prothero and Schwab, 1996).

While they are also developed in

fluvial, braidplain settings (e.g. McCormick and Grotzinger, 1993; Martins-Neto, 1993),
locally bidirectional planar tabular crossbeds near Jeb Lake are more consistent with a
shallow marine, tidal shelf setting (e.g. Hein, 1987; Hein, pers. comm., 2001), having
developed in migrating sand wave complexes. Thus, west of the Solitude Range, where
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a).

Glassy, white weathering quartzite.
Sharp, curviplanar basal contact with thin argillitic
^stringers, and -10 centimetre deep scours. (Poker member)
Fine to medium grained, tan brown weathering
quartzo-feldspathic grit, with dark quartz, and si Ityslatv matrix.
/

b).
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E
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I Rust weathering limey sandstone, silver grey sandy slate
II Basal 1 metre grey glassy quartzite grades to white glassy trough
I cross laminated quartzite in - 4 0 cm beds, with wavy parallel slaty partings,
1-2 cm radius vertical burrows. Upper -15 m comprises dark grey quartzite
with abundant bioturbated shaly partings. (Poker member).
/"Medium grained chloritoid porphyroblastic. quartz wacke/
psammite in 2-25 cm thick layers.
\ gradational over 1 metre into underlying strata.
Cream white medium grained quartzite
and granule psammite.

Infeired from discontinuous exposure along strike.

C-

Figure 3.13. a). Geology of the Hamill Group at the north end of Succour Arm (section 1 ).
b). Geology of the Hamill Group north of A i d Lake (section 2), marking the
appearance of the Jasper Member.

Lickorish (1992) inferred the Jasper member as fluvial, it is suggested that by Blackwater
Ridge, the Jasper member shifted into shallow marine deposits.
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3.3.4 Geometry of the Jasper member, and relationship to the lower Hamill Group
in the Dogtooth Mountains
The Jasper member appears below uppermost upper Hamill Group quartzite,
south of Succour Arm, and thickens in the form of a wedge. Several units appear between
the top of the Jasper member and the uppermost upper Hamill bioturbated quartzite.
These units are described below. South of Jeb Lake, the Jasper member apparently tapers
beneath the rest of the thick Hamill Group, although no stratigraphie sections were
measured. At Timber Mountain, Ellison (1967) did not describe any strata that could be
interpreted to be equivalent to the Jasper member (Figure 3.7). Reconnaissance mapping
of the Hamill Group on Timber Mountain, revealed a cream-white weathering granule
psammite at the base of the lower Hamill Group, no thicker than -15 metres. This unit
may be equivalent to the Jasper member, although it was neither examined in detail, nor
traced along strike. The rest of the Hamill Group on Timber Mountain is pink to purple
medium grained feldspathic quartzite and quartzite (Figure 3.7; Ellison, 1967). Near
North Quartz Mountain, in the hanging wall of the next thrust sheet (Wiseman Creek),
reconnaissance mapping revealed no strata in the lower Hamill Group that could be
interpreted as equivalent to the Jasper member. Thus it is interpreted that the Jasper
member tapers beneath the rest of the Hamill Group, and is absent altogether near North
Quartz Mountain (see Figure 3.6).
The Hamill Group is relatively thick at North Quartz Mountain, resting with
apparent conformity on the Horsethief Creek Group, thus approximating the deepest part
of the basin in which the Hamill Group was deposited.

The Jasper member, it is

interpreted, comprises a lithostratigraphic member that tapers to the south-southwest and
disappears at the base of the thick Hamill Group section preserved at North Quartz
Mountain.
3.3.5 Age
It is difficult to discern an accurate age for the unfossiliferous lower Hamill
Group sediments.

Lickorish (1992) suggested that the lower Jasper member (lower
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McNaughton Formation) is laterally equivalent to the Yellowhead Platform carbonates,
which contain Ediacaran fauna (Teitz and Mountjoy, 1985). Thus at least part of the
Jasper member, under this interpretation, would be latest Proterozoic in age (Lickorish,
1992). If the lower Hamill Group in the Dogtooth Range interfingers with the Jasper
member of the lower Hamill Group in Blackwater Ridge, and if the lowermost units in
the Hamill Group are conformable with the uppermost units in the Horsethief Creek
Group, then the age of at least the lower units in the lower Hamill Group may be latest
Proterozoic

However, it must be noted that the relatively thin lower Jasper member,

described by Lickorish (1992) as uppermost Proterozoic, was not found on Blackwater
Ridge. The age of the Jasper member on Blackwater Ridge can be constrained then,
rather poorly, as possibly latest Proterozoic to earliest Cambrian (Upper ProterozoicLower Cambrian).
Few age constraints have been provided for the lower Hamill Group by
conventional geochronological methods. Detrital zircon and monazite grains from the
Jasper member in the Rocky Mountains yielded slightly discordant U/Pb ages clustering
at -1720-1780 Ma., and -2400-2660 Ma. (Ross, unpublished data), likely representing a
cratonic basement source.

3.4 Upper Hamill Group
3.4.1 Description
Where it is reasonably exposed, the base of the upper Hamill Group appears
gradational with the underlying lower Hamill Group/Jasper member, on Blackwater
Ridge. This will be further discussed in section 3.10.2. The contact is here defined as the
first appearance of continuously pure quartzite, or the first appearance of continuous
purple-pink weathering feldspathic pebbly sub-arkose and feldspathic quartzite (near Jeb
Lake) with interbedded maroon and green slate. Given the rapid thickness changes of
units in the Hamill Group, and laterally discontinuous markers, some difficulty was
encountered in distinguishing between local units in the lower and upper Hamill Group.
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The upper Hamill Group is defined then, on Blackwater Ridge, as the quartzite directly
overlying the well-defined Jasper member, or, in the absence of the Jasper member,
directly overlying the Horsethief Creek Group, and directly underlying the green slate
and rust weathering limey sandstone of the lowermost Donald Formation. Rocks in the
upper Hamill Group tend to be pure, pebbly, to glassy, fine to medium grained quartzite,
commonly with pink subrounded quartz pebbles, to pink and purple sub-arkosic quartzite
with interbeds of green to maroon slate. Complete sections of the Hamill Group were
measured (see Figure 3.8), including upper Hamill Group strata, in section 1 (Figure 3.13
a), section 2 (Figure 3.13 b), section 3 (Figure 3.10), and section 4 (Figure 3.11). Despite
laterally variable units, general lithofacies were observed in the upper Hamill Group. A
stratigraphie equivalent of the Poker member of the upper McNaughton Formation
(Lickorish, 1992; Lickorish and Simony, 1995) is described below.

No continuous

equivalents of the Solitude member and Sophist member (after Lickorish, 1992), were
found. However, as alluded to in section 4 (Figure 3.11), directly in the footwall of the
Aid Lake fault, possible Solitude and Sophist member equivalents were measured. These
units are not laterally continuous on Blackwater Ridge.

3.5 Lithofacies divisions within the upper Hamill Group
3.5.1 Cross-stratified purple sub-arkose, quartzite, and quartz pebble conglomerate
A distinct purple weathering feldspathic sub-arkose and quartzite was mapped
above the Jasper member, in laterally discontinuous packages.

This unit comprises

medium grained, deep purple quartz and feldspar pebbly, sub-arkosic to quartz-arenite
metaquartzite (Figure 3.14a), with thin green to purple-grey slate interbeds. Locally, this
unit occurs as lens shaped bodies, pinching between other lithofacies in the upper Hamill
Group. On Timber Mountain and near North Quartz Mountain, this lithofacies occurs in
both the upper and lower Hamill Groups (see Ellison, 1967; Figure 3.7, Figure 3.6).
In the hanging wall of the Wiseman Creek Fault klippe near Susan Lake, a purple
weathering medium to coarse grained quartz pebble conglomerate occurs in this facies.
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Figure 3.14. a). Cross-stratified purple sub-arkose of the Upper Hamill Group.
b) . Tabular beds in Upper Hamill Group quartzite, with thin micaceous,
sandy slate interbeds.
c) . Poker member (left), white and glassy, sits unconformably directly
on the upper grit division of the HorsethiefCreek Group.
d) . Detail of unconformity between uppermost Poker member and
underlying grit division.
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Quartz pebbles are typically elongate and rounded, ranging from approximately 10 mm to
40 mm.
Toward the south end of Kinbasket Lake, upper Hamill quartzite is typically pink,
glassy to pebbly, locally occurring in ~1 metre thick tabular, planar cross stratified beds
(Figure 3.14b). Grey to purple grey slate interbeds are scattered between thick quartzite
beds, locally occurring in wedge shapes between tabular quartzite.
3.5.2 Petrography
Examined samples in this unit are moderately to poorly sorted. Subrounded to
subangular grains have moderate to poor sphericity, and the rock commonly has sutured
grains. Monocrystalline quartz (ca. 20%) ranges from 0.2-4 mm, as subangular grains.
Quartz rarely has zircon, and other unidentified, inclusions. Polycrystalline quartz (ca.
50%) comprises 3-4 grain aggregates with straight to serrated boundaries, and ca. 3 mm
grains with stretched, scalloped constituent quartz. Quartz aggregates are subrounded
with moderate sphericity, to slight elongation. K-feldspar (ca. 3-10%) shows crosshatched twinning (Figure 3.15 g), perthitic gashes, and sericite dusting. Grains are 0.15-3
mm, locally as laths with rounded corners. Rock fragments (2%?) are difficult to discern:
some grains appear to be aggregates of quartz and perthitic or cross-hatch twinned K feldspar (rock fragments?), however, metamorphic recrystallisation may somewhat
obscure original grain boundaries. Plagioclase forms approximately 0.5-2% of the rock,
as grains from 0.2-0.75 mm, that are scattered, and subrounded. Some grains appear to
show albite twinning.

Opaque phases occur as isolated, subrounded spots, but more

typically, as interstitial mesh-like matrix (possibly haematite, giving the rock its reddishpurple hue?). White mica occurs in clumps 0.2-0.5 mm across, of cryptocrystalline to
finely microcrystalline material. Chloritoid porphyroblasts are rare in the micaceous
matrix, as ca. 0.2 mm grains.

Tourmaline grains are scattered, barrel shaped, and

interstitial.
Conglomerate samples are formed of pebbles making ca. 95% of the grainsupported rock. Pebbles have moderate sphericity, and are subrounded. Monocrystalline
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Figure 3.15.
a) . Fower Hamill Group- Jasper member.
b) . Lower Hamill Group- Jasper member: Quartz, polycrystalline
quartz, feldspar, in micaceous matrix.
c) . LowerHamill Group-Jasper member: Quartz, K-feldspar,
mica flecks, in finely crystalline micaceous matrix.

-t>.
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~1 m i l l i m e t r e

Figure 3.15 (cont'd).
d) . Upper Hamill Group quartz wacke. Chloritoid rich layer (PPL).
e) . Upper I Iamill Group quart/, wacke. Chloritoid rich layer (XPL).
I). Upper llamill Group quartz wacke. Twinned chloritoid
porphyroblasts fan across S\.

-1 millimetre

Figure 3.15 (cont'd).
>

g) . Upper Hamill purple sub-arkose: K-feldspar. quartz, scattered
mica.
h) . Upper Marnili conglomerate-purple sub-arkose: metamorphic
pebble with ribboned, line quartz.
i) . IlorsethiefCreekGroup. upper clastic division: Albite
twinned plagioclase. quartz, carbonate.
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quartz (0.25-3.5 mm) forms 25-35% of the rock, whereas polycrystalline quartz forms ca.
60-70% of the rock. Polycrystalline quartz is 1.5-10 mm, forming rounded aggregate
grains.

Constituent quartz grains have serrated edges, but locally polygonal, 'triple

junction' contacts.

Some sub-rounded pebbles comprise ribboned, stretched quartz

grains, suggesting a locally metamorphic source (Figure 3.15 h). Feldspars are rare and
scattered, forming ca. 1% of the rock. Mica grains form the matrix along with fine
grained quartz, and rare epidote.
3.5.3 Fine grained, cream weathering planar cross-stratified quartzite
Grey to purple-tan sugary, pebbly quartzite occurs above the Jasper member and
below the Poker member. Pink to purple translucent quartz pebbles are common, ranging
from 0.5-4 mm in size. Green hued siliceous slate interbeds are scattered in the trough
cross laminated quartzite. Cross stratification is commonly defined by thin, pocked,
pebbly bands. Where continuous exposure is found, tabular to wedge shaped beds are
-10-40 centimetres thick. More vitreous, massive grey quartzite beds are interlayered.
Without continuous exposure, these strata were found to be difficult to distinguish from
isolated exposures of the Jasper member.

However, these upper Hamill strata are

generally more 'sugary', pure quartzite.
3.5.4 Deep grey chloritoid porphyroblastic quartz meta-wacke
Near Esplanade Bay, a chloritoid porphyroblastic, quartz meta-wacke defines a
thin marker between the uppermost Hamill Group Poker member and the Horsethief
Creek Group. South toward Aid Lake, this unit thickens to as much as -20 metres thick
at section 2 (Figure 3.13 b), and separates the Poker member from the Jasper member. At
section 3 (Figure 3.10) this marker is over 100 metres thick. To the south, in the hanging
wall of the Aid Lake fault, this marker was not found, except for one exposure where it
separates the Poker member from purple weathering sub-arkosic quartzite (section 3.5.1).
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3.5.5 Petrography
This unit is typically fine to medium grained, with lensoid, recrystallised quartz in
an anastomosing quartz-mica, foliated matrix. Quartz grains commonly have serrated
edges, and comprise sub-grain aggregates, with aggregates ranging from 0.1-3 mm.
Quartz comprises approximately 75-80% of the rock. Chloritoid porphyroblasts range
from 0.1-1.5 mm, forming approximately 5-15 % of the rock.

These grains occur

interstitial to quartz, as fanning or clumped aggregates (Figure 3.15 d, e, f), and
commonly in chloritoid rich layers. Chloritoid grains are anhedral to lath-like crystals,
fanning across the well-defined Si foliation. They therefore post-date it. Chloritoid is
commonly concentrated in fine grained, micaceous horizons. Tourmaline forms scattered
grains, ranging from 0.2-0.5 mm, as blue to moss green pleochroic crystals locally in
chloritoid rich horizons.

3.5.6. Trough cross stratified, skolithos burrowed quartziteseparation of the Poker member.
The uppermost Hamill Group comprises a pure, commonly vitreous, grey to white
weathering, and trough cross stratified quartzite marker (Figure 3.14c,d). Grey quartzite
has flecks of magnetite

(Figure 3.4), which locally define hairline trough cross

lamination. Cross stratification is commonly bi-directional, and laminations are locally
warped by -2-3 centimetre diameter vertical burrows. Beds are -5-50 centimetres thick,
and locally interspersed with anastomosing micaceous partings and 2-3 centimetre thick
slate beds.

This lithofacies is ubiquitous on Blackwater Ridge, at approximately 100

metres thick (with local variation), defining the uppermost Hamill Group. Above this
facies, strata are transitional into the Donald Formation, with quartzite beds becoming
thinner and interspersed with more abundant bioturbated silty slate beds. The top of the
Hamill Group is defined arbitrarily here as the top of the skolithos bioturbated, pure,
white to grey weathering vitreous quartzite.
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The lithologie similarity, skolithos ichnofossils, and stratigraphie position of this
lithofacies, relative to the Poker member defining the top of the McNaughton Formation
in the Solitude Range (Lickorish, 1992), leads this author to informally term this unit on
Blackwater Ridge the 'Poker member', defining the top of the Hamill Group. Lickorish
(1992) described the base of the Poker member as comprising thick bedded dark grey
argillaceous quartzite grading upward into clean white to grey quartzite. This description
is almost identical to the uppermost quartzite in the upper Hamill Group described in the
footwall of the A i d Lake fault (Figures 3.9, 3.10, 3.11).

This equivalence is further

supported by the sheet like geometry of this marker, at both the top of the McNaughton
Formation, and the top of the Hamill Group on Blackwater Ridge. This Poker member
thus provides a distinct stratigraphie marker, as does the Jasper member, within the
Lower Cambrian quartzite package, between the western Rocky Mountains, and the
northeastern Purcell Mountains, across the Southern Rocky Mountain Trench, at the
latitude of Blackwater Ridge.
This marker unit was not described on Timber Mountain (Figure 3.7), or near
Quartz Lake (Figure 3.6) by Ellison (1967), and thus it is interpreted that this lithofacies
is probably broadly continuous with the uppermost Hamill Group near Quartz Lake, but
that in the Dogtooth Mountains, at Quartz Lake, the rocks are not identical to the Poker
member of the Rocky Mountains.
3.6 General comments on petrography
Given the regionally imposed penetrative deformation in the study area, it
generally cannot be distinguished whether polycrystalline quartz is a product of regional
Si development,

and dynamic recrystallisation during deformation, or a detrital

characteristic.

Post-Di

metamorphism,

as

evidenced

by

fanning

chloritoid

porphyroblasts, may have served to further recrystallise mono- and polycrystalline quartz,
and obscure original grain boundaries.
discerned.

Matrix-cement distinctions can no longer be

Thus detailed analysis of provenance and sedimentary texture was not

undertaken. Those thin sections examined, however, are compared with modern
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Figure 3.16. Provenance of upper clastic division and Hamill Group
strata (from Dickinson and Suczek. 1979).

sediment analogs, based on their quartz, feldspar, and obvious lithic fragment content,
after Dickinson and Suczek (1979), and shown in Figure 3.16. Examined samples are
consistent with a solely continental block source (ibid.).

A general increase in maturity

is suggested from the upper clastic division, to the Jasper member of the Hamill Group.
Some strata within the upper Hamill Group are more arkosic, and thus show a slight
decrease in chemical and physical maturity from both the Jasper member, and upper
Hamill Group pure quartzite.

This is consistent with periodic influx of less mature

sediment during Hamill Group deposition.

Dickinson and Suczek (1979) note that
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decreasing maturity along the quartz-feldspar axis of Figure 3.16 is commonly
associated, in modern analogues,

with uplifted basement

blocks in active rift

environments.
3.7 Depositional conditions of the upper Hamill Group
Hein (1987) suggested that the McNaughton Formation represents a shallow
marine setting.

Mountjoy and Aitken (1963) similarly described the McNaughton

Formation as a shallow marine sandstone. The upper Hamill Group has also long been
considered a shallow marine succession (Ellison, 1967; Kubli, 1990).
Near the top of the Hamill Group, strata preserve bidirectional planar cross
laminations, and trough cross lamination, where they are not obscured by bioturbation.
Burrows in the upper Hamill Group in the Dogtooth Range have been identified as
skolithos (e.g. see Kubli (1990) and references therein). Similar burrows were noted in
the uppermost Hamill Group across Blackwater Ridge (e.g. Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4

shows deflected laminations around the burrow, suggesting a soft sediment origin for this
bioturbation, likely in a shallow marine, inter-tidal setting (Boggs, 1995).

Sparse

conglomerate packages >20 metres thick, found below this bioturbated facies, may
represent outwash fans (?) that developed as detritus was shed from an uplifted source
region.

3.8 Age
Bioturbation in the uppermost upper Hamill Group (skolithos) suggests that it is
Early Cambrian (e.g. Kubli (1990) and references therein).

The overlying Donald

Formation contains archaeocyathid bearing limestone, which is Early Cambrian (see
section 4.4 for discussion), and trilobite fragments. Thus at least the upper Hamill Group
is Early Cambrian in age.
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3.9 The Kinbasket High
At the north end of Blackwater Ridge, only the uppermost upper Hamill Group,
the Poker member, is preserved, resting on the grit division of the Horsethief Creek
Group (Figure 5.4 (in pocket); Figure 3.13 a). To the south, chloritoid porphyroblastic
quartz wacke (psammitic) forms a thin sheet, only metres thick, beneath the Poker
member, resting on the grit division of the Horsethief Creek Group. Near Aid Lake, the
Jasper member passes beneath the grey quartz meta-wacke, and both of these units
thicken rapidly (Figure 3.17). The Jasper member defines the lowermost Hamill Group,
and near A i d Lake rests on the slate division of the Horsethief Creek Group.

As

discussed in Chapter 5, the Hamill Group then thickens, near A i d Lake, across a fault
interpreted to be Cambrian in age. South of this fault, new units pass beneath the Poker
member and chloritoid-quartz wacke, and above the Jasper member. These units are
generally grey, massive, vitreous quartzite, locally with thin bedded,
(planolites?) quartzite and slate.

bioturbated

While these intermediate units between the Jasper

member and Poker member are laterally discontinuous, it is clear that the Hamill Group
thickens dramatically south of Succour Arm (Figure 3.17).

Where the Poker member

rests directly on the Horsethief Creek Group, it rests on the grit division, a unit equivalent
to the middle Miette Group of the Rocky Mountains, and relatively deep in the
Neoproterozoic succession.

The Kinbasket High is defined then, as the area of Late

Proterozoic and Early Cambrian erosion or, more likely non-deposition of most of the
Hamill Group, where only the Poker member of the uppermost Hamill Group is
preserved, resting unconformably on the relatively deeper units of the Horsethief Creek
Group. This thin Hamill Group rests on the upper grit division of the Horsethief Creek
Group (Figure 2.1) (middle Miette Group equivalent) (Figure 3.2), suggesting a
significant beveling of these Upper Proterozoic strata. Kubli and Simony (1992) noted
the gradual thinning of the Hamill Group northeast of the Dogtooth High, toward Timber
Mountain, and suggested this may represent an 'Eastern High' (ibid.).

While their
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observation correctly predicted the presence of an 'Eastern High', the Kinbasket High is
clearly a much more prominent feature than originally suggested.

3.9.1 Extent of the Kinbasket High
Away from the Kinbasket High, all units within the Hamill Group thicken, and
new units within the package pass under the Poker member (Figure 3.17). The Hamill
Group thickens to over 1000 metres before gradually thinning toward the Dogtooth High
(Kubli, 1990). Thus the Dogtooth High and Kinbasket High are distinct, Early Paleozoic
highs.

In the southern Solitude Range, on the west flank of the Rocky Mountains,

Lickorish (1992) reported that the Jasper member thinned in a wedge shape toward the
Rocky Mountain Trench, directly northwest of Blackwater Ridge.

Directly to the

northeast of Blackwater Ridge, upper McNaughton Formation and a condensed Jasper
member rest on the middle Miette Group (Grit division equivalent). Ferri (1984) noted
only -250 metres of upper McNaughton Formation quartzite resting disconformably on
the Miette Group in the Blackwater Range in the Rocky Mountains, directly east of
Blackwater Ridge. Restoring approximately 10 kilometres of thrust displacement on the
Purcell fault (Simony and Wind, 1970; Kubli and Simony, 1994) removes this apparent
direct juxtaposition.

However it is reasonable to suggest that the thinning of the

McNaughton Formation in the Rocky Mountains, and beveling of underlying Proterozoic
strata, to the east and northeast of Blackwater Ridge, represents Lower Paleozoic units
onlapping this same topographic high. This interpretation is further supported by the fact
that north and east of Blackwater Ridge, thin Lower Cambrian quartzite rests
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Figure 3.17. Thickening of the Hamill Group off the south flank of the
Kinbasket High, in the hanging wall of the A i d Lake fault.
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unconformably on the same unit within the Windermere Supergroup as described here for
the Kinbasket High: the grit division in the Horsethief Creek Group, and the middle
Miette 'grits' in the Miette Group of the Rocky Mountains (as discussed in section 5.6
and Figure 5.14).
The southeast plunge of the Porcupine Creek Anticlinorium in the Blackwater
Range (Ferri, 1984) takes the McNaughton Formation into the subsurface, and thus
makes it difficult to determine the extent of the Kinbasket High directly to the southeast
of Aid Lake. However, given that the Jasper member is condensed to the northeast, it can
be inferred that the Kinbasket High extends to the northeast along the western wall of the
Rocky Mountains. Since the upper clastic division is preserved in the Esplanade Range,
directly to the west of Blackwater Ridge (Wilson, 1999, unpublished data) (e.g Figure
5.17, Figure 5.18), the Horsethief Creek Group was not exhumed to the same extent west
of Blackwater Ridge. As suggested below, if the upper clastic division is 'transitional'
(Ellison, 1967) between Horsethief Creek and Hamill Group deposition, and was
deposited only in inter-high areas, then it can be inferred that the Hamill Group west of
Kinbasket Lake, in the Esplanade Range, was thick. In this scenario, the Kinbasket High
would not extend to the west into the Esplanade Range.

If this is the case, then the

Kinbasket High formed a relatively wide tens-of-kilometres

scale,

north-northwest

trending topographic high throughout the time of deposition of all of the Lower Cambrian
Hamill Group, save for the uppermost Poker member.
The Kinbasket High occurs in a broad zone of Early Paleozoic 'topographic
highs' (Figure 3.18). The Windermere High (Lis and Price, 1976; Root, 1987), in the
southern Purcell Mountains, formed a broad topographic high from Proterozoic time to
mid-Devonian time (Root, 1987). Root (1987) implied that this prominent high extends
northwestward up the Rocky Mountain Trench. The Kinbasket High would thus be a
likely extension of this prominent block. Kubli (1990) considered the possibility that the
Windermere High was connected to the Dogtooth High.

This is also a reasonable

interpretation. Both the Dogtooth and Kinbasket Highs were only known to be
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F i g u r e 3.18. S c h e m a t i c isopach map o f the L o w e r C a m b r i a n H a m i l l G r o u p , illustrating
topography presumed to be associated w i t h early C a m b r i a n extension and
b l o c k faulting.
( M o d i f i e d alter K u b l i (1990) and references therein, and K u b l i and S i m o n y (1992) ).
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topographic highs in the Lower Cambrian (Kubli, 1990; this study). The Windermere
High was intermittently topographically high, until mid-Devonian time (Root, 1987), thus
a priori hampering a model that would directly kinematically link them. However, the
lack of preserved strata younger than Lower Cambrian on Blackwater Ridge, and in the
Dogtooth Mountains, leaves open the possibility that the Dogtooth and Kinbasket Highs
could have been topographic highs during the Devonian, and thus kinematically linked to
the Windermere High. The Kinbasket High, Dogtooth High, and Windermere High are
interpreted, however, to be distinct topographic highs during Early Cambrian time, as
shown on a partially restored isopach map of Hamill Group depositional thickness
(Figure 3.18).
North of Blackwater Ridge along the Rocky Mountain Trench, Young (1978)
noted a thinning of McNaughton Formation quartzite east of the Rocky Mountain Trench,
that he termed the McBride Arch, a Late Proterozoic to Early Cambrian topographic
high. McNaughton Formation quartzite thins from over 1500 metres to less than 500
metres thick.

The axis of the arch trends broadly northwest, crossing the Rocky

Mountain Trench from the Rocky Mountains.

Young (1979) shows McNaughton

Formation thickening off of all sides of the arch, suggesting that this arch was distinct
from the Kinbasket High.

3.10 Unconformities
3.10.1 Sub -Hamill Group
The nature of the contact between the Windermere Supergroup and the Lower
Cambrian system in the western Rocky Mountains and eastern Omineca Belt, has long
been a topic of dispute (summarised by Aitken, 1969, and references therein).

Aitken

(1969) proposed a profound, regional, angular unconformity between the Miette Group
and Gog Group near Lake Louise in the southern Rocky Mountains.

Near Jasper,

Alberta, Charlesworth et al. (1967) noted the apparent conformable and gradational
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contact between the Jasper member (their Jasper Formation) and underlying Miette
Group.

Ferri (1984) noted a disconformity between the 250 metres of McNaughton

Formation and Miette Group, in the Blackwater Range east of the Rocky Mountain
Trench. In the Solitude Range, Gal (1989) noted that the base of upper McNaughton
Formation (Solitude member) truncates grit channels in the Miette Group at an angle of
5-6° (ibid.).
Lickorish (1992) and Lickorish and Simony (1995) suggested that where there is
evidence for an unconformity between McNaughton Formation quartzite and Proterozoic
Miette Group, the lower McNaughton Formation (Jasper member) is generally absent.
The Jasper member rests with apparent conformity on the Miette Group (ibid.), and thus
the unconformity is between the upper McNaughton Formation and lower McNaughton
Formation (Jasper member).
In the Dogtooth Range, the contact between the Horsethief Creek Group and
Hamill Group has long been considered, though structurally concordant, an unconformity
(Wind, 1967; Poulton and Simony, 1980).

Evans (1933) noted that the contact is

erosional, though the main evidence in the Dogtooth Range for an unconformity, is that
the Hamill Group rests in different places on different units of the Horsethief Creek
Group (Kubli, 1990; Kubli and Simony, 1992).

South of Blackwater Ridge, on North

Quartz Mountain (Figure 2.2; Figure 3.6), the Hamill Group overlies quartzite and slate
of the upper clastic division (the 'transition zone' of Ellison, 1967). Here the contact is
both difficult to place, and apparently conformable (see Ellison, 1967), Figure (3.13).
At the north end of Blackwater Ridge, upper Hamill Group Poker member
quartzite rests sharply on the grit division, presumed to be upper grit division.
Centimetre-scale scouring was observed at the contact (Figure 3.14d).

To the south,

Jasper member of the lower Hamill Group rests on the slate division (Figure 3.17). Near
Jeb Lake, thick Jasper member overlies carbonate and trough cross-stratified silty slate,
which is interpreted to be gradational between the slate division and carbonate division.
To the south, on Timber Mountain (Figure 3.7), and near North Quartz Mountain (Figure
3.6) Hamill Group rests on upper clastic division quartzite and slate (Ellison, 1967; Wind,
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1967; Poulton, 1973; Poulton and Simony, 1980; Kubli, 1990). Two inferences can be
made from these observations. Firstly, the Hamill Group on Blackwater Ridge rests on
different units of the Horsethief Creek Group, as described by Kubli (1990) in the
Dogtooth Range to the south of Blackwater Ridge, suggesting that the contact is mainly
an unconformity. Secondly, at its thinnest, uppermost upper Hamill Group rests on older,
deeper units of the Horsethief Creek Group, whereas to the south, thick lower Hamill
Group strata rest progressively on younger units within the Horsethief Creek Group.
Between the highest units within the Horsethief Creek Group, the upper clastic division,
and thick Hamill Group (e.g. near North Quartz Mountain), there is an apparently
conformable, gradational contact (see also Ellison, 1967; Figure 3.6). Where the Hamill
Group is thickest, between the Kinbasket and Dogtooth Highs, and the middle Hamill
Group is present (Kubli and Simony, 1992; Kubli, 1990), the Hamill Group everywhere
rests on the 'transitional' (after Ellison, 1967) upper clastic division (Kubli, 1990; Kubli
and Simony, 1992).

Based on this, and the apparently conformable contact between

upper clastic division observed by this author at North Quartz Mountain, it is interpreted
that the contact between the upper clastic division and lower Hamill Group is
conformable, representing effectively continuous deposition. As volumes of Horsethief
Creek Group were exhumed, forming the Kinbasket High, the Hamill Group was
deposited on different

units within the Horsethief Creek Group.

However, it is

reasonable to suggest, based on the above observations, that where the Hamill Group is
thickest (in the deepest part of the basin) between the Kinbasket and Dogtooth Highs, the
Horsethief Creek Group was not exhumed, and continuous deposition could have
occurred.

Regardless, the 'time significance' of the unconformity between the Hamill

Group and Horsethief Creek Group decreases from north to south, from the Kinbasket
High, to North Quartz Mountain. Based on the transitional lithologies from the upper
clastic division into the Hamill Group, there is no need to extrapolate the sub-Hamill
unconformity to the deepest part of the basin.

A similar model was proposed by

Lickorish (1992) to explain the contact between the Miette and Gog Groups in the
western Rocky Mountains.

With this in mind, the pragmatic placement of the
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Precambrian-Cambrian boundary at the base of the Hamill Group, while generally
reasonable, neglects that in the deepest parts of Hamill basins, there was probably
effectively continuous deposition between Windermere and Hamill

strata.

The

Precambrian-Cambrian boundary probably lies somewhere in the lowermost units of the
Hamill Group in the deeper parts of these inter-high basins.

3.10.2 Within the Hamill Group
Lickorish (1992) clearly demonstrated an unconformable relationship between the
Jasper member and the upper Mcnaughton Formation in the Solitude Range. A similar
relationship was not observed to the southwest, on Blackwater Ridge. Near A i d Lake,
the Jasper member appears to contain more thin, pure quartzite beds up section, and the
contact with the upper Hamill Group is placed at the first appearance of continuous pure
quartzite.

This relationship provides little direct evidence for such a profound

unconformity between the lower and upper Hamill Groups. Ellison (1967) described the
contacts between the lower, middle, and upper Hamill Groups as conformable. Lickorish
(1992) used truncation of growth faults below the Solitude member (Figure 3.1) as
evidence supporting a sub-Solitude unconformity. However, syn-depositional faults in
the Hamill Group, on the south flank of the Kinbasket High, appear to have been active
through deposition of the Jasper member, until deposition of the Poker member (this is
further discussed in Chapter 5). Figure 3.17 shows the Poker member directly onlapping
the Kinbasket High, and sitting on the grit division. This geometry suggests that synsedimentary fault truncation cannot be used as evidence of a profound unconformity
above the Jasper member, on Blackwater Ridge.
It is possible that there is a local unconformity beneath the uppermost 'Poker
member' upper Hamill bioturbated quartzite.

This unit does not change thickness as

drastically as other units beneath it in the Hamill Group, and may approximately truncate
growth faults in the Hamill Group, as discussed in Chapter 5. However, where exposure
is reasonably continuous, no direct observations suggest that there is an unconformity,
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and these relationships are also consistent with units in the Hamill Group onlapping the
sub-Hamill unconformity described above, such that the Kinbasket High was a
topographic high until uppermost Hamill Group ('Poker member') deposition.

3.11 Discussion of the tectonic setting of the Jasper member
The Jasper member broadly onlaps both the northeast and southwest flanks of the
Kinbasket High. Thick deposits of Jasper member were interpreted by Lickorish (1992)
to comprise the immature detritus shed off of uplifted blocks to the east. Root (1987)
suggested that along with cratonic basement sources, Horsethief Creek Group strata could
comprise a source of sediment for the Hamill Group. The increase in grain size, and
quartz and feldspar abundance above the pelitic and carbonate-rich upper divisions of the
Horsethief Creek Group speak of an increase in coarse detritus, likely shed from
interconnected topographic highs similar to the Kinbasket High.

Geochronologic data

from the Jasper member in the Rocky Mountains (Ross, unpublished data) suggest a
cratonic source, which could include partial derivation from sediment originally derived
from a cratonic source (i.e. uplift and erosion of Windermere Supergroup sediment). To
the east, these deposits were in the form of approximately north-trending braided fluvial
systems (Lickorish, 1992), grading gradually into shallow marine deposits.
A similar interpretation of the Jasper member is provided here, based on the
reasoning above.

The more siliceous, relatively coarse nature of the Jasper member

above the Horsethief Creek Group, petrography, and the latest Archaean to earliest
Proterozoic detrital zircon ages (Ross, unpublished data) suggest that the Jasper member
was shed off the flanks of topographic highs formed by basement and basement derived
sediment.

To the east these strata were deposited by north trending braided fluvial

systems (Lickorish, 1992), and to the west, to Blackwater Ridge, graded imperceptibly
into shallow marine deposits.
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3.12 Summary- Hamill Group
Hamill Group stratigraphy on Blackwater Ridge, broadly forming the northern
termination of the Purcell Mountains, is divided into lower and upper divisions. The
lower Hamill Group comprises cream weathering psammite and granular quartzite,
lithostratigraphically equivalent to the Jasper member of the western Rocky Mountains.
The Jasper member on Blackwater Ridge appears in a wedge shape beneath thinned
upper Hamill Group. Upper Hamill Group comprises pink purple, and cream, sub-arkose
and quartzite, and grey chloritoid porphyroblastic quartz wacke. These packages are
capped by grey to white weathering skolithos bioturbated quartzite that is equivalent to
the Poker member of the Solitude Range, western Rocky Mountains.
At the north end of Blackwater Ridge, the Poker member rests directly on the grit
division of the Horsethief Creek Group, defining the Kinbasket High: an area of erosion
or more likely, non-deposition of the Hamill Group, and exhumation of the underlying
Proterozoic strata. The Kinbasket High occurs in a zone of interconnected topographic
highs of Late Proterozoic to Early Paleozoic age.
To the south, off the south flank of the Kinbasket High, the Hamill Group
thickens in a wedge shape, and thickens across a fault interpreted to be a Hamill age
growth fault. Southward, as the Hamill Group thickens, it lies on progressively younger,
higher units in the Horsethief Creek Group.

At its thickest, it rests with apparent

conformity on the upper clastic division. The recessive middle Hamill Group has only
been mapped where the Hamill Group rests on the highest stratigraphy in the Horsethief
Creek Group, in the deepest parts of the Early Cambrian basin.

This geometry is

interpreted to represent a profound sub-Hamill unconformity on the Kinbasket High,
gradually decreasing in time significance off the south flank of the high, to effectively
continuous deposition between the highest units in the Horsethief Creek Group, and the
lower Hamill Group.
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Chapter IV- Lower Cambrian Donald Formation
4.1- Introduction
The Donald Formation is exposed throughout the map area, generally as small,
discontinuous outcroppings. On the slope west of Succour Creek, and near Susan Lake
(Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4), exposures are more continuous. Published correlations of the
Donald Formation with similar strata in the Rocky Mountains are shown in Figure 3.2.
The Middle Donald Formation forms an extensive marker between the Rocky and Purcell
Mountains.
The lower contact of the Donald Formation is herein placed arbitrarily at the first
appearance, above the pure quartzite of the upper Hamill Group, of either rust weathering
trough cross-laminated, locally limey, sandstone with local lrusophycus and -5-10 mm
diameter horizontal ichnofossils, or monotonous green grey slate, calcareous slate, and
laminated silty slate. The upper contact of the Donald Formation was not observed in the
map area, since it is truncated by erosion and structural imbrication.

Stratigraphie

thicknesses are estimated, and for pelitic strata are structurally thickened due to folding.
4.2 Lower Donald Formation
Lower Donald Formation comprises grey slate, fine cream to rust weathering
sandstone and limey sandstone, and bedding-parallel ichnofossils. There is no obvious
stratigraphie break between Hamill sand deposition, and Donald Formation. These sands
are overlain by green grey slate, limey slate, and sandy slate, which locally shows sandy,
parallel laminations. Metre scale peloid limestone lenses and layers are locally exposed
within this dominantly slate interval.
4.3 Middle and Upper Donald Formation
Middle Donald Formation comprises grey weathering, archaeocyathid bearing
limestone. The limestone is massive to moderately foliated, with local development of
rusty stylolites. Archaeocyathids are variably preserved, and commonly discernable with
the naked eye as 1-2 cm diameter features.
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The Upper Donald Formation comprises mainly monotonous, green-grey, and
grey weathering slate, limey slate, and silty slate. No stratigraphie thickness of the Upper
Donald Formation can be estimated.
4.4 Age of the Donald Formation
Archaeocyathid bearing limestone is well preserved in the Donald Formation,
implying an early Cambrian age (e.g. Rigby and Gangloff, 1987).
4.5 Depositional setting of the Donald Formation
The archaeocyathid bearing limestone of the middle Donald Formation implies a
marine setting in Lower Donald sandstone. Archaeocyathids are considered to have been
mainly shallow marine 'reef forming' organisms (e.g. Rigby and Gangloff, 1987), most
typically occuring in 10-30 metres of water, but locally up to 100 metres (ibid.). This
archaeocyathid limestone forms a broad sheet of shallow marine, Lower Cambrian strata
in the western Rocky Mountains (Mural Formation), and in the Omineca Belt (middle
Donald Formation, and Badshot Formation (e.g. Klepacki and Wheeler, 1985)). The
archaeocyathid limestone does not occur on the Windermere High (Root, 1987), south of
the Dogtooth Range in the Purcell Mountains, as it presumably onlapped the topographic
high, which persisted until Devonian time (Root, 1987). The archaeocyathid limestone
is, however, laterally quite extensive, extending to the west through the Kootenay Arc
(Figure 6.4; e.g. Stelck and Hedinger, 1975), to the suspect, 'oceanic' Slide Mountain
Terrane (Klepacki and Wheeler, 1985), where its approximate western edge is, beneath
the Paleozoic Slide Mountain basinal volcanics and sediments.

The Lower Cambrian

archaeocyathid limestone has not been mapped west of the Kootenay Arc, and has not
been described in the possibly 'exotic' Quesnel terrane (e.g. Struik, 1987). Thus it can be
inferred from the Middle Donald Formation archaeocyathid limestone, that a broad,
shallow marine limestone platform extended along the western margin of the continent
(see also Stelck and Hedinger, 1975), above many of the topographic highs outlined by
the Hamill Group, onlapping those early Paleozoic highs that persisted (e.g. Windermere
High).
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Chapter V- Structure
5.1 Introduction-regional setting
Definition: 'Dogtooth Range structure ' is understood to include the structures of
the Dogtooth Range, as well as the structures exposed in the eastern pan of the
Esplanade Range, and Blackwater Ridge north to Bush Arm. Blackwater Ridge, while
physio graphically in the Southern Rocky Mountain Trench (SRMT), structurally defines
the northern termination of the Purcell Mountains.

The 'geological' Rocky Mountain

Trench is defined by those structures juxtaposing geology of the Omineca Belt with
geology of the Foreland Belt. Thus Blackwater Ridge is, structurally, west of the Rocky
Mountain Trench.
The structural style of Blackwater Ridge, in the Southern Rocky Mountain
Trench, is broadly similar to both the contiguous Western Main Ranges of the Rocky
Mountains, and the southern Dogtooth Range. The western flank of the Rocky Mountain
Belt consists of a large fan shaped antiformal complex (Balkwill, 1972), the Porcupine
Creek Anticlinorium. In detail, the anticlinorium is a complex of small thrust faults and
polyphase folds, with a downward converging fan of axial planar cleavage (Balkwill,
1972), in mainly incompetent late Proterozoic and Cambrian to Ordovician strata. The
Porcupine Creek Anticlinorium is flanked to the west, in the Southern Rocky Mountain
Trench, by the associated Rocky Mountain Trench Synclinorium (Balkwill, 1972). The
synclinorium is formed in pervasively cleaved upper Cambrian McKay Group and
Canyon Creek Formation slate, where thin limestone units form isoclinal minor folds on
the larger structure, and the cleavage fan converges upward (ibid.).
The west wall of the Southern Rocky Mountain Trench is geologically defined,
near Golden, and in the study area, by more competent late Proterozoic and early
Cambrian strata, in the hanging wall of the Purcell fault, which approximately traces the
east wall of the Dogtooth Mountains. These strata are presumed to be stacked in the
hinterland dipping Dogtooth Duplex (Kubli and Simony, 1994). The main structures in
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Figure 5.1. Regional cross section across the Selkirk Mountains (Selkirk Fan). Dogtooth Range (Dogtooth
Duplex), and Western M a i n Ranges o f the R o c k y Mountains ( P o r c u p i n e C r e e k
Anticlinorium- P C A Rocky Mountain Trench Synclinorium- RMTS).
Figure is modi lied from C o l p r o n el al. ( 1998), based on geology
by C o l p r o n et al. (1998), K u b l i and Simony (1994) (Dogtooth D u p l e x ) , and B a l k w i l l (1972)
( P C A ) . P?- Proterozoic strata (may include Windermere/Purcell Supergroups,
basement gneiss) Pw- Windermere Supergroup: Gc- Chancellor G r o u p : Co- Otlcrtail F m . ;
6oW!- M c k a y Group.
1

the Dogtooth Range (Kubli and Simony, 1994), and the Rocky Mountain Trench
Synclinorium (Balkwill, 1972), are truncated by the out of sequence Purcell thrust fault
that has juxtaposed them. West of the Dogtooth Range, metamorphic grade increases
westward to amphibolite facies, and strata are intruded by granitoid plutons (e.g Wheeler,
1963; Colpron et al., 1998). The Selkirk Mountains comprise a doubly vergent structural
fan (Wheeler, 1963; Colpron et al., 1998.). In the east, structures are northeast directed,
whereas to the west, structures verge southwest, fanning about a northwest trending axis
made of tight to open synclines, near the longitude of Rogers Pass (Wheeler, 1963;
Brown and Tippett, 1978; Colpron et al., 1998). A regional cross section of large scale
Omineca Belt structures (Selkirk Fan, Dogtooth Duplex) and western Rocky Mountain
Structures (Porcupine Creek Anticlinorium, Rocky Mountain Trench Synclinorium), at
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the latitude of the Dogtooth Range, from Colpron et al. (1998), is shown schematically in
Figure 5.1.
Some 200 kilometres north of the study area, the Rocky Mountain Trench
becomes the locus of large scale, post mid-Cretaceous strike slip faulting (as discussed by
Price and Carmichael, 1986; McMechan, 2000).

In the Northern Rocky Mountain

Trench, ca. 450 kilometres of right lateral motion has been attributed to the Tintina fault
zone (ibid.).

To the south, at 56° N , near McBride, British Columbia, at least 60

kilometres of right lateral offset has been attributed to the Walker Creek fault zone in the
vicinity of the Southern Rocky Mountain Trench (McMechan, 2000). This decrease in
right lateral offset along the western edge of the Foreland Belt coincides roughly with an
increase in shortening in the Rocky Mountains (Price and Carmichael, 1986).
It has been suggested that the Southern Rocky Mountain Trench, between 56° 49° defines a terrane boundary (Chamberlain and Lambert, 1987; Pope and Sears, 1997),
with several hundred kilometres of right lateral offset, on hypothesised strike slip faults.
Gal and Ghent (1990) argued, however, on the basis of cross-cutting isogradic
relationships, that little post mid-Cretaceous strike slip at the latitude of Blackwater
Ridge is possible.

Facies associations in the Lower Cambrian Mural-Mahto/Donald

Formations corroborate the findings of Gal and Ghent (1990) (Kubli and Simony, 1994;
Lickorish and Simony, 1997).
5.2 General structural style
The strata forming Blackwater Ridge preserve structures of several discrete, post
depositional, deformation episodes, with the dominant structures, a combination of tight
folds and thrust faults, resulting from a protracted period of large-scale northeast directed
shortening (D ) (Kubli, 1990; Kubli and Simony, 1994). Later folding and kinking (D )
1

2

of metamorphosed and deformed strata is about steeply plunging axes, oblique to the
general shortening direction. Steep faults dissect the study area, truncating pre-existing
D i folds and thrust faults, in east-west striking, and northwest-southeast striking sets.
Devonian compression structures are preserved in the southern Purcell Mountains (Root,
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Figure 5.2. Centimetre-scale similar folds in sandy slate of the Grit Division, near Esplanade
Bay. Hammer for scale is approximately 30 centimetres long.

2001).

While no direct evidence for Devonian structures was found on Blackwater

Ridge, some component of re-activation of Cambrian structures, and the development of
some structures on Blackwater Ridge, may pre-date the main phase of shortening (e.g.
near A i d Lake). Structural styles are generally dictated by relative competence of strata,
and pre-existing, syn-depositional structures and thickness changes in the Hamill Group
and Horsethief Creek Group may also have a strong influence. The Hamill Group forms
a rigid beam, encased in incompetent Proterozoic and Cambrian slates. Thus, whereas
thickness changes in Hamill quartzite are mainly a function of syn-depositional
conditions, slate and grit packages are structurally thickened, as best demonstrated along
the shores of Kinbasket Lake north of Esplanade Bay (Figure 5.2; Figure 5.3).
5.3 Megascopic structures
Because there are few continuous markers, and because slate rich units are
complexly folded within, the Horsethief Creek Group, and to a lesser extent within the
Donald Formation, large structures were generally only discernable in the map area in the
Hamill Group. Bedding mainly dips steeply, >60°, striking northwest-southeast. Three
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Figure 5.3. Geology (1:50000) of Blackwater Ridge and eastern Esplanade Range (after
Wilson, unpublished data). See pocket.
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main thrust faults are found in the area, along with a large amplitude fold pair near Jeb
Lake (Figure 5.3).
5.3.1 Purcell Fault
The Purcell thrust fault follows the east edge of Blackwater Ridge, mainly placing
incompetent slate and silty slate of the Lower Cambrian Donald Formation on the limey
slates of the Upper Cambrian Canyon Creek Formation. Thus, while the fault zone can
be narrowly delineated and traced, it is not exposed, save for one exposure along the
Canadian Pacific railway (CPR) track along the south shore of the Columbia River, at the
south end of the map area. The Purcell Fault truncates structures in both its hanging wall
and footwall (Wheeler, 1963; Simony and Wind, 1970), and is thus considered out of
sequence, post-dating deformation in the western Rocky Mountains, and Dogtooth Range
(Simony and Wind, 1970). The fault strikes approximately 30° - 60° west of north, and
dips approximately 35-45° at the surface (ibid.).
5.3.2 Aid Lake Fault
The A i d Lake thrust fault, (Figure 5.4 (in pocket)), is proposed in this study to
explain the juxtaposition of strata at the north end of Blackwater Ridge, north of Comfort
Lake.

Here, green slate and minor grit of the Slate Division of the Horsethief Creek

Group are in contact with northwest striking, northeast dipping, silty and limy slate of the
Donald Formation. The fault curves up the western slope of the ridge, and then curves
back to the north. The trace of the fault is consistent with an older-over-younger thrust
juxtaposition, on a folded fault. In the hanging wall, as the thrust cuts up northeastward
to the level of the Hamill Group, it is truncated by a later, steep fault (Figure 5.3; Figure
5.4). The precise trace of the Aid Lake fault is difficult to follow to the north, in the
poorly exposed, monotonous Horsethief Creek Group. It is difficult to constrain the net
slip, but dip separation can be approximated by restoration of the grit division in the
hanging wall and footwall, to some 1000-1500 metres.
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5.3.3 Wiseman Creek Fault
The Wiseman Creek Fault is well mapped along the eastern edge of the Dogtooth
Range (Simony and Wind, 1970; Kubli, 1990). It can be traced across the Trans-Canada
Highway, to the CPR tracks, and then is lost in Kinbasket Lake, north of the Columbia
River. It is interpreted, however, to extend at least as far north as Jeb Lake. Directly
north of the Columbia River, at the south end of Blackwater Ridge, a northeast dipping
fault places a northeast facing panel of Hamill Group on Donald Formation, forming a
klippe (Figure 5.3; Figure 5.4 (in pocket)). This klippe is interpreted to be rooted in the
Wiseman Creek thrust, since all other linkages would require complex cross-cutting of
faults. For example, rooting the klippe in the Quartz Creek fault would require that the
folded thrust truncate the Wiseman Creek fault. There is no evidence to suggest this is
the case (e.g. Simony and Wind, 1970; Kubli, 1990). Thus it is interpreted that the
Wiseman Creek thrust is folded, forming a klippe on the eastern edge of Blackwater
Ridge. This klippe was mapped north along Blackwater Ridge to near Susan Lake and
Jeb Lake. Thus the west dipping trace of the Wiseman Creek Fault, in Kinbasket Lake
extends at least as far north as Jeb Lake and Susan Lake.
The northward divergence of the trace of the east-dipping portion of the thrust
sheet from the west-dipping portion suggests northward increase in the wavelength of the
fold. Separation of hanging wall and footwall cutoffs, in the Hamill Group, across the
fault, increases to the north. Thus it is interpreted that the displacement on the fault
increases to the north.
From map patterns, the east dipping portion of the Wiseman Creek fault strikes
southeast (-155°), and dips at approximately 35-40° N E , whereas the west dipping
portion strikes northwest (-310°), and dips at 40-50° SW.
5.3.4 Jeb Lake anticline-syncline pair
A large amplitude fold pair was mapped near Jeb Lake. It is well outlined by the
thick, competent quartzites of the Hamill Group (Figure 5.3; Figure 5.4). The map traces
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of the hinge line surfaces are difficult to locate, in the incompetent and poorly exposed
Horsethief Creek Group and Donald Formation.
The east limb of the Jeb Lake anticline dips steeply, to vertically, and locally is
slightly overturned.

The west limb dips more shallowly to the southwest, at 50-70°,

although these exposures are near the hinge zone. The interlimb angle of the Jeb Lake
anticline is approximately 40-45°. The west limb of the Jeb Lake syncline dips steeply to
the east-northeast, and is locally vertical. Bisection of the interlimb angle of the tight Jeb
Lake syncline gives an estimate of the orientation of the axial surface, as southeast
striking with a dip of -80° to the west. However, the hinge of the fold is complicated by
a southeast striking steep fault that may have rotated strata.

Equal-area, lower

hemispheric projections of bedding measurements within the Jeb Lake anticline and
syncline show that the fold axis trends -150°, and plunges steeply, at -45° (Figure 5.5) .
1

5.3.5 Susan Lake anticline-syncline pair
East of Susan Lake, within the Wiseman Creek fault klippe, a tight fold pair, with
a wavelength of approximately 1 kilometre, is well outlined by the top of the Hamill
Group, where the east limb of the anticline is truncated by the Purcell fault. Equal-area,
lower hemispheric projections of a limited set (n=13) of bedding measurements within
the anticline suggest that the fold axis trends approximately 151°, and plunges
approximately 50° (Figure 5.5). Insufficient dip data precluded analysis of the Susan
Lake syncline.

Structural elements shown in equal area, lower hemisphere projection plots, were analysed in GEOrient
version 6.0 (1997), for Windows 95-Windows 98.
1
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n=55
1 pt.: 1.88%
girdle: 249/40
P-axis: 159/50
Jeb Lake anticline

n=84
1 p t : 1.19%
girdle: 241/43
P-axis: 151/47
Total- Jeb Lake fold pair

n= 52
1 pt.: 1.9%
girdle:234/41
P-axis: 149/44
Jeb Lake syncline

n=13
girdle: 241/38
P-axis: 151/52
Susan Lake anticline

Figure 5.5. Equal area lower hemispheric projections (contoured) of poles to bedding,
Jeb Lake anticline and syncline, Susan Lake anticline (individual points).
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1 pt.: 1%
n=98
girdle: 242/42
p-axis: 152/48
Total data

Figure 5.5 (cont'd). Lower hemispheric equal area plots of poles to bedding
(total data).
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Figure 5.6. Dip tangent (Bengtson) diagrams for the Jeb Lake fold pair,
and Susan Lake anticline.
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5.3.6 Dip tangent diagrams, and discussion of assessing fold cylindricity
Dip tangent diagrams (Bengtson diagrams, after Bengtson (1980)) for the Jeb
Lake anticline, Jeb Lake syncline, and Susan Lake anticline, were made as separate and
combined diagrams (Figure 5.6). Linear regression best-fit lines were calculated for each
data set (n), along with goodness of fit (r), where r = 1 denotes perfect linear fit, and thus
a cylindrical fold, and r = 0 implies no linear relationship. Calculation parameters are
recorded in Appendix A. Linear regression best-fit lines must be interpreted with caution
here, since the linear regression calculations imply that all error in data points is in the
'x

value. However, 'x' and 'y' values are of little meaning for dip tangent diagrams,

since each datum is a vector tip whose direction is given by its azimuth (dip direction),
and magnitude by the tangent of the dip.

The calculated best-fit lines are thus

approximations of lines that determine the cylindrical fold axes. Goodness of fit (r) is an
approximate test of fold cylindricity, and the dip tangent diagrams are another method of
visual inspection of fold geometry, not a tool for rigorous statistical tests. Goodness of fit
for the Jeb Lake and Susan Lake folds ranges between r = 0.59 and r = 0.76.

The

normals through the origin, of the best-fit lines, are like (3-axes, and give fold axis trends
and plunges in good agreement with equal area plots for the Jeb Lake fold pair, and the
Susan Lake anticline.
While data clearly scatter about the best fit straight lines, no distinct curved lines
easily fit the data.

Keeping in mind that no folds in nature are cylindrical, it was

considered most reasonable to model these folds, over relatively short distances (e.g. 3
kilometres up or down plunge) as cylindrical, with a southeast trending, -45° plunging,
fold axis, as derived on equal area plots and dip tangent diagrams. However, what can be
noticed on equal area plots, and more obviously on dip tangent diagrams, is that data
generally define broad, approximately straight bands, trending northeast-southwest on dip
tangent diagrams (Figure 5.6).

2

This spread can be interpreted as representing a

The terms 'x' and 'y' are understood as Cartesian coordinates.
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consistent, approximately cylindrical, southeast fold axis trend, but regionally variable,
domain dependent plunge, from ca. 5° to >45°. This could be due to shear within the
thrust panel, which would locally increase the plunge of the fold axis. This will be
discussed further in section 5.8.
Such an interpretation of domain dependent plunge is consistent with map
patterns, that the deepest stratigraphie unit exposed in the core of the Jeb Lake anticline is
the slate division. While it is recognised that cores of major folds are occupied by greatly
thickened incompetent slate, the underlying grit division (and deeper strata) would have
to be exposed in the core of the plunging Jeb Lake anticline, if it plunged everywhere at
45° to the southeast.
5.3.7 Steep oblique slip faults
Several steeply dipping faults dissect Blackwater Ridge. These commonly strike
approximately northwest-southeast, and less commonly east-northeast. Some of these
faults show normal dip separation of up to 800-1000 m at the surface. With the moderate
to steep plunge of folds on Blackwater Ridge, normal separation could be achieved by
some component of strike slip motion on faults approximately parallel to the regional
fold-axis trend, effectively moving strata up or down plunge.

These faults clearly

truncate major folds and thrust faults, and thus generally post-date the main stage of
folding and thrusting.

Fyles (1960) noted the presence of lineaments, oblique to the

northwest structural trend, on areal photographs, and predicted that with better exposure,
strata and D structures would be dissected into several fault blocks. Near Aid Lake, in
i

the footwall of the Aid Lake fault, the geology is complicated by several steeply dipping
faults. One of these faults, striking -270-300°, and dipping 80-90° is interpreted to have
originated as a growth fault of (early Cambrian) Hamill Group age.
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Trace of reactivation

Donald Fm. Hamill Group
Horsethief Creek Group

Figure 5.7. Model for the re-activation of a syn-sedimentary fault in the footwall of the
Aid Lake thrust: 1 ) Growth of the Hamill Group across syn-sedimentary
fault. 2) strata are folded into steeply dipping, east facing, east limb of
anticline. 3) trace of growth fault is re-activated, juxtaposing Hamill Group
with overlying Donald Formation.

5.3.8 Re-activated Proterozoic-Cambrian structures
Steeply dipping, east facing Hamill Group near A i d Lake, in the footwall of the
Aid Lake thrust, is bisected by a steep fault, striking approximately 270-300°. Detailed
surveying of the Hamill Group reveals that it thickens by approximately 400 metres
across this fault, suggesting that this fault may be a Hamill Group-age growth fault. On
the same fault, the Donald Formation is juxtaposed with Hamill Group, demonstrating
post-early Cambrian motion, probably Mesozoic or Tertiary.

This geometry is

interpreted to represent a fault zone originally active during Hamill deposition, inverted
during ?Paleozoic (e.g. Root, 2001), or Mesozoic and Tertiary compression and extension
(Figure 5.7).
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Since the Hamill Group thickens across this fault, it can be modelled as a synsedimentary growth fault. Cartwright et al. (1998) describe several simple geometrical
methods for analysing the kinematic evolution of growth faults. By correlating markers
across the interpreted growth fault, the growth stages of that fault can be graphically
represented by dividing the footwall thickness of a marker (A') by its hanging wall
thickness (A). While limited exposure hampers detailed analysis, a gross analysis of the
interpreted growth fault is given in Figure 5.8. Unit A and A ' is the clearly defined
Jasper Member, and Unit C, C is the uppermost, thick bedded, white orthoquartzite.
Unit B / B ' is less well defined across the fault, partially due to lack of continuous
exposure, and partially because these units are regionally discontinuous. Since the Poker
member, at the top of the Hamill Group, does not change thickness appreciably across the
fault, Cambrian motion is interpreted to have effectively ceased by the time of deposition
of this marker. Further, though it thickens slightly, the Jasper member does not change
thickness appreciably across this fault. Thus it is interpreted that the main growth stage
on this fault was between Jasper member deposition, and uppermost Hamill Group, Poker
member, deposition. This is demonstrated graphically in Figure 5.8, where the middle
unit between the Jasper member and the Poker member is three times thicker to the south
than the north.
This interpretation is consistent with the pétrographie character of the Lower and
Upper Hamill Groups.

As discussed in Chapter 3, Hamill Group is derived from a

continental block source, with periodic fluctuation in chemical maturity.

This can be

attributed to periodic motion on syn-sedimentary normal faults, during deposition of most
of the Hamill Group.
The original, early Cambrian (syn-deposition) orientation of this fault is difficult
to discern precisely. Given the relatively high angle of the steeply plunging rotation
(fold) axis to the present orientation of the fault, rotation does not change the strike of the
fault considerably, from approximately east-west. The original dip of the fault, during
early Cambrian, was to the south, and relatively steep (ca. 60°), based on restoration of
the southeast plunging fold axis (and thus rotating the fault). Thus the original growth in
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Section 3

Section 4

Figure 5.8. Interpretation of growth fault geometry and kinematics near Comfort
Lake. Expansion Index (E.I.) after (Cartwright et ai., 1998),
as explained in text.

the Hamill Group across this fault was approximately to the south. Assuming a planar
geometry, with -400 metres normal displacement, the fault accounted for approximately
150-200 metres of horizontal extension. The Beaver River fault (Figure 5.1), near Rogers
Pass, separates distinct Lower Paleozoic facies,

and the Dogtooth High

from

approximately two kilometre thick Hamill Group quartzite near Rogers Pass (Wheeler,
1963). This large fault has been interpreted as a down to the west fault originally active
in the Cambrian, as a Hamill Group age growth fault, with minor (-200-300 m) ?Late
Cretaceous re-activation (Kubli, 1990).

Lickorish (1992) and Lickorish and Simony

(1997) mapped a Jasper member age normal fault in the Solitude Range of the Rocky
Mountains.
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Figure 5.9 . Lower hemispheric equal area projections of minor fold hinge lineations
(Fi), and intersection lineation (Li) (So-S intersection lineation).
j

5.4 Mesoscopic structures
5.4.1 Minor Iblds-F

1

Laminated slates, exposed in the Horsethief Creek Group and Donald Formation,
commonly outline centimetre-scale similar folds (Figure 5.2), best exposed along the
shore of Kinbasket Lake, north of Esplanade Bay (Figure 5.4 (in pocket)). Folds are
mainly outlined by silty laminations. Between continuous competent layers, laminations
in slates outline tight, -30 centimetre wavelength folds, suggesting that within pelitic
strata, thicknesses are tectonically exaggerated.

Lower hemisphere equal area plots of

hinge lines of minor folds (Figure 5.9), suggest that they are parasitic on megascopic
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folds, with the mean fold hinge line plunging steeply to the southeast, at -55°, trending
-140°.

However, while the hinges consistently plunge moderately to steeply to the

southeast, trend and plunge is variable, suggesting either a) trend and plunge may be
domain dependent, b) incompetent strata may be slumped, or c) folds depart from
cylindricity.

5.4.2 Cleavage- S

i

Slaty cleavage is well developed in the relatively incompetent Horsethief Creek
Group and Donald Formation. Even the archaeocyathid bearing limestone member of the
Donald Formation locally has a moderately developed cleavage and rusty sawtooth
stylolites. Cleavage is moderately developed in more micaceous, psammitic units in the
Hamill Group, mainly in the Jasper member of the Lower Hamill Group, but is generally
absent in the massive Upper Hamill Group. While pelites are locally metamorphosed to
chloritoid phyllite, and slightly crenulated, only one, dominant penetrative cleavage (Sj)
was observed throughout the area. Figure 5.10 (a,b,c) shows contoured lower hemisphere
equal-area plots of poles to Si. Cleavage is steeply dipping, and has a northwest southeast strike. Mean cleavage orientation is 139/88°. Calculated fold axes for the Jeb
Lake fold pair fit reasonably on this mean value, consistent with the interpretation that
cleavage is approximately parallel to the axial planes of this fold pair. The Si data in
Figure 5.10 c show a departure from the generally northwest-southeast strike, with a
domain (n=20) striking east-west, and dipping steeply (Si') (split out qualitatively from
Figure 5.10 a). This departure can be interpreted as being related to kink folds described
below. That is, it is interpreted that Si is kink folded (i.e. in discrete domains) about a
steep axis, into an approximately east-west

strike, at a larger scale than those

macroscopic, centimetre scale kink folds shown in Figure 5.11. The kink hinge surface
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Figure 5.10. Contoured lower hemispheric equal area projections of poles to S cleavage
a) All data, b) northeast and southwest plunging poles of approximately
axial planar cleavage, c) kink folded S/, with north and south plunging
S poles.
1

1
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Figure 5.11. Kink folds in transposed, folded HorsethiefCreek Group sandy slate, near Esplanade
Bay. Pencil for scale is approximately 15 centimetres long.
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Kinked slaty cleavage S-|

Figure 5.12 . Model for discrete folds in Sj (to Si'), about kink bands with southwest
striking hinge surfaces (A2). Inset shows, diagrammatically, the kink fold
in the Purcell fault and Donald Formation, as mapped by Simony et al. (1998).
Pu- Purcell fault, AL- Archaeocyathid bearing limestone member.
Cd- Donald Formation, Ccc- Canyon Creek Formation.

shown in Figure 5.12 is taken from centimetre scale kink bands, and it is thus interpreted
that the larger kink bands are 'coaxial'. Kink folding at a scale of hundreds of metres,
near Blackwater Lake, was documented by Simony et al. (1999).

A model (scale

independent) for S ', kink folded (D ) in discrete domains, is shown diagrammatically in
i

2

Figure 5.12, and will be discussed in section 5.6.
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5.4.3 Linear structures- L i
Bedding-cleavage intersection lineations (Li) are seen locally in laminated slates,
and less commonly in micaceous quartzites of the Hamill Group. Equal-area plots of
measured bedding-cleavage intersections are shown in Figure 5.9.

Most lineations

plunge moderately to the southwest, similar to minor fold axis lineations, with trend
-159°, and plunge -45°.

This agrees reasonably with the assertion that Si is

approximately parallel to the axial plane of the Jeb Lake fold pair. This value is also in
reasonable agreement with the fold axes to the Jeb Lake fold pair derived from equal area
plots and dip tangent diagrams.

It must be noted that difficulty was encountered in

obtaining adequate numbers of L i measurements, since along the east limb of the Jeb
Lake anticline, the bedding and cleavage are approximately parallel, and where slaty
cleavage is prevalent, in the slate division, bedding is not.
5.4.4 Kink bands and D folds
2

Structures of several morphologies are superposed on F] folds and faults, and
generally strike roughly east-northeast. These structures are mainly kink-like folds, of
various scale, with roughly vertical hinges. Some open, broad buckle folds, at a scale of
100's of metres, with gently, east-northeast plunging hinges, were also mapped, in the
hinge zones of the Jeb Lake F¡ fold pair. Since these structures are all superposed on the
main compressional structures, and have roughly similarly west to southwest striking
axial surfaces, they are all considered to be broadly contemporaneous.
Centimetre-scale kink bands are common in Horsethief Creek Group slate,
warping slaty cleavage. These features deform limbs of centimetre-scale similar folds in
steeply dipping laminated slate (Figure 5.11), and thus post-date F i folding.

Lower

hemisphere equal area plots of poles to axial surfaces of kink folds are shown in Figure
5.13. Axial surfaces generally strike west-southwest, and dip steeply to the northwest.
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Plotted as individual points

o1 pt.: 5.9%
Kink bands
girdle: 227/74

Figure 5.13. Lower hemispheric equal area plots (contoured and as individual points)
of poles to hinge surfaces for D2 kink folds, and approximated mid range
best fit girdle.

Scatter in these data about an apparent girdle may represent fanning of kink band
orientation.

Simony et al. (1999) reported that the Purcell fault is kink-folded.

As

discussed above, in isolated outcrops, slaty cleavage (Si) in the slate division and Donald
Formation, was observed to be approximately east-west striking, and steeply dipping.
These orientations are interpreted to represent strata (and thus slaty cleavage) in kink
folds, in a similar manner to the kink fold in the Purcell fault near Blackwater Lake
(Figure 5.4), described by Simony et al. (1999).

This interpretation is shown

diagrammatically in Figure 5.12, where it is assumed that centimetre scale kink band
hinge surfaces mimic large scale kink fold hinge surfaces.

This was also the

interpretation of Simony et al. (1999), when describing the kink fold in the Purcell fault.
At isolated, small outcrops, bedding measurements in e.g. Hamill Group quartzite, strike
approximately east-west, and dip steeply. While no structural analysis can be done on
these sparse, scattered bedding data, it can be interpreted, in general, that the
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approximately east-west strike of D] planar structural elements, in approximately 100's
of metres wide domains, is likely to be the result of D kink folding.
2

On the west limb of the Jeb Lake syncline, along the shore of Kinbasket Lake,
Lower Hamill Group quartzite and slate are folded into an open, -500 m wavelength fold
with an approximately east-west trending, east plunging hinge (Figure 5.4 (in pocket)).
At the north end of Succour Arm, thinned Hamill Group quartzite and Horsethief Creek
Group grit of the grit division, outline a syncline with a hinge surface that strikes
approximately east-west. The wavelength of the fold is several hundred metres.
Simony and Wind (1970) noted the presence of kink bands in the Rocky
Mountain Trench near to and including Blackwater Ridge, and associated them with a
crenulation cleavage (S ) in the Dogtooth Range, since they are similarly oriented. De
2

Vries (1972) correlated post-metamorphic crenulation cleavage S3 in the Esplanade
Range with S of the Dogtooth Range for the same reason. Simony et al. (1999) similarly
2

related the kink fold in the Purcell fault near Blackwater Lake to S crenulation in the
2

Dogtooth Range, and S3 in the Esplanade Range. Kubli (1990) also noted conjugate sets
of crenulation cleavage (S a- S b) in the Dogtooth Range, and related them to S in the
2

2

3

Esplanade Range. Thus these kink fold/crenulation structures have been linked between
the Rocky Mountain Trench and Blackwater Ridge, the Esplanade Range, and the
Dogtooth Range. It thus seems reasonable to interpret the D structures that are oblique
2

to the main structural trend in the area, to be related to the regional D crenulation
2

cleavage described by Kubli (1990), Simony and Wind (1970), and the D of DeVries
3

(1972).
McMechan (2000) described D crenulation cleavage in the vicinity of the Walker
2

Creek Fault Zone (56° N), near the Rocky Mountain Trench, north of Blackwater Ridge.
This crenulation cleavage, however, is not uniform in its distribution, but rather only
occurs near right lateral faults in the Walker Creek Fault Zone (ibid.). S strikes east or
2

northeast to the west of the fault zone, northeast or north in the fault zone, and north or
northeast to the east of the fault zone (ibid.). Based on qualitative comparison, the
crenulation cleavage described by McMechan (2000) in the vicinity of the Walker Creek
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Fault Zone is apparently distinct, both in its orientation, and occurrence. Kinked slaty
cleavage and bedding in pelitic and semi-pelitic strata on Blackwater Ridge typically
strikes east-west. Kink folds on Blackwater Ridge are common everywhere in the steeply
dipping strata in the north end of the area, whereas McMechan (2000) noted that
crenulation cleavage only occurs in the vicinity of faults in the Walker Creek Fault Zone.
5.5 Interpretation of ages of structures
Constraining the absolute timing of development of folds and thrusts comprising
the Dogtooth duplex is difficult, without clear crosscutting relationships that can be dated
by conventional geochronologic methods.

Its development is considered broadly

continuous with development of the Selkirk Fan structure (Colpron et al., 1998), and
possibly, with early phases of deformation in the Porcupine Creek Anticlinorium (Kubli
and Simony, 1994).

Obduction of the Intermontane Superterrane on to the western

margin of the North American craton between -187-173 Ma. (Murphy et al., 1995;
Colpron et al., 1996) is considered the impetus for deep burial and metamorphism of
supracrustal North American strata comprising much of the southern Omineca Belt, and
development of structures in the Selkirk Fan, from -187 Ma. to ca. 168 Ma., with most
deformation in the Selkirk Fan between 173 - 168 Ma. (Price, 1986; Colpron et al., 1998;
Colpron et a l , 1996). Colpron et al. (1998) argued that the shortening and thickening
resulting from formation of the Selkirk Fan gave rise to sufficient topography and
gravitational potential (after Davis et al., 1983; Jamieson and Beaumont, 1988) to drive
the propagation of folding and thrusting in the Dogtooth Range and western Rocky
Mountains.

Thus the structures in the Dogtooth Range would have developed after

Middle Jurassic time. Kubli and Simony (1994) argued similarly, given the west to east
propagation of structures in the Dogtooth Range, that the metamorphic foliation in the
Selkirk Mountains probably predates the development of northeast directed structures in
the Dogtooth Range. Assuming a Middle Jurassic age for this metamorphic foliation,
Kubli and Simony (1994) argued that structures in the Dogtooth Range began developing
in the Late Jurassic.
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The Purcell Fault truncates the Dogtooth Duplex, and thus post-dates its
development (e.g. Kubli and Simony, 1994). The Purcell fault also truncates the early
Cretaceous metamorphic isograds north of Kinbasket Lake (Digel et al., 1998). The
Mount Forster fault in the Purcell Mountains to the south of the Dogtooth Range, is
interpreted to splay from the Purcell Fault (Root, 1987). The Mount Forster Fault is
intruded by mid-Cretaceous plutons (ca. 110-90 Ma.; Archibald et al., 1983). Thus the
Purcell fault is interpreted to be pre-Mid Cretaceous in age. Development of the main
structures in the Dogtooth Range (including the main thrusts on Blackwater Ridge), more
specifically the folds and thrust faults comprising the Dogtooth duplex, are considered to
have developed some time in Late Jurassic or Early Cretaceous time (Kubli and Simony,
1994). Interpretation of the age of the development of the Jeb Lake fold pair, and the
folds in the Wiseman Creek and Aid Lake faults, is poorly constrained, and depends on
models of their development. They pre-date the propagation of the Purcell fault, as they
are truncated by it. By how long they pre-date the Purcell fault, is difficult to interpret,
and will be alluded to in a consideration of fold-thrust interaction.
Since the Purcell fault is itself kink folded (D ) (Simony et al., 1999; shown
2

diagrammatically in Figure 5.12), D structures (e.g. kink folds) described herein are
2

interpreted to be Early Cretaceous to post-Early Cretaceous in age.
5.6 Discussion of discrete D structures and post mid-Cretaceous transpression and
transtension in the Cordillera
2

At the latitude of 56° N , at least 60 kilometres of right lateral offset has been
attributed to strike slip faulting in the Southern Rocky Mountain Trench (McMechan,
2000). Chamberlain and Lambert (1987), and Pope and Sears (1997) suggested that
between 56°-49° N the Southern Rocky Mountain Trench follows a large scale right
lateral fault zone, with at least hundreds of kilometres of strike slip. However, there is
little field evidence near Blackwater Ridge to support this. Instead, several observations
suggest that strike-slip must be minimal.
Firstly, no structural evidence for large scale right-lateral shearing was found in
the study area, whereas near the Rocky Mountain Trench at ca. 56° N , McMechan (2000)
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Figure 5.14. Schematic illustration of correlation of the Kinbasket High. Proterozoic and
Cambrian stratigraphy, and unconformity relationships, across the
Southern Rocky Mountain Trench.

found steeply dipping mylonitised zones, and lozenge shaped fault slivers in the Walker
Creek Fault Zone. Secondly, facies associations suggest little strike separation. Facies
are continuous from the Solitude Range of the western Rocky Mountains, across
Blackwater Ridge, and west and south to the Dogtooth Range. The Late ProterozoicEarly Cambrian Jasper member defines a distinct facies in the western Rocky Mountains
at the latitude of this study area. The southern zero edge of the Jasper member is mapped
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northeast of the study area, near Bow Summit, to the west in the Solitude Range
(Lickorish, 1992), and at the south end of Blackwater Ridge. That is, the Jasper member
is defined in the Jasper area (Charlesworth et al., 1967), but has not been described south
of the latitude of Bow Pass (Lickorish, 1992). It is not described in the type location of
the Gog Group, at Mount Assiniboine, British Columbia (Deiss, 1940). The approximate
southern zero edge of the Jasper member crosses the Rocky Mountain Trench, into the
Purcell Mountains, at -51° N without significant offset.
Also, as discussed in Chapter 3, the Lower Cambrian Kinbasket High extends,
although more subdued than on Blackwater Ridge, into the Blackwater Range and
Solitude Range, east of the Rocky Mountain Trench (Figure 5.14).

Thinned Lower

Cambrian Hamill Group on the Kinbasket High sits unconformably on the grit division of
the Horsethief Creek Group. Directly to the north, thinned McNaughton Formation rests
directly on Middle Miette grit. This is an identical relationship, of correlative, thinned
Lower

Cambrian

quartzite,

resting

unconformably

on

the

same

underlying

Neoproterozoic 'grit' unit. Thus it is most reasonable to consider this all one Lower
Cambrian topographic high, that crosses the Rocky Mountain Trench, from the Purcell
Mountains, without significant offset, into the Rocky Mountains. Thus strike slip in the
Rocky Mountain Trench must decrease from -60 kilometres at 56° N (McMechan, 2000),
to less than -5 kilometres (e.g. Gal and Ghent, 1990) at Blackwater Ridge (-52° N). This
corroborates similar findings derived from geometry of isogradic surfaces crossing from
the Omineca Belt to the Solitude Range, after Gal and Ghent (1990).
5.7 Discussion of kink bands, D folds
2

D folds are probably related to the regional D crenulation cleavage. Based on
2

2

the orientation of conjugate kink bands and major faults, Kubli (1990) suggested that this
conjugate crenulation cleavage developed during Tertiary transtension.

Any strike slip

motion, in this regime, would be right lateral (ibid).
In kink folds, with little offset, several attempts at discerning orientation of the
principal stresses have been made. Donath (1968) suggested that ü\ (maximum
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Moderate
oblique
164
angle toSj
(see Ramsay and tuber. 1987).

(J. Donath
(1968)

Figure 5.15. Approximate principle stress interpretation for a macroscopic kink band
in HorsethiefCreek Group grit division at the north end of Blackwater
Ridge. See text for discussion. Picture is taken looking down on
horizontal exposure, facing approximately north.

compression) lies in the acute angle between the normal to the kink band, and the
'unkinked' regional orientation of the bedding (e.g. see Hudleston and Lan, 1993).
Ramsay (1962) and Ramsay and Huber (1997) suggested that Gi generally occurs at a
moderate angle, oblique to the kinked bedding orientation.

In conjugate kink folds,

intermediate compressive stress is inferred to be the intersection of the two axial surfaces
(Ramsay, 1962; Ramsay and Huber, 1997).
From the relative sense of shortening implied by the kink band orientations, and F

2

buckle folds, and i f in kink bands, Gi does lie at a moderate, oblique angle to the regional
bedding (Ramsay and Huber, 1997), then generalisations about principal stresses can be
discussed. Under this interpretation, the principal compressive stress leading to the
development of macroscopic D kink folds in slate, and by inference other D structures
2

2
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(open buckle folds in competent Hamill Group, and mesoscopic kink folds), can then be
approximated to have been directed in a north-south orientation, or NNE-SSW. This is
illustrated for a macroscopic, monoclinal kink band, in Figure 5.15. East to north of east
plunging D open buckle folding in Hamill Group on the west limb of the Jeb Lake
2

syncline is intuitively consistent with this inference, of north-south directed compression
(Figure 5.4 (in pocket)).
McMechan (2000) interpreted from concurrent Late Cretaceous to Early Eocene strike
slip and thrust faulting near 54° N , in the Walker Creek Fault Zone, that the dominant
Late Cretaceous to Early Eocene displacement direction (i.e. plate motion) of rocks now
in the Rocky Mountain Trench changed from northerly at 54° N (-80 kilometres N W
strike slip + -90 kilometres N E thrust (ibid.)), to northeasterly at 49° N (160 kilometres
N E thrust (ibid., and references therein)). The northwest trend of these thrust and strike
slip structures, resulting from dominantly north directed compression (plate motion),
would be a relict of the trend of the sedimentary basin (i.e. plate margin) (ibid.). At 5251° N , near Blackwater Ridge, plate motion would be dominantly northeasterly (<5
kilometres N W strike slip + 110+ kilometres N E thrust (ibid.)). As discussed herein,
based on stratigraphie and metamorphic linkages, no more than ca. 5 kilometres strike
slip motion (e.g. Gal and Ghent, 1990) in the Southern Rocky Mountain Trench at 51°
45'N seems reasonable. Thus the net northerly Late Cretaceous to Early Eocene plate
motion must have changed between 54° N and 51° 45'N (ibid.), to northeasterly
(McMechan, 2000), such that the northerly component decreased southward, while the
northeast component increased southward. While there are obvious difficulties with the
genetic interpretation of the evolution of D structures on Blackwater Ridge (discussed
2

below), it is interesting to note that for macroscopic D

2

kink bands, the inferred

approximate maximum compression is north-south directed. This is at least consistent
with the interpretation that, as Late Cretaceous to Early Eocene relative plate motion
changed southward from north directed at 54° N to more northeasterly, the decreasing
northward component is expressed by the relatively evenly distributed macroscopic kink
bands on Blackwater Ridge, and by inference, other mesoscopic D structures discussed
2
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herein (as diagrammatically illustrated in Figure 5.16). That is, as the thrust package was
carried northeastward on 'margin parallel' structures (see also McMechan, 2000), the
increasing obliquity of plate convergence from 54° N to 51° N is expressed in relatively
minor, scattered, east-west trending D structures. On the north end of Blackwater Ridge,
2

where generally pelitic strata dip steeply to vertically, these structures are macro- and
mesoscopic kink folds. On the crest of the west limb of the Jeb Lake syncline, where
competent Hamill Group locally dips more moderately and shallowly, these structures are
rare, east-northeast plunging, open buckle folds. Oblique motion on late, steep northwest
trending faults could also accommodate some component of northward motion. The
sense of relative shear on the kink bands is left lateral, opposite to the sense of faulting in
the Rocky Mountain Trench, to the north. However, if maximum compression was north
directed, the angular relationship between regional cleavage, kink bands, and Cm, from
Ramsay and Huber (1997), shown in Figure 5.15, would not be maintained on right
lateral kink bands.

Thus, with north-south directed Oi, in such a right lateral

transpressi ve system, kink bands in N W striking, steeply dipping S would be expected to
j

show left lateral relative shear.

5.7.1 Problems with this interpretation
It is important to note that the above discussion is based on the interpretation that
the kink bands shown in Figure 5.11 are indeed true monoclinal kink folds, rather than
buckle folds. Further complication in principal stress interpretation is introduced by the
lack of a conjugate kink set. Furthermore, it is assumed, since strain is relatively small
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Figure 5.16 . Strike slip faults in the Rocky Mountain Trench, and inferred
plate motion vectors for Late Cretaceous to Early Eocene
convergence in the southern Canadian Cordillera.
(After McMechan, 2000).

on macroscopic kink bands, that the infinitesimal strain ellipsoids mimic the finite strain
ellipsoid, and thus that the principal stress axes can reasonably be approximated.
Unfortunately, kink band orientations fan slightly (Figure 5.13), complicating this
assumption. Donath (1968) argued that in monocline kink bands, maximum compressive
stress lies in the acute angle between regional bedding and the normal to the kink band
(see also Hudleston and Lan, 1993), which would suggest a roughly NW-SE directed
compressive stress. However, the consistency of Ramsay and Huber's (1987) principal
compression directions, with McMechan's (2000) inferred plate motions, and the sense of
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shortening implied by open F buckle fold, suggests, rather than a unique solution, an
2

intriguing possibility.
5.8 Discussion of regional structural plunge
It is noted that the southeast plunge of folds increases from the south to north in
the Dogtooth Range (Kubli, 1990), to a plunge of approximately 45° at Blackwater
Ridge. Ferri (1984) noted that in the Blackwater Range, directly to the east of Blackwater
Ridge, folds locally steepen from the regional plunge of -3-4°, to a plunge of 20° to the
southeast (ibid.).
Ferri (1984) attributed the steepened fold plunge in the Blackwater Range to the
possibility of a large northwest facing lateral ramp, carrying a volume of Miette Group,
which is bounded to the southeast by the zone of steep plunges. A similar model could
be suggested for the local steep plunge on Blackwater Ridge. It is also possible that shear
within propagating thrust sheets increased the plunge of folds as they developed. This
model is consistent with the broad range of fold plunge shown by dip tangent diagrams
(Figure 5.6), that is, that fold plunge is variable in domains. The apparently broad extent
of the domain of steepened fold plunge, through Blackwater Ridge, and Blackwater
Range, however, is conspicuous.
5.9 Cross-sections
Two vertical cross sections were constructed, with local structures projected into
the plane of section along a fold-axis derived from equal area plots, and dip tangent
diagrams. A fold axis plunge of 45° was used for projecting data over relatively small
distances (e.g. less than 3 kilometres) in section B B ' . For section B B ' 2 , a plunge of -30°
was used.
(-155°).

Sections are constructed approximately perpendicular to fold axis trend
Folds are considered cylindrical over the distance of projection.

Given the

variations in the southeast plunge of the fold axis, fold shapes are relatively approximate.
Approximate stratigraphie thicknesses for divisions of the Horsethief Creek Group,
especially lower divisions (e.g. Lower Grit, Basal Pelite) are estimated from Kubli
(1990), save for where map thickness indicates otherwise. Unit thickness is assumed to
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be approximately constant within individual thrust sheets, and where no contrary
evidence is provided by map geometry, unit thickness is considered constant within each
cross section, but not necessarily between lines of section. These thicknesses are taken to
be both minimum estimates, and approximate, since division contacts in the Horsethief
Creek Group are generally arbitrary, stratigraphie thickness varies on a regional scale
(ibid.), and tectonic shortening has variably thickened the Horsethief Creek Group.
Mesoscopic folds in laminated slate are of similar style, with slate thickening in fold
hinges between thin sandy laminae. This evidence, along with the map pattern in the
plunging Jeb Lake anticline, which shows the slate division filling the core of the fold,
demonstrates that incompetent strata thicken greatly in folds. Beattie (1984) noted in the
Front Ranges of the Foreland Belt that incompetent units thicken three to five times in the
cores of tight folds in competent strata. Beattie (1984) also noted that where incompetent
shale bounds competent beams, folds in competent strata are tight relative to where shale
horizons are absent beneath competent beams. This structural style was incorporated into
the cross sections. Difficulty is encountered in the Hamill Group through the hinge of the
Jeb Lake anticline, since the quartzite appears to thicken relative to its limbs (e.g. Figure
5.17). Several points suggest, however, that this thickening is mainly stratigraphie, or
due to unmapped structures, rather than a great deal of ductile thickening. Firstly, it has
been demonstrated herein that the Hamill Group shows large changes in stratigraphie
thickness throughout the study area.

Secondly, metamorphic grade is relatively low

throughout most of Blackwater Ridge (increasing subtly to the north toward Succour
Arm, where -5-10 millimetre chloritoid and biotite porphyroblasts appear in pelites), and
undeformed sedimentary structures are well preserved in the Hamill Group.

Thus, a

parallel buckle fold model was preferred for the Hamill Group. Furthermore, much of the
stratigraphie thickening apparent in the hinge of the Jeb Lake anticline in Figure 5.17
may be accounted for by the orientation of the cross section relative to the plunging Jeb
Lake anticline hinge (note apparent thickness differences between B B ' and BB'2).
Data from the eastern Esplanade Range, west of Kinbasket Lake, are from surface
mapping by Wilson (1999, unpublished data), Simony (unpublished data), and De Vries
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(1972), with some structural re-interpretations of Wilson's (1999) data.

Wilson (1999,

unpublished data) divided the grit division into upper and lower divisions. Given the
preliminary state of Wilson's (1999) data, for the purpose of cross-section construction, it
is assumed that the upper and lower grit divisions are coextensive with the upper and
lower grit divisions described by Kubli (1990), consistent with projection of Kubli's
(1990) data to the south. Thus, these grit packages are presumed to be separated by the
Baird Brook division, which is nowhere exposed.
Sections are balanced, where possible, on fault offset.

Palinspastic restoration

was completed from the hinge surface of the anticline in the footwall of the Wiseman
Creek Fault, to the Quartz Creek Fault, in the Lower and Upper grit divisions, mainly as a
rough check of the consistency of ramp angles, and approximate thrust propagation
direction. Rigorous balancing was not undertaken, given problems with unit thickness
estimation, changes in stratigraphie thickness, volume conservation in pervasively
cleaved units, and out of sequence thrusting, that truncates structures, and hinders
detailed balancing.
5.9.1 Model I- Decapitated Jeb Lake fold pair (section BB')
Assuming a 45° plunge of the Jeb Lake syncline, and given the map trace of the
hinge, and the surface dip of the Purcell fault, down plunge projection of the base of the
Hamill Group into cross section B B ' places the syncline hinge well below the Purcell
fault. Using a reasonable dip for the fault (e.g. Simony and Wind, 1970; this study), and
since the map pattern of the plunging folds suggests that the hinge surfaces are not listric
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Figure 5.17. Cross section BB". with 45° plunge of folds on Blackwaler Ridge.
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Figure 5.17 (cont'd). Legend for cross sections in Figure 5.17, Figure 5.18. Figure 5.19.
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at this scale, it is considered reasonable to truncate (i.e. decapitate) the Jeb Lake fold panât the Purcell fault.

Similar fold decapitation is observed in the thick beam of Hamill

Group quartzite near Fish Lake, in the Dogtooth Mountains (see Figure 4.6, Simony and
Wind, 1970). Thus it is interpreted that these folds developed after the A i d Lake and
Wiseman Creek faults propagated (see discussion below), and prior to the propagation of
the Purcell fault, or in front of the propagating Purcell fault (during 'Purcell'-age
shortening) as the Dogtooth Duplex was transported northeastward. The folds were then
decapitated by the Purcell fault.
5.9.2 Model II- (section BB'2)
Given the variable plunge of structures, a -30° of the Jeb Lake fold pair was used
for projection in section B B ' 2 , and here the Hamill Group in the Jeb lake fold pair is not
truncated by the Purcell fault (Figure 5.18). Under this interpretation, in the footwall of
the Wiseman Creek fault, there is a train of folds directly in the hanging wall of the
Purcell fault.

This model has no new implications, however, in terms of fold-fault

interaction, since while the Jeb Lake fold pair in the Hamill Group is not truncated by the
Purcell fault, its axial plane clearly is.
5.9.3 Fold-thrust interaction
Wheeler (1963), and Simony and Wind (1970) suggested that most folds in the
Dogtooth Range developed before faulting, based on the observations that many faults
cut preferentially through overturned forelimbs of anticlines ('break thrusts').

Kubli

(1990) modified this interpretation by suggesting that many folds (e.g. Moonraker
anticline) developed through fault propagation, and were modified slightly as deeper
thrust faults carried overlying thrust sheets (ibid.).
The Purcell fault is considered to be out of sequence, truncating structures in both
its hanging wall and footwall (Wheeler, 1963; Simony and Wind, 1970; Kubli, 1990).
The A i d Lake and the Wiseman Creek faults are themselves folded, directly in the
hanging wall of the out of sequence Purcell fault, and are truncated by it. No evidence
has been found to suggest that the Purcell fault is itself folded (except for local D kink
2

Figure 5.19. Cross section A A " , near A i d Lake.
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folds).

Thus a period of folding must have post-dated development of the Dogtooth

duplex (Kubli and Simony, 1994), and the folds described by Kubli (1990), and either
pre-dated the Purcell fault, or developed during 'Purcell' age shortening, in order to fold
the Wiseman Creek and Aid Lake faults.

From this, two models are considered for

interaction of the Jeb Lake fold pair, and the Aid Lake fault. Further, possible interaction
between the Purcell fault and the Jeb Lake fold pair is considered.
Kubli (1990) and Simony and Wind (1970) noted that in the Dogtooth Range,
some faults in the Dogtooth Duplex may have cut folded rocks (either propagation folds,
or break thrusts).

If the Jeb Lake fold pair developed prior to propagation of the

Wiseman Creek and Aid Lake faults, then the folds in the Aid Lake and Wiseman Creek
faults would imply a later phase of coaxial folding, that tightened the Jeb Lake fold pair,
and passively folded the thrust faults. While this is possible, it is not obvious from map
geometry, as illustrated in section A A ' (Figure 5.19). The folded A i d Lake fault places
approximately vertically dipping Hamill Group in the hanging wall, on steeply dipping
strata in the footwall. Assuming that the strata were folded prior to propagation of the
Aid Lake fault, the cut-off angle between the fault and the Hamill Group would be
grossly similar to that shown in (Model II) Figure 5.20. Later 'tightening' of these folds,
and passive folding of the thrust leads to a hanging wall geometry that is difficult to
reconcile with that observed in map pattern (Model II, Figure 5.20). Thus it is more
reasonable that strata were essentially horizontal when the A i d Lake thrust propagated,
and that beds and the fault were later folded, during the propagation of some later, deeper
thrust (Model I, Figure 5.20).
While these folds must pre-date propagation of the Purcell fault, it is presumed
that the Purcell fault was initiated during (?Early Cretaceous) regional shortening, as the
Dogtooth Duplex was carried northeastward. Thus the Jeb Lake fold pair, the folds in the
Aid Lake and Wiseman Creek faults, and in general the fold train between the Wiseman
Creek fault and Purcell fault (e.g. section B B ' and BB'2), could have developed
(?detachment folds) as shortening was taken up on deeper thrusts, one of which
propagated upward (Purcell fault), and truncated the folds. In this scenario, these folds
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Figure 5.20. Models for fold-thrust interaction, showing resultant geometry.
Model I. Folding of beds post-dates thrust-faulting.
Model II. Folding of beds pre-dates thrust-faulting.

would post-date development of the Dogtooth Duplex, and would be broadly
contemporaneous with the shortening expressed by the Purcell fault, and thus broadly
Early Cretaceous in age. However, to the south, Simony and Wind (1970), and Kubli
(1990) noted no evidence of superposed structures related to propagation of the Purcell
fault. Thus this idea is not preferred, and it is suggested that the Wiseman Creek fault,
and A i d Lake fault, were folded prior to propagation of the Purcell Fault. It is also
possible that these folds (Jeb Lake fold pair, and folds in the Wiseman Creek and Aid
Lake faults) developed during propagation of the Dogtooth Duplex, as shortening was
taken up on deeper thrusts, that are now in the footwall of the Purcell fault. That the (?)
Late Jurassic (Kubli and Simony, 1994) slaty cleavage approximately mimics the axial
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planes of the Jeb Lake fold pair, is consistent with these folds having developed during
propagation of the Dogtooth Duplex. Thus, Model I in Figure 5.20 is preferred, and it is
suggested that the Wiseman Creek and A i d Lake thrust planes were folded during
development of the Dogtooth Duplex.
5.10 Rheology- Implications for fault trajectory and fold geometry
Given the structural and stratigraphie linkages discussed here, it is clear that the
northeastern Purcell Mountains are in the trailing edge of the Rocky Mountain fold and
thrust belt. Strata are correlative with those of the Rocky Mountains, and are stacked in
imbricate thrust sheets that are similar to the western Rocky Mountains. However, it is
also clear that, westward from the Foreland Belt, metamorphic grade during deformation
progressively increased. While much treatment has been given to differences between
ductilely shortened terranes and foreland thrust-and-fold belts (e.g. as discussed by
Hatcher and Hooper, 1991), little treatment has been given to the changes to be expected
in structural style within a fold and thrust belt, given gradual changes in rock rheology.
Further, despite encouraging early developments (Biot, 1965; Ramberg, 1965) in
quantification of rheological facies, few recent studies have attempted to quantify the
relative competence contrasts between deformed units (as summarised by Talbot, 1999).
Thus the problem can only be considered in a qualitative manner, except for one crudely
quantified element based on the few, somewhat analogous studies (e.g. Talbot, 1999).
The following discussion is thus a somewhat cursory treatment of a subject that deserves
more investigation.
In the Esplanade Range, west of Kinbasket Lake and Blackwater Ridge, the main
phase of metamorphism post-dated thrust faulting and folding (De Vries, 1972), but
garnet zone temperatures were reached during D i folding and thrusting, in staurolite zone
pelite (ibid.). The eastern slopes of the Esplanade Range, and Blackwater Ridge, shown
on cross sections A A ' and B B ' preserve rocks mainly in lower grade biotite and chlorite
zone, with the garnet zone in the western edge of the map area (Wilson, 1999,
unpublished data; De Vries,

1972).

These rocks probably also reached peak

metamorphic conditions after Di thrust faulting (Late Jurassic?). However, fabrics show
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that during thrust faulting and folding, they were also at relatively

'elevated'

metamorphic conditions on the prograde path.
If the development of the Jeb Lake fold pair occurred not during propagation of
the Dogtooth Duplex, but rather during Cretaceous shortening, approximately during
'Purcell age' shortening, rocks were also probably on a prograde chlorite to biotite zone
metamorphic path. That is, chloritoid porphyroblasts that overprint slaty cleavage on
Blackwater Ridge are suggestive of peak temperatures from 335-460°C, and pressures
near 4.5 KBar (Cruickshank and Ghent, 1978). These porphyroblasts may be Cretaceous
in age (Ghent, pers. comm., 2001), and metamorphic peak predated propagation of the
Purcell fault, such that metamorphic isograds are truncated by it (Gal and Ghent, 1990).
Thus no matter the timing of fold development, it probably occurred under temperatures
that were elevated relative to most of the Foreland Belt to the east.
For a deforming multilayer, the competency contrast between units, as expressed
by viscosity ratio, is temperature dependent (Parrish et al., 1976). The following simple
calculation for the Jeb Lake fold pair, attempts to demonstrate the changing rheology, and
competence contrast, using viscosity contrast as an measure of relative competence,
toward the hinterland of the fold-and-thrust belt, where rocks that were deeper and hotter
during deformation, are now at the surface.
For a buckling layer of thickness t, and viscosity u,i, embedded in a less viscous
medium

(p.2),

a dominant fold wavelength (W ) is typically developed (see Ramsay,
d

1967). Biot (1965) related the dominant wavelength of a buckle fold with thickness (t),
to \i\l\i2 (ibid.).

Thus by approximating the dominant wavelength of the buckle

instability in the deforming layer by measuring the arc length (W ) of the current fold
a

shape, it is presumably possible to estimate the viscosity ratio between the relatively
competent buckling single layer, and the incompetent matrix (see Ramsay, 1967; Talbot,
1999). The relation is given as:
(1) W = 27tt(uV6u2)

1/3

d

Biot(1961; 1965)
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From this:
(2) W = 27it (p,/6p )
a

1/3

2

Biot (1961), however, disregarded any shortening taken up by layer parallel shortening,
and thickening. By modeling single layer viscous buckle folds, Hudleston (1973) noted
that, from approximately horizontal beds, layer parallel shortening takes place until bed
dip is >~15°, after which thickening effectively ceases. Biot (1965) modified the above
relationship to account for the average strain £ , which modifies the layer thickness as it
s

is folded:
(3) (W /t)e = 2tt (P ASu )
£s

d

1

173

2

Biot (1965), Hara and Shimamoto (1984)
Other relations have been used in attempts to quantify the effect of layer parallel
shortening (e.g. Huddleston, 1973; Shimamoto and Hara (1976)). Obviously strain, layer
parallel shortening, and thickening, are difficult to quantify. Hara and Shimamoto (1984)
note that fold axes are fixed relatively early in the growth of a fold, after which layer
parallel shortening is much less than buckle shortening (see also Hudleston, 1973). Thus,
they argue, W can be estimated from the mode of W measurements. However, only one
d

a

fold is considered here, so it will be approximated that:
W =W
d

a

Viscosity ratios will thus probably be underestimated.

However, a range of W

a

measurements is used. The following u.i/p estimations are from (2), then from (3), with
2

6 = 5, 10, 15, and 20 % (chosen arbitrarily), and both with W 6800 and 7200 metres
S

a

(approximated).
Dominant wavelength, W , is approximated by measuring the 'arc length', W , of
d

a

the fold pair in the Hamill Group, between the hinge of the Jeb Lake anticline to the
approximate hinge of the anticline west of the Jeb Lake syncline. This was measured
from a right section constructed by projection of the Hamill Group into the line of section
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BB'.

Oblique fault displacement hampers precise fold reconstruction of the western

portion of the right section, and thus the shape is approximated where constraints are not
available. The model of a single layer buckle fold is appropriate, but approximate, given
complex fold-fault interaction. The Hamill Group is encased in pelitic rock, and the core
of the Jeb Lake anticline is filled with slate.

However, the anticline directly in the

footwall of the Wiseman Creek fault (section B B ' and B B ' 2 ) shows all underlying
Horsethief Creek Group units being folded (see also Simony and Wind, 1970; Kubli,
1990), and the notion of the buckling single (Hamill) layer is less appropriate.

Slate

layers and partings in the Hamill Group further hamper this approximation, since the
Hamill Group is probably more appropriately a multilayer.

In this relation, linear

viscous, Newtonian fluid, material behaviour will be assumed as a first order
approximation. Of the few studies that have been done, most are confined to centimetre
scale folds in thin (centimetre scale) layers (e.g. see Talbot, 1999). These properties are
therefore assumed here to be independent of scale, and thus the effect of gravity on fold
development will be disregarded. Currie et al. (1962) made similar generalisations in
studies of wavelength-thickness relationships in units ranging from centimetres to -500
metres thick (ibid.), with results suggesting that these properties are scale independent
(see Figure 6, Currie et al., 1962). Furthermore, for comparison, it is assumed that the
Hamill Group is pure metaquartzite, analogous to a quartz vein.
Known thickness of the Hamill Group within this fold train, in the line of section
B B ' varies, but is in the order of -1000-1200 metres, so t = 1000 was used as a
conservative estimate, since (u,]/u, )
2

(1/t). Calculated u,i/p. for this fold in the Hamill
2

Group ranges from approximately 7 - 12, from (2), depending on the approximated W

a

value, for quartzite (\X\) in pelite (u, ). Considering layer thickening during folding, UVu

2

2

ranges from -8-16, as shown in Table 5.1.
Of the few published attempts at obtaining viscosity ratios, rarely has the
temperature of the deforming layer been considered (e.g. Parrish et al., 1976; Talbot,
1999). For centimetre scale thick quartzite beds in slate, Sherwin and Chappie (1968)
predicted viscosity ratios from 23-30. For quartz veins in pelite schist and psammitic
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Table 5.1. Viscosity contrast estimations for buckled Hamill Group in slate matrix, for
different W , and £ .
a

s

Es
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2

W (metres)

t (metres)

Hl/U.2

6800
6800
6800
6800

1000
1000
1000
1000

8
10
12
14

a

A.
W (metres)

t (metres)

p.l/p-2

7200
7200
7200
7200

1000
1000
1000
1000

10
12
14
16

a

0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2

B.

schist, Shimamoto and Hara (1976) reported viscosity ratios of 103-147 and 26-35,
respectively. For a thin quartz vein in black shale, deformed at <150°C, Talbot (1999)
predicted
M-i/U-2

pi/U2

of -20, whereas for a quartz vein in pelitic gneiss, folded at ca. 600°C,

= 7 (ibid.). Since Talbot's (1999) values consider the temperature of the deformed

layer, they will be considered first order standard viscosity ratios for a quartz layer in
pelite, at given temperatures, for cursory comparison.

Thus Shimamoto and Hara's

(1976) values are disregarded, since they are inconsistent with both Talbot's (1999)
values, and Sherwin and Chappie's (1968) values, by orders of magnitude. While the
range of U-i/u^ calculated for the Jeb Lake fold pair provides no more than a first order
approximation, these viscosity ratios, between 7-16, are low relative to those for a
buckled quartz vein, in shale, deformed at T<150°C, where u.]/u, =20 (Talbot, 1999).
2

Overestimation of W by W (for (2)) further outlines this discrepancy.
d

a

Incidentally, calculated viscosity ratios are higher than those obtained for a quartz
vein folded in a pelite matrix, at T ~ 600°C, where

UVU

2

~ 7 (ibid.). These estimations
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are consistent qualitatively with the metamorphic grade of the rocks comprising
Blackwater Ridge (Cruikshank and Ghent, 1978), between essentially unmetamorphosed
rocks of the Foreland Belt, and amphibolite facies meta-sediments to the west (e.g.
Wheeler, 1963).
While none of these values are taken as rigorous, they provide first order
comparisons. Thus it can be suggested that while Blackwater Ridge is dominated by
fold-and-thrust style shortening, the rheological properties of the package during
deformation at relatively elevated temperatures, and thus the resulting structural style,
were probably not entirely analogous to the development of foreland structures.
Unfortunately, until more rigorous, and accurate, determinations of rock rheology in
various metamorphic facies are available, the various assumptions and approximations in
the above calculations leave enough overlap and uncertainty to warrant suspicion. The
consistency of the determined viscosity ratios, intermediate between Talbot's (1999)
temperature dependent viscosity contrasts, however, is intriguing.
In general then, structures related to, and initiated by competence contrasts, in
fold-and-thrust belts, such as ramp-flat fault trajectory, and fault-bend folding were
probably progressively subdued, if not in magnitude, then in importance in dictating
structural geometry, with this subtle increase in metamorphic grade.

Relatively long

wavelength folds, defined by a dominant, competent member, will be tighter with
decreasing competence contrast.

Using equation (2), and predicting fold wavelength

(W ) for the Hamill Group if p]/p. =20 (from Talbot (1999) the estimated viscosity
d

2

contrast for a quartz vein bucking in shale, at ca. 150° C), and t = 1000, calculated W ~
d

9400 metres. This is a longer wavelength, by more than 2000 metres, than the estimated
values shown in Table 5.1, for the Jeb Lake fold pair. Similar predictions were made by
Biot (1961) (e.g. Table 3, Biot (1961)), about the effect of viscosity contrast on buckle
fold wavelength.
Such notions of changing rheology are at least locally supported by fault
trajectory, in the surrounding area. In the Dogtooth Range, Simony and Wind (1970)
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found good evidence that some faults propagated with planar geometry, with no regard
for apparent competence contrasts (e.g. Cirque Creek fault, Figure 4.5-4.6, Simony and
Wind, 1970). Also, the west-dipping portion of the Wiseman Creek fault truncates slate
and Hamill Group quartzite in its footwall, indiscriminantly (see also Kubli, 1990;
Simony and Wind, 1970).

5.11 Comments on the effect of the Kinbasket High, and thickness of the HamiIl
Group, on structural style.

There is a change in structural style both from east to west in each cross section,
and from north to south. The large amplitude Jeb Lake fold pair, and anticline in the
footwall of the Wiseman Creek fault, accommodate much of the shortening in the thick
quartzite of the Hamill Group, in the hanging wall of the Purcell fault, near Jeb Lake. To
the north, near Esplanade Bay, preserved and exposed competent Hamill Group is thin
near the Kinbasket High, and thus the majority of exposed strata on Blackwater Ridge are
weak slates of the Horsethief Creek Group and Donald Formation.

Discontinuous

exposure and lack of continuous markers make mapping large folds in Horsethief Creek
Group difficult.

Where exposure is sufficient, though, at the far north end of

Blackwater Ridge, near the mouth of Succour Arm (Figure 5.4) the structural style is
characterised by tightly internally folded (Figure 5.2), thickened, steeply dipping panels
of Horsethief Creek Group. Shortening is taken up partly by tight folds within thrust
imbricate, moderately to steeply dipping panels of less competent Horsethief Creek
Group. This structural style also presumably dominates in the Horsethief Creek Group in
the eastern Esplanade Range (from Wilson, 1999, unpublished data), and is apparent on
both cross sections, west of Kinbasket Lake.

At the north termination of Blackwater

Ridge, this change in style of shortening and deformation coincides with inversion of the
Kinbasket High, and the disappearance of the thick beam of Hamill Group quartzite.
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5.12 Summary
Blackwater Ridge is dominated by thrust imbricated panels of Late Proterozoic
pelitic strata and Early Cambrian competent quartzite. The main episode of deformation
comprises a protracted phase of shortening, presumably between Middle Jurassic and
mid-Cretaceous time.

This episode (Di) is expressed as megascopic thrust faults,

imbricating panels containing kilometre scale wavelength buckle folds that plunge to the
southeast at approximately 30-45°. The Wiseman Creek and Aid Lake thrust planes were
themselves folded, probably during a later phase of shortening on a deeper, younger
thrust.
The Purcell fault decapitates and truncates pre-existing folds, including the Jeb
Lake fold pair. Steeply dipping northwest to west trending faults truncate all structures,
and include a re-activated early Cambrian growth fault, across which the Hamill Group
thickens by approximately 400 metres.

Restoration of the regional southeast plunge,

suggests that the fault was originally approximately south dipping, at an angle of 50-70 °,
and that strata growth was to the south.
Strata, and the Purcell fault plane, are folded into monoclinal kink bands at a scale
of centimetres to hundreds of metres, that may express a Late Cretaceous to Eocene
transition from north directed transpression near 54° N to northeast directed shortening to
the south, and the gradual dissipation of right lateral displacement in the Rocky Mountain
Trench vicinity, from ca. 60 kilometres, to less than 5 kilometres.
Consideration of the rheology of a deforming multilayer suggests that while the
structural style of Blackwater Ridge is contiguous with the Foreland Belt, temperatures
were relatively elevated during shortening. The importance of structures initiated and
controlled by competence contrasts, such as ramp flat geometry, and fault bend folding,
may have been subdued. The wavelengths of buckle folds may have also been affected
by relatively elevated temperatures during shortening. This notion is crudely quantified,
by means of modeling the Hamill Group as a single, competent beam, embedded in a
uniformly less viscous, pelitic medium. Viscosity contrast calculations for the Jeb Lake
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fold pair are intermediate between published values for deforming quartz single layers in
shale at ca. 150° C and pelitic schist at ca. 600° C. This notion is supported by field
evidence, with tight folding in the Hamill beam, and local thrust faults that seem to cut
through units of varying competence contrast, indiscriminantly.
The inverted early Cambrian extensional basin is manifest at its thickest by large
amplitude folds in the thick syn-extension Hamill Group. To the north, where the Hamill
Group is thin, macroscopic, centimetre to metre scale tight similar folds are obvious in
the pelitic Horsethief Creek Group, which is greatly thickened.
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Chapter V l - The Kinbasket High: Early Paleozoic evolution of the western
Continental margin
6.1 Introduction-Cambrian rifting
The notion of Early Cambrian rifting at the western North American margin has
been discussed by several authors.

From back-stripping paleo-subsidence analysis of

Early Paleozoic sediments, Bond and Kominz (1984) suggested that Late Proterozoic
rifting (e.g. Stewart (1972); Gabrielse (1972)) was too early to account for thermal
subsidence patterns inferred from lower Paleozoic sedimentary packages in the Canadian
Cordillera, and suggested a later rifting event, at -555-600 Ma. Devlin (1986), and
Devlin and Bond (1986) found stratigraphie evidence for Early Cambrian rifting
preserved in the quartzite and scattered metabasalt of the Hamill Group in the Selkirk
Mountains. Later work helped discern the structural geometry of the Early Paleozoic
rifted margin. Root (1987) detailed the Windermere High in the Purcell Mountains. The
Windermere High remained active until Devonian time (ibid).

Kubli (1990), through

detailed mapping of the Dogtooth Range, documented the presence of the Dogtooth
High: an area in which Donald Formation rests unconformably on Carbonate Division of
the Horsethief Creek Group, and the Hamill Group is absent. The Hamill Group then
thickens abruptly off the western flank of the Dogtooth High (ibid.). Lickorish (1992)
documented and inferred syn-depositional faults in the McNaughton Formation of the
western Rocky Mountains, which are truncated by the upper McNaughton Formation.
Young (1978) documented the McBride arch, defining an area of thinned Lower
Cambrian quartzite in the Southern Rocky Mountain Trench, near 54° N . Each of these
'highs' has been interpreted to represent fault uplifted basement blocks (e.g. Struik, 1987;
Root, 1987; Kubli and Simony, 1992; Lickorish and Simony, 1997) marking the thermal
uplift driving Early Cambrian extension, originally predicted by Bond and Kominz
(1984).
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6.2 General statements on rift kinematics and geometry
In genera], during continental rifting, extension in the upper 15-17 kilometres of
crust is taken up by brittle shear (Jackson and White, 1989). With greater depth, the
transition from brittle to ductile deformation occurs. The lower, more ductile lithosphère
may shear along discrete, crustal scale zones (e.g. Wernicke, 1984; Lister et al., 1986), or
the lower crust may thin ('neck') by pure shear (e.g. McKenzie, 1978). Factors inherent
to the style and geometry (e.g. wide rift, narrow rift) of rifted margins include strain rate,
'intrinsic' strength of the lithosphère (e.g. zones of weakness), temperature changes, and
mechanical instability within the extending lithosphère (Bassi et al., 1993).
In the brittle upper crust, extension is taken up by listric to planar, or ramp-flat
geometry normal faults, commonly dipping 30-60° (Jackson and White, 1989). Faults
are synthetic and (or) antithetic relative to the larger sense of shear (e.g. Stewart and
Argent, 2000), effectively rotating discrete blocks of pre-rift 'basement' (McClay and
Ellis, 1987).

Simplified models consider 'domino-style' rotating blocks bounded by

planar faults (Wernicke and Burchfiel, 1982).

Blocks and their bounding faults are

progressively deformed as the amount of extension increases (McClay and Ellis, 1987).
As the amount of extension increases, and fault dip progressively decreases, fault blocks
will be truncated by new, steep normal faults (ibid.). Rift basins are typically bounded by
major segmented boundary faults, each segment generally having strike length less than
25 kilometres before being linked en echelon with another (Jackson and White, 1989).
Extensional faults may be detached

at several levels, detaching into relatively

incompetent shales (Jackson and White, 1989; Stewart and Argent, 2000), from
underlying, tilting blocks. As blocks of pre-rift 'basement' tilt, syn-rift sediments can be
deposited across gravity driven growth faults, thickening away from uplifted 'basement'
flanks (Stewart and Argent, 2000; Gibbs, 1989). The obliquity of rifting relative to the
margin affects the normal fault geometry further (e.g. Clifton et al., 2000 ). Extension
normal to the margin leads to essentially unimodal normal fault strike (ibid.), whereas
increasingly oblique rifting leads to the development of mixed populations of fault
strikes, including faults striking at a relatively high angle to the margin (ibid.)
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Syn-rift sediment geometry may be controlled by en echelon linked fault uplifted
scarps (Jackson and White, 1989). Syn-rift strata progressively onlap pre-rift sediments,
as they are deposited in the expanding depositional volume (Schilsche and Anders, 1996).
Syn-rift units are thickest at the centre of normal faults, and taper in all directions (ibid.).
Crustal scale cross sections, through the modern, relatively passive eastern
Canadian margin, show basinward thinning, discontinuous, fault bounded basement
blocks, capped by syn rift, marginal sediments (Bassi et al., 1993). Figure 6.1 shows
three conjugate margin crustal scale cross sections through the eastern Canadian margin
(modified from Bassi et al., 1993). These sections, interpreted from deep seismic profiles
(ibid.) are shown, for the following discussion, as schematic representations of the
possible geometries of a rifted margin.

6.3 Kinbasket High and Hamill Group- developed in an extensional setting
The drastic thickening of the Hamill Group to the southwest of the Kinbasket
High, and the presence of an Early Cambrian age normal fault (Chapter 5) controlling the
thickness of the Hamill Group, suggest that the Hamill Group was deposited during
active extensional tectonism, with the Hamill Group thickening across syn-sedimentary
normal faults off the flanks of the Kinbasket High. This interpretation is consistent with
paleo-subsidence analyses (Bond and Kominz, 1984) that predict lower Paleozoic rifting
in the Cordillera, and with the interpretations of Devlin (1986), Root (1987), Kubli and
Simony (1992), and Lickorish and Simony (1997) from field studies. Intercalated mafic
volcanics in the Hamill Group (Devlin, 1986) are also consistent with a rift origin. The
relatively immature nature of the Hamill Group sub-arkose, and detrital zircon ages in the
Jasper member (Ross, unpublished data), all suggest that these sediments were derived
from

uplifted, continental basement sources,

and possibly uplifted

Windermere

Supergroup sediments (see Chapter 3). Exhumation and beveling of the Horsethief Creek
Group to the level of the grit division on the high suggests relatively significant
extension. Thus the Kinbasket High is interpreted to represent a fault uplifted block(s) of
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Figure 6.1. Crustal-scale geometry of extended margins, with draped syn- and
post-rift sedimentan- wedges (modified from Bassi et al., 1993).

underlying pre-rift Horsethief Creek Group and underlying rocks. The Hamill Group was
deposited during syn-sedimentary

extensional faulting, in the basins flanking the

Kinbasket High.
6.4 Paleozoic extension in the Cordillera- the attenuated margin
It is commonly considered that a larger continent, comprising North America and another
cratonic block, rifted and separated in the Late Proterozoic, forming the margin on which
the Windermere Supergroup was deposited (e.g. Stewart, 1972).

No Proterozoic or

Cambrian oceanic crust has been found in the Canadian Cordillera to record this
separation. What continental block rifted in the Proterozoic is debatable, and beyond the
scope of this study. Although the notion of Cambrian rifting is not new, few authors have
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suggested what this rifting event may record.

Bond and Kominz (1984) discuss this

problem also. Ross (1987), and Kubli (1990) suggested that the Windermere Supergroup
records extension and continental separation.

Conversely, Early Cambrian rifting may

record final continental separation, such that Late Proterozoic extension

reflects

intracontinental rifting, which was protracted until final break up in the Early Paleozoic
(e.g. Bond and Kominz, 1984; Devlin, 1986; Warren, 1996). Regardless, superposition
of Early Paleozoic extension on the Windermere rift basin, and extended margin, is
presumed. Proterozoic separation, with superposed Cambrian extension on the attenuated
margin, is preferred here, such that the thick Horsethief Creek Group is both a rift, and
passive margin succession, below the Paleozoic succession (e.g. see Ross, 1987;
Thompson et al., 1987; Pell and Simony, 1987; Kubli, 1990).
Thus it is considered that Paleozoic extension is superimposed on the (earlier)
rifted Late Proterozoic basin. The margin that developed from Proterozoic rifting was
probably a complex series of fault bounded (Warren, 1996), gradually tapering crystalline
blocks (e.g. Lister et al., 1986; Bassi et al., 1993), upon which the Windermere
Supergroup was draped (grossly similar to Figure 6.1).

If Proterozoic rifting records

continental separation, then Early Paleozoic rifting recorded by the Hamill Group
probably further extended these blocks. This is considered also by Thompson et al.
(1987). Thompson et al. (1987) note that, after Vink et al. (1984), attenuated continental
margins, and attenuated crystalline blocks, are currently preferentially rifted and
segmented, rather than the outboard oceanic crust. This notion of extending crystalline
blocks at the continental margin, overlain by two, distinct, extending multilayers, will be
considered as a model for Early Paleozoic extension during the deposition of the Hamill
Group, and uplift of the Kinbasket High.

6.5 Superposition of normal fault regimes- detached extension
At least part of the Windermere Supergroup was deposited during Neoproterozoic
rifting (e.g. Ross, 1987; Pell and Simony, 1987; Kubli, 1990). If so, it is reasonable to
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Modified from Gibbs (1987)
Figure 6.2. Schematic representation of stacked extension (decoupled
extension) in pre-rift and syn-rift rocks. Figure is modified from
Bassi et al. (1993), and Gibbs (1987).

suggest that the Neoproterozoic western margin had geometry grossly similar to that
shown in Figure 6.1, with tapering crystalline blocks, or a new continental margin in the
case of Proterozoic separation. In this model, the Windermere wedge would comprise
the syn-rift and post-rift wedge draped on the underlying, tapering basement. Paleozoic
extension would then probably 1) reactivate older faults, 2) create new, Cambrian age
faults in the Proterozoic sedimentary wedge, and 3) create growth faults in the thickening
Cambrian syn-rift strata, above tilting blocks.

There is no reason to suggest that

extension in each of these domains was necessarily accommodated on the same faults.
That is, a growth fault in the Hamill Group doesn't necessarily coincide (after restoration)
with a large basement fault. Rather, growth faults in the Hamill Group, similar to the one
described in section 5.3.8, probably developed on tilting blocks of underlying Horsethief
Creek Group.

Extension in each of these three domains (basement, Windermere,

Cambrian), could have been, at least partially, detached.

Gibbs (1987; 1989) makes a

similar point, noting that, in general, simple faults taking up extension in the basement
commonly transfer into a detachment (or detachments) in e.g. shaly horizons, decoupling
extension in the overlying basin. This assumes a relatively incompetent shale horizon on
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which extension could be detached. There are many in the Horsethief Creek Group to
choose from. Gibbs (1989) summarises this model simply by stating "...the basin floor
may appear to have a fairly simple system of faults, whereas the sediments filling the
basin may be complexly faulted...". This model of stacked extensional detachments, or
decoupled extension, appears to apply in many basins, and at all scales (ibid.). This
model is schematically shown in Figure 6.2, and is applied to the extension represented
by the Hamill Group (see discussion below), given the geometry of unconformities and
mapped faults. It is important to note that genetic connotations are attached neither to
any stratigraphie markers in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2, nor to any specific basin
geometries.

Their purpose, rather, is to demonstrate from published sections of rift

basins, firstly the gross geometry of a rifted continent margin, and secondly, that
extension is commonly detached at several scales. The Hamill Group, it is suggested,
was similarly deposited in a 'decoupled' extending margin.

6.6 Consideration of possible rift basin geometry and evolution of the Kinbasket
High
Several observations about the Hamill Group on Blackwater Ridge are of
importance in considering possible rift basin geometry and evolution. 1). As the Hamill
Group thickens to the south, it lies on progressively higher units in the Horsethief Creek
Group.

At its thickest, near North Quartz Mountain, the Hamill Group rests with

apparent conformity on the upper clastic division.
preserved to the west in the Esplanade range.

The upper clastic division is also

2). While the Jasper member thickens

dramatically off of the Kinbasket High, it does not thicken appreciably across the growth
fault considered in Chapter 5. In the following discussion, the terms 'outboard' and
'inboard' (with reference to the paleo-margin) are used to roughly denote 'west' and
'east' respectively.

'West' and 'east' are used sparingly, since it is assumed that the

Proterozoic continental margin approximately followed the northwest-southeast structural
grain of the Cordillera, because the Cordilleran structures are indirectly, in part,
controlled by margin and basement geometry, and because the compressional shortening
rotated and in part obscured the original geometry.

Thus a point ' X ' referred to as
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'outboard' of e.g. the Kinbasket High, may in fact be southeast of the High in its current
location, but with palinspastic restoration, and the above assumption, X was outboard of
the Kinbasket High during the Late Proterozoic-Early Cambrian. From (1), the Hamill
Group rests on higher units in the underlying Horsethief Creek Group to the south,
toward North Quartz Mountain. Since the Hamill Group on North Quartz Mountain lies
two thrust sheets above the Kinbasket High, and across the Jeb Lake fold pair, it restores
further outboard than the Kinbasket High, relative to a northwest-southeast trending
paleo-margin. Thus two further inferences can be considered in the discussion below: 3)
The unconformity at the base of the Hamill Group bevels deeper in the 'inboard'
direction, and corollary to this 4) any sub-Hamill block rotation off the Kinbasket High
was probably down toward roughly the 'outboard' direction (antithetic). This is further
supported by the presence of the upper clastic and carbonate divisions in the eastern
Esplanade Range and near North Quartz Mountain, whereas directly to the east and north,
respectively, Hamill Group near Jeb Lake has beveled deeper in the Horsethief Creek
Group, to the level of the slate division. This is consistent with the inferred down-to-thesouth motion of the syn-sedimentary fault mapped in the Hamill Group (see Chapter 5).
Obviously this interpretation is hampered by the paucity of exposed Lower Cambrian
Hamill Group in the footwall of the Purcell fault, and lack of preserved Hamill Group in
the Esplanade Range. Nonetheless, with these observations in mind, several simplified
models can be considered as possible for the kinematic evolution of the Kinbasket High,
and surrounding Lower Cambrian basins.
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Figure 6.3. Models for predicting syn-rift and pre-rift sediment geomeu-y and
unconformity relationships from west side down normal faulting
(down-inboard block rotation) and east side down normal faulting
(down-outboard block rotation).
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6.6.1 Model I- Major west-side down normal faults (synthetic faulting)
A model of west-side down normal faults dropping down half graben, rotating
'dominoes' of Horsethief Creek Group and older strata is considered in Figure 6.3 (model
I).

Such down to the west faults would rotate underlying blocks 'down toward the

inboard direction'. Thus the unconformity beneath the Hamill Group would bevel deeper
into the Horsethief Creek Group, in an outboard direction. As stated above, the subHamill unconformity bevels deeper in the inboard direction.

Thus west-side down

normal faulting, with 'inboard-down' rotating blocks is, a priori, difficult to reconcile
with the above observations.

6.6.2 Model II- Major east-side down normal fault (antithetic faulting)
Conversely, east-side down normal faulting, rotating the sub-Hamill surface down
to the outboard-side (Figure 6.3, model II), is consistent with (3) and (4), since the subHamill unconformity would, in this scenario, bevel deeper to the inboard side, on to the
Kinbasket High. While this is consistent with the observations presented herein for the
Kinbasket High, this model is not consistent with other observations.

Kubli (1990)

demonstrated that, based on map pattern, the Hamill Group tapers from the east, on to the
Dogtooth High, where it is absent. To the west, across the Beaver River fault and Beaver
River valley, the Hamill Group is -2000 metres thick. This geometry was interpreted by
Kubli (1990), and Kubli and Simony (1992), and Warren (1997), to be more consistent
with down to the west normal faulting (Model I). Thus, purely east-side down faulting is
inconsistent with the larger scale Early Cambrian geometry.
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6.6.3 Model III- Periodic, synchronous synthetic and antithetic faulting- detached
extension: general statements
While instructive, the idealised notion of uniformly tilting 'domino blocks' (e.g.
as shown in Jackson and White, 1989, and references therein) clearly over simplifies the
true evolution of the Lower Paleozoic basins off of the Kinbasket High, and in general,
the geometry and kinematic evolution of the Early Paleozoic western Canadian margin.
Where more constraints are available, extension is more complex, at all scales (e.g. Gibbs
(1989); Etheridge et al. (1989)).

The down-outboard rotation inferred for the pre-rift

block(s) off the flank of the Kinbasket High is a priori difficult to reconcile with simple,
down to the west normal faulting, whereas the Hamill Group thickens drastically and
abruptly, 'down to the west' off of the Dogtooth High (Kubli, 1990). Extension in the
Hamill Group was probably variably detached from extension in pre-rift rocks, and
probably occurred on faults with variable dip direction.
The Jasper member thickens greatly off of the southwest flank of the Kinbasket
High, suggesting that its thickness was controlled by syn-sedimentary faulting (as
described by Lickorish and Simony, 1997).

However, the Jasper member does not

thicken appreciably across the mapped Cambrian fault (Chapter 5), whereas the units
between the Jasper member and Poker member do. This suggests that motion on these
faults was episodic, protracted throughout much of the time of Hamill Group deposition,
such that specific markers within the Hamill Group 'grow' across some faults, but are
effectively only offset across other inferred structures. It is reasonable to suggest that if
larger scale block rotation, in the Horsethief Creek Group domain, was outboard side
down, syn-sedimentary faults in the Hamill Group may dip in an outboard direction
(synthetic), driven by gravitational potential. The original dip of the mapped growth fault
in the Hamill Group was approximately to the south, consistent with this interpretation.
A schematic diagram (vertically exaggerated), Figure 6.4, illustrates this point for
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Figure 6.4.

Cartoon diagram illustrating: a) partly detached extension between Hamill
age growth faults and extension faults in underlying domains, and
b) counterclockwise rotation of Horsethief Creek block to account for
unconformity relationships observed on Blackwater Ridge (as described
in text).

deposition of the Hamill Group, and possible kinematic evolution of the Kinbasket High.
Further, from an approximately south dip, the mapped growth fault was probably not
margin-parallel, suggesting that the reconstructed Cambrian margin was probably
dissected by faults with various orientations.
The Dogtooth High is defined where the Donald Formation sits on the carbonate
division, suggesting that the area remained a topographic high (and/or an area of erosion)
throughout deposition of the Hamill Group. Lickorish (1992), and Lickorish and Simony
(1997) observed that in the Solitude Range, Cambrian highs are truncated within the
McNaughton Formation, below the Solitude member.

Over the Kinbasket High, the

Poker Member, the uppermost ~50 metres of the Hamill Group on Blackwater Ridge, sits
directly on the grit division. These observations suggest both that the time of active uplift
of the highs may have varied slightly, and that the amount of relative uplift (exhumation)
varied between different Proterozoic fault blocks .

This assumes a) that Horsethief Creek Group unit contacts are planar and horizontal, and b) that Hamill
Group is everywhere contemporaneous within the small area considered here.

3
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6.7 Discussion of regional correlation of Lower Cambrian
implications for pericratonic terranes

quartzite-

and

The lithostratigraphic correlation between the Lower Cambrian Gog Group of the
Rocky Mountains, and the Hamill Group of the Omineca Belt, has long been accepted
(e.g. Ellison, 1967; Aitken, 1969; Kubli and Simony, 1992; Lickorish and Simony, 1997).
This Lower Cambrian quartzite,

along with the

overlying (Donald

Formation)

archaeocyathid bearing limestone, provide broad regional markers in the southern
Canadian Cordillera, linking North American strata to Lower Paleozoic strata in the
pericratonic terranes (Kootenay Arc) (e.g. Colpron and Price (1995)).

As discussed

above, the Jasper member and Poker member of the McNaughton Formation cross the
Rocky Mountain Trench from the Rocky Mountains into the northern Purcell Mountains
on Blackwater Ridge. It is important to note that, despite the presence of distinct Early
Cambrian basins separated by highs, the basins were most likely interconnected.

In

extensional terranes, normal fault segments have not been observed to extend along strike
more than -25 kilometres without changing direction (Jackson and White, 1989), limiting
the along strike extent of uplifted footwall blocks. This interpretation is further supported
by a) the fact that the Jasper member 'goes around' the Kinbasket high, and b) Early
Cambrian (Hamill Group age) highs are sporadic, rather than Early Cambrian basins
being sporadic.
Nonetheless, specific lithofacies of Lower Cambrian stratigraphy are complicated.
For example, while the Jasper and Poker members are mappable across the Kinbasket
High, the Solitude and Sophist members do not cross the High. Further, upper Donald
Formation slate on Blackwater Ridge is subtly distinct from its correlative Mahto
Formation stratigraphy in the Solitude Range (e.g. see Lickorish, 1992). While the upper
Donald Formation is dominantly green-grey weathering slate, and laminated slate,
correlative Mahto Formation in the Solitude Range, across the Kinbasket High, is
dominantly more sandy (Lickorish, 1992). The middle Donald archaeocyathid limestone,
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however, is continuous. While these could be simple facies changes, the location of the
facies changes, at the Kinbasket High, is somewhat conspicuous.
Difficulty

in correlating individual lithofacies between sections of Lower

Cambrian strata probably arises from the fact that at the latitude of the study area, Lower
Cambrian stratigraphie packages were separated by several topographic highs, similar to
the Kinbasket High. North of Blackwater Ridge, in the Rocky Mountain Trench, Young
(1978) noted a Lower Cambrian lithofacies change over the McBride Arch, between the
Rocky Mountains and Cariboo Mountains. A similar distinction between the Hamill
Group in the Dogtooth Range (e.g. Ellison, 1967; Kubli, 1990) and the Harnill Group to
the west near Rogers Pass (Wheeler, 1963) can be explained by the fact that these two
thick packages, were in large part separated by the Dogtooth High (Kubli and Simony,
1990). West of the Dogtooth High, in the Deville syncline, the Lower Paleozoic Lardeau
Group of the pericratonic Kootenay arc ('terrane') appears above the Lower Cambrian
Hamill Group (Wheeler, 1963). This may suggest that the appearance, westward, of the
Lardeau facies is marked by this zone of 'highs', such that for the pericratonic Kootenay
terrane, its eastern 'boundary' is a relict of the margin's geometry.

The distribution of

Lower Paleozoic tectonostratigraphic packages may then be, at least in part, controlled by
paleo-margin geometry, rather than Mesozoic and Tertiary compression and strike slip
juxtaposition. Thus while only Early Cambrian topography can directly be inferred for
the Kinbasket High, and the Dogtooth High, it is possible that highs originally active in
Early Cambrian, affected basin development throughout Early Paleozoic time.

6.8 Terranes in the
fragments?

southern Canadian

Cordillera:

attenuated continental

The notion of exotic and suspect terranes in the Canadian Cordillera is an old one
(e.g. Monger and Ross, 1971), with the presumed exotic island arc Stikine and Quesnel
terranes (e.g. Gabrielse et al., 1991) having docked at the North American margin in midJurassic time (ibid.). Templeman-Kluit (1979) suggested that a continental (ribbon)
fragment rifted from the North American margin during Early Mississippian time, to then
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return and dock during the Jurassic. Struik (1987; 1988) predicted that Quesnel terrane is
floored by North American basement, and suggested that it rifted from the North
American margin during Devonian time. These fragments were then telescoped during
the Mesozoic (ibid.). Several authors have suggested stratigraphie links between Quesnel
terrane and North America (e.g. Klepacki and Wheeler, 1985).

Mapping in southern

British Columbia has furthered this notion, suggesting that the Triassic Quesnel arc rests
stratigraphically on Proterozoic, North American strata (Erdmer et al., 2001; Thompson
et al, 2001). The notion of Quesnel terrane having fundamental stratigraphie links to
North America, and having attenuated at the western North American margin, has thus
been suggested.

Erdmer et al. (2001) obtained ca. 560 M a zircon ages in granite

(conglomerate?), within Proterozoic rocks considered to be along the eastern belt of
'Quesnel terrane'. These zircon ages speak of latest Precambrian igneous activity, that
could be related to latest Proterozoic to Early Cambrian extension (see also Erdmer et al.,
2001).
It is suggested then, that the Early Cambrian extension expressed by the
stratigraphie thickness and facies variations in the Hamill Group over the Kinbasket
High, and between the Kinbasket High and the Dogtooth High, may represent attenuation
of continental blocks at the paleo-North American margin.

This episodic extension

probably continued until late Devonian time (Colpron and Price, 1995; Struik, 1987;
1988). These attenuated basement blocks then partly formed the basement upon which
Mesozoic island arcs such as Quesnel Terrane were built, separated from North America
by marginal basins (e.g. Slide Mountain terrane). It is noted, however, that although it is
argued that Mesozoic Quesnel island arc is built partially on North American 'basement'
(see also Struik, 1987; Erdmer et al., 2001) it is not proposed here that the basement to
Quesnel is everywhere Precambrian North America. Attenuated basement blocks are, in
general, likely to be discontinuous. A Mesozoic island arc sequence would build on these
fragments, and oceanic basement, indiscriminately.
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Figure 6.5. Approximate extent of Lower Cambrian archaeocyathid limestone
in southern British Columbia and Alberta. Modified from
Stelck and Hedinger (1975).

6.9 The case for Early Cambrian separation of proto-Quesnel fragments
Accepting the above argument, the question of whether the timing of attenuation
can be discerned from the stratigraphy on the continental fragment(s) that formed protoQuesnellia can be discussed.
make such an argument.

Unfortunately, there is little other than tenuous data to

However, the middle Donald Formation, Lower Cambrian

archaeocyathid limestone may provide evidence. This relatively thin limestone marker
stretches from the western Rocky Mountains (Mural Formation) and Cariboo Mountains
(e.g. Lickorish, 1992), through the Omineca Belt (middle Donald Formation and Badshot
Formation) (e.g. Wheeler, 1963) Kootenay arc (e.g. Klepacki and Wheeler, 1985) to Slide
Mountain Terrane (ibid.; Stelck and Hedinger, 1975).

Klepacki and Wheeler (1985)

mapped the Badshot limestone as stratigraphically underlying Lower Permian and (?)
Carboniferous Slide Mountain rocks, which then underlie Triassic volcanic rocks mapped
as 'Quesnel Terrane' (ibid.).

The archaeocyathid limestone has not been mapped in

Quesnel Terrane (e.g. Struik, 1987).

As discussed in Chapter 4, the middle Donald

Formation archaeocyathid limestone is interpreted as a broad carbonate sheet, deposited
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ProloSlide Mountain
marginal basin
Figure 6.6. Speculative, schematic interpretation of the development of the
Early Paleozoic continental margin.

in relatively shallow water (-20-35 metres), across the margin. Stelck and Hedinger
(1975) used similar reasoning to reconstruct the Early Cambrian continental shelf (Figure
6.5). It is important to note that the archaeocyathid limestone shelf in Figure 6.5 is not
palinspastically restored to its original configuration- the original sheet started, and
extended, further to the west. Assuming the interpretation that Quesnel terrane is at least
partially built on attenuated North American basement, since the archaeocyathid
limestone does not extend past the marginal Slide Mountain basin, into proto-Quesnellia,
it can be suggested that Early Cambrian shallow water, shelf conditions did not extend
west of the area now overlain by Slide Mountain Terrane. That is, although the current
western edge of the archaeocyathid limestone may be an arbitrary Mesozoic thrust sheet,
the archaeocyathid limestone marker does not palinspastically restore beneath Slide
Mountain terrane, all the way to Quesnel terrane, above known Proterozoic strata, and
below other Paleozoic strata. Thus, known Proterozoic, presumed North American, protoQuesnel crust may have been separated from North America by a relatively deep basin by
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the time of Donald Formation deposition, such that the shallow water, Lower Cambrian
archaeocyathid limestone was separated from proto-Quesnel fragments (Figure 6.6). This
separation would have to be pre-middle Donald Formation age, and can be speculated to
be Hamill Group age, given the Early Cambrian extension discussed and documented
here, and latest Proterozoic igneous activity recorded by Erdmer et al. (2001) in the
eastern edge of Quesnel terrane. A schematic diagram (no scale) illustrating these ideas
is shown in Figure 6.6. Latest Proterozoic zircon fractions from granite (conglomerate?)
in proto-Quesnel terrane (Erdmer et al., 2001) speak of latest Precambrian-Cambrian
igneous activity, possibly related to earliest Cambrian extension (ibid.).

Considered

together, these data are consistent with the Early Cambrian extension recorded by the
Kinbasket High, and other Cambrian topographic highs, representing the attenuation of
the basement fragments that would later, partly, form the basement for at least the
Mesozoic Quesnel island arc, at the attenuated paleo-margin.
6.10 Problems with this interpretation
Several problems with this model are obvious.

Firstly, while Slide Mountain

terrane, which separates typical North American strata from Quesnel arc in southern
British Columbia, is dominantly oceanic in character (e.g. Klepacki and Wheeler, 1985),
the oldest dated rocks are Devonian (Schiarizza, 1995). Thus the major problem is that
between the western edge of the Lower Cambrian 'Donald Fm.' archaeocyathid
limestone and Proterozoic proto-Quesnel rocks, if there were a basin initiated in earliest
Cambrian time, with oceanic rocks and sediments, there are no known Cambrian rocks in
it.

However, Schiarizza (1995) notes that the column of pelagic sediments of Slide

Mountain Terrane must be at least older than Late Devonian, and must sit on still older
'basement'. Tenuous paleontological evidence from Slide Mountain Terrane suggests
Cambro-Ordovician, reworked conodonts (M.J. Orchard in Schiarizza and Preto, 1987).
The presence of the broad, shallow water, Lower Cambrian limestone sheet on the
continental margin, intuitively implies that clastic detritus was not being shed from the
east, to fill any supposed, newly formed basin to the west. The detritus would inhibit the
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reef-like carbonate deposition and growth, and the Lower Cambrian archaeocyathid
carbonate sheet is a broad, margin-wide, shallow water feature (Figure 6.5). Nonetheless,
rocks older than Devonian have not been found in the area now covered by Slide
Mountain Terrane.

6.11 Summary, and implications for the geometry of the Early Paleozoic margin
The Kinbasket High was developed during extensional tectonism between latest
Proterozoic and earliest Cambrian time, marking the onset of the Paleozoic western North
American margin.

The extending margin was probably detached at several levels,

between basement, pre-rift sediments, and syn-rift sediments, with a system of faults
rotating underlying blocks, and driving growth faults in the overlying multilayer. Fault
systems in underlying domains probably do not coincide with the growth faults in the
Hamill Group. The large-scale rotation off of the south and west flank of the Kinbasket
High was down in the outboard direction, inferred from unconformity relationships,
suggesting that larger scale extension across the margin at this latitude was probably
taken up on both synthetic and antithetic fault systems (with respect to the overall sense
of shear). The fault systems in the Hamill Group are not entirely margin-parallel. The
mapped growth fault in the Hamill Group dips to the south, at an acute angle to the
assumed paleo-margin. The Hamill Group was deposited across gravity driven faults on
this outboard tilted flank of the Kinbasket High, sourced from the uplifted flanks
comprising crystalline basement and sediments.
These

Early Cambrian fault

basins,

although

separated by highs,

were

interconnected. Several highs are preserved along the trend of the Cordillera in southern
British Columbia. The uplifted highs provided partial sediment barriers, and were loci of
Early Paleozoic facies changes, conspicuous near the boundary of the pericratonic
Kootenay 'terrane'.
Early Cambrian extension is superposed on an earlier Proterozoic rifting, and
possible continental separation.

Cambrian extension is interpreted to have further
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attenuated this dissected margin. Laterally discontinuous, thinned blocks of continental
crust were separated from the Lower Paleozoic North American shelf by this Early
Cambrian extension. As suggested by others, during the Mesozoic these blocks partially
formed the basement to Quesnel arc, and were telescoped at the North American margin
by Middle Jurassic time.
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Chapter VII- Conclusions and summary

Blackwater Ridge, in the Southern Rocky Mountain Trench, southeast British
Columbia, exposes three lithostratigraphic packages. The upper Proterozoic Horsethief
Creek Group, comprises quartzofeldspathic grit, and slate.

The overlying Lower

Cambrian Hamill Group is divisible into lower and upper units.
comprises cream white weathering granular quartzite, feldspathic

The lower unit
quartzite, and

psammite, dominantly in planar tabular cross-bedded sets, and wedge shaped beds. This
unit is lithostratigraphically equivalent to the Jasper member, the basal unit of the
McNaughton Formation, Gog Group, in the western Main Ranges of the Rocky
Mountains.

The upper Hamill Group comprises maroon weathering, cross-bedded,

pebbly sub-arkose, rare conglomerate, and sugary, pure, cross-bedded quartzite, rarely
with bedding parallel ichnofossils Ciplanolites). The upper Hamill Group also contains
grey weathering, chloritoid porphyroblastic, quartz wacke, and is capped by a skolithos
bioturbated quartzite sheet, that is correlative with the Poker member, the uppermost
member of the McNaughton Formation, in the western Main Ranges of the Rocky
Mountains.

The overlying Lower Cambrian Donald Formation comprises green-grey

slate, rusty weathering limy sandstone, and an archaeocyathid bearing limestone member
that forms a regional marker from the Rocky Mountains, across the Omineca belt.
The Kinbasket High is defined in the region where the uppermost unit of the
Hamill

Group, the

Poker member,

sits

directly, and

unconformably,

on

stratigraphically deep grit division, of the underlying Horsethief Creek Group.

the
The

Kinbasket High was an area of erosion or more likely non-deposition of the Hamill
Group, where the underlying Horsethief Creek Group was exhumed and beveled. Units
below the Poker member, in the Hamill Group, progressively pinch out, in a wedge
shape, as they onlap the high. Units within the Hamill Group thicken relatively abruptly
away from the south flank of the high, and their thickness is presumably controlled by
syn-sedimentary normal faults. One such fault was mapped in some detail. Units within
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the Hamill Group thicken by approximately 400-500 metres to the south across this
mapped Cambrian growth fault, whereas some markers do not thicken appreciably. This
suggests that motion on mapped and inferred growth faults of Hamill Group age, was
probably episodic, and protracted throughout deposition of most of the Hamill Group,
except for the uppermost Poker member. The Kinbasket High is one of a series of known
Lower Paleozoic highs, found along the western margin of the Foreland Belt and through
the Omineca Belt.
Strata on Blackwater Ridge form a train of high amplitude, steeply plunging folds,
carried on the deepest of the known thrust faults of the Dogtooth Duplex. The Jeb Lake
fold pair is modeled as cylindrical over short distances, with domain dependent plunge,
of ca. 30-45°, toward the southeast. The relatively steep plunge of folds may be a result
of lateral ramps in the underlying thrust panels, or differential shearing of the fold pair
along the trend of its axis. The deepest known thrust faults in the Dogtooth Duplex, the
Wiseman Creek fault, and the A i d Lake fault, are themselves folded.
probably propagated through essentially flat lying stratigraphy.

These faults

Thus the folds on

Blackwater Ridge, both the Jeb Lake fold pair, and the folds in the Wiseman Creek and
Aid Lake fault surfaces, probably developed during propagation of a later, deeper thrust
fault: either a deeper thrust fault in the Dogtooth Duplex, or possibly, the late, out of
sequence Purcell fault.
Cursory analysis of the rheological properties of the deforming competent layer
(Hamill Group), encased within incompetent media, is consistent with the multilayer
having deformed at relatively elevated temperatures compared with thrust sheets of the
more easterly foreland of the fold-and-thrust belt. Thus, while the Hamill Group forms a
competent, buckle folded beam, structures initiated and controlled by competence
contrast, including ramp-flat fault geometry, fault bend folds, were probably less
important in dictating the structural style, relative to structures further in the foreland.
Buckle folds defined by dominant members may have progressively shorter wavelength,
as the competence contrast decreases.
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The latest structures formed on Blackwater Ridge include steeply dipping,
northwest trending faults, and scattered centimetre to hundreds of metre scale monoclinal
kink bands that fold pre-existing Si cleavage, folded strata, and the Purcell fault plane.
These structures are interpreted to have developed as the Dogtooth Duplex was carried
relatively passively, northeastward during Late Cretaceous-Eocene thrust propagation in
the foreland, and reflect changing convergence direction, between 54° N and Blackwater
Ridge. Late Cretaceous to Eocene shortening direction changed from roughly northward
at 54° N , to northeastward by 49-50° N . This shift is expressed by the dissipation of
right-lateral faulting from north to south, and development of smaller, distributed folds
with axes oblique to Fi folds, and monocline kink bands, in the vicinity of the Rocky
Mountain Trench. Sixty kilometres of right-lateral offset is reported near 54° N , but less
than 5 kilometres is possible at the latitude of Blackwater Ridge. Both the Kinbasket
High, and the southern facies boundary of the Jasper member, cross the Rocky Mountain
Trench at Blackwater Ridge, without large-scale offset.
The Kinbasket High developed during extensional tectonism.

The sub-Hamill

Group unconformity bevels deeper into the Horsethief Creek Group, toward the north and
east, in an inboard direction.

That is, there is a significant sub-Hamill unconformity

directly on the Kinbasket High. The time significance of this unconformity decreases
away from the south flank of the high, and in the deepest part of the basin, there was
continuous deposition between the highest known unit in the Horsethief Creek Group, the
upper clastic division, and the Lower Hamill Group. Since the sub-Hamill unconformity
bevels deeper in the inboard direction, sub-Hamill Block rotation was probably down to
the outboard direction. The down to the outboard directed rotation of the Horsethief
Creek domain suggests that extension was probably taken up on synthetic and antithetic
fault systems, relative to the overall sense of shear. The growth in the Hamill Group
across the mapped syn-sedimentary fault is to the south (roughly synthetic), whereas
rotation of the Horsethief Creek domain is antithetic, suggesting that extension between
'basement' blocks, the Horsethief Creek domain, and the Hamill domain, was probably
partly detached, at the level of the thick pelitic units in the Horsethief Creek Group (e.g.
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slate division). Similar kinematic evolution is observed in many modern rift margins,
where complex extension faulting in the syn-rift strata is detached from relatively simple
fault systems in the underlying pre-rift domains (e.g. Gibbs, 1989).
Facies changes are conspicuous across the series of Early Paleozoic highs that
includes the Kinbasket High.

While some markers are clearly continuous across or

around the highs, subtle stratigraphie changes have been noted by previous authors, and
these observations are corroborated by this study. At the latitude of Blackwater Ridge,
Lower Paleozoic facies changes between the Rocky Mountains and the Purcell
Mountains, and between the Purcell Mountains and Kootenay Arc, are the product of
Early Paleozoic fault bounded topographic highs.
partial sediment barriers.

These topographic highs formed

Each fault bounded high probably had unique kinematic

evolution. The contraction and strike slip structures that now separate these domains are
thus superimposed, and do not form real domain boundaries.
Early Cambrian extension expressed by the Kinbasket High is superposed on an
earlier, late Proterozoic rifting, and possible continental separation.

Early Cambrian

rifting probably further extended previously formed basement blocks, and may have
formed relatively deep basins between the newly formed North American shelf, and
rifted continental fragments, as represented by the western edge of the regionally
mappable sheet of shallow water, Lower Cambrian archaeocyathid-bearing limestone.
As suggested by others (e.g. Struik, 1987; Schiarizza, 1990; Erdmer et al., 2001), these
rifted continental blocks later formed, at least in part, the basement to presumed exotic,
Triassic island arc terranes that were telescoped against the North American margin
during Mesozoic time.
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Appendix A:
Linear regression from dip tangent (Bengtson) diagrams (Figure 5.6).
Cartesian coordinates (x,y) of bedding measurement vector tip are given by
X = sin (T) tan (p)

y - Cos(T) tan(p)

where

T- trend of line of dip direction of bedding plane measurement
p- plunge of line of dip direction of bedding plane measurement

for line
y = m x+ b
Slope:
m = [Zxy - (ZxZy/n)]/[Ix
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Appendix B- Selected thin section descriptions.

Note:

Due to penetrative

deformation, and recrystallisation, sedimentary

pétrographie distinctions between matrix and cement, and between monocrystalline and
polycrystalline quartz are difficult to discern. The term 'matrix' thus refers to the fine
grained, interstitial material defining the mesh-like fill between dominantly larger,
typically quartz and feldspar grains.

Polycrystalline versus monocrystalline quartz

distinctions are generally made without inference about original sedimentary textures,
except where sedimentary textures can obviously be gleaned.

H99-2301a
Lower Hamill Group, Jasper member
General description
Quartzite

The rock is a medium grained network of subrounded quartz and local feldspar, in an
interstitial mesh-like matrix of white mica, and carbonate spots. The rock is grain
supported, grains have moderate sphericity, and are slightly oriented (along Si?).
Quartz (monocrystalline). Size range: 0.25-0.5 mm, mean: 0.3 mm, %: -30-40.
Grains have undulóse extinction, and scalloped boundaries. Quartz grains are sutured
and ?polygonised, complicating original textures.
Quartz (polycrystalline). Size range: 0.5-4 mm, mean: n/a, %: 40-50.
Quartz aggregates are mainly 3-4 grains, with scalloped constituent boundaries. Rare
grains have fine grained constituents. Grains are subrounded and slightly elongate.
K-feldspar. Size range: 0.5-3 mm, mean: 1 mm, %: 5-10.
Grains are subrounded and generally elongate, with convolute and tartan twinning, and
sericite alteration.
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White mica. %: 5-10.
Cryptocrystalline to finely microcrystalline mica occurs as interstitial mats.
Carbonate. Size range: 0.2-0.5 mm, mean: n/a., %: 1-2.
Scattered grains are interstitial.
Opaques. Size range: 0.1-0.5 mm, mean: n/a., %: 1-3.
Opaque phases are scattered spots and clumps, generally interstitial.
Others,
-epidote.

H00-1201b
General description
Hamill Group- Jasper member
quartzite
The rock is medium to coarse grained, moderately sorted, clast supported, with interstitial
clumps of cryptocrystalline to finely microcrystalline mica. Grains have moderate to low
sphericity, and clasts are moderately to well rounded.
The rock has not been obviously penetratively deformed.
Quartz (monocrystalline). Size range: 0.1-5 mm, mean: 2-3 mm
Monocrystalline quartz generally has moderate to low sphericity, is subrounded to
rounded, and shows undulóse extinction. Grains are sutured along scalloped contacts.
Quartz (polycrystalline). Size range: 0.5-1 mm, mean: 0.5 mm
Scattered grains are slightly elongate and rounded, with constituent quartz between <0.1
mm and 5 mm.
Plagioclase. Size range: 0.5-1 mm, mean: 0.5 mm
Plagioclase grains are subrounded to subangular, and show moderate sphericity. Grains
are altered, speckled with sericite, locally in blotches.
K-feldspar. Size range: 0.5-2 mm, mean: n/a
One grain with microcline twinning, appears shattered with veins of rusty mica alteration.
Otherwise K-feldspar is difficult to discern. Two grains show moderate rounding and are
slightly elongate.
Opaques. Size range: 0.05-0.5 mm, mean: 0.25 mm
Opaques are interstitial, elongate to spherical, rounded to subrounded grains. Locally
opaques are inclusions in quartz.
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Cement/matrix.
Altered mica is interstitial and generally cryptocrystalline material.

HOO-1201a
lower Hamill Group- Jasper member
general description
'carbonate wacke'.
The rock comprises mainly elongate, monocrystalline quartz, floating in a recrystallised
carbonate matrix.
Quartz (monocrystalline). Size range: 0.20-1.25 mm, mean: 1 mm, %:25-35.
Grains are subangular to rounded, with moderate sphericity. Grains do not show well
developed undulóse extinction.
Quartz (polycrystalline). Size range: 1-1.2 mm, mean: 1 mm, %: 5.
Polycrystalline quartz occurs as scattered aggregates of cuspate subgrains.
White mica. %: 0.5.
Scattered mica flecks are found in the carbonate matrix. Some ?phlogopite/biotite.
Carbonate. Size range: 0.1-0.25 mm, mean: n/a. %: 60-70.
Recrystallised, granoblastic mat of carbonate forms the bulk of the rock, with scattered
floating quartz grains. Granoblastic texture may have formed during relatively static,
post D i metamorphism that formed fanning chloritoid porphyroblasts in grey quartz
wacke (upper Hamill Group).
Opaques. Size range: 0.1 mm, mean: 0.1 mm, %: 1.
Opaques occur as scattered spots and interstitial stringers.

H00-1301 B
Upper Hamill Group
general description
greywacke.
The rock is medium grained, generally grain supported, with mainly monocrystalline
quartz comprising a framework and locally floating in cryptocrystalline mican matrix.
Grains are generally subrounded with moderate sphericity.
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Quartz (monocrystalline). Size range: 0.1-1.25 mm, mean: 0.75 mm.
Quartz is abundant as subrounded to subangular grains ,with moderate to high sphericity,
and undulóse extinction. Grains are commonly sutured by planar, curvy, to scalloped
boundaries.
Quartz (polycrystalline). Size range: 0.5-1 mm, mean: n/a.
Polycrystalline quartz is made of grains from <0.1 mm, to some made of grains -0.5 mm,
showing relatively straight grain boundaries between constituents. Some grains are
cherty.
Opaques. Size range: 0.1-0.5 mm.
Opaques generally occur as interstitial clumps of finely crystalline grains. Fine spots are
interstitial, and also occur within polycrystalline quartz.
White Mica.
Mica occurs as finely crystalline to cryptocrystalline, interstitial mats.

H00-1501 A
Horsethief Creek Group, upper clastic division
general description
carbonate rich quartzite
The rock is fine to medium grained, with subangular plagioclase laths, subrounded
quartz, and carbonate matrix. Grains have no preferred orientation in the relatively
massive rock. Carbonate forms the bulk of the matrix, with scattered flecks of white
mica.
Quartz (monocrystalline). Size range: 0.1-1 mm, mean: 0.5 mm.
Quartz typically has high sphericity, grains are subrounded, rarely with ?mica inclusions.
Some scalloped edges from recrystallisation are preserved. Grains have moderately
developed undulóse extinction.
Quartz (polycrystalline). Size range: 1 mm, mean: 1 mm.
Sutured, slightly scalloped grains are subrounded, spherical, 2-3 grain 'conglomerates'.
Plagioclase. Size range: 0.2-0.7 mm, mean: 0.5 mm.
Plagioclase laths are subangular, elongate, with low to moderate sphericity. Many grains
are dusted with sericite, plus minor calcite alteration. Albite twinning is prevalent.
Carbonate. Size range: 0.1-0.5 mm, mean: 0.25 mm.
Carbonate is interstitial matrix/cement, as anhedral grains between quartz and feldspar.
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Opaques. Size range: 0.1-0.5 mm, mean: 0.25 mm.
Opaques are angular, euhedral, isometriche- clumpy, scattered spots.
White mica.
Scattered, rare flecks of white mica are found. Chlorite is rare.

H00-1502 B
Horsethief Creek Group- upper clastic division
general description
quartzite
The rock is medium grained with subangular quartz, with sutured, scalloped contacts
(some rock fragments?), and some interstitial mica clumps. Chlorite occurs in rounded
clumps with some rusty oxide. The rock is moderately sorted.
Quartz (monocrystalline). Size range: 0.2-3.5 mm, mean: 0.5 mm.
Grains are subangular to subrounded, with undulóse extinction, some bright spotted
inclusions. Grains have moderate to low sphericity (due partly to foliation). Grains
locally have inclusions, including one with a tourmaline inclusion.
Quartz (polycrystalline). Size range: 0.5-2.5 mm, mean: n/a.
Grains are aggregates of 5-10 grains, with some 'cherty' micro to cryptocrystalline
grains, rounded.
Chlorite.
Spots of chlorite occur in clumps as though they were mafic grains or slasts, altered to
oxide and chlorite, with ?quartz.
White mica.
Interstitial zones of white mica are fine grained whisps.
Opaques. Size range: 0.1-0.5 mm, mean: 0.2 mm.
Clumpy grains are interstitial aggregates.
?haematite cement.

Some rusty spots appear locally to be

HOO-1503 C
Horsethief Creek Group- upper clastic division
general description
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sub-arkose
The rock is medium to coarse grained, with a moderately well sorted network of semispherical, subrounded quartz and feldspar, with rare stringers of interstitial white mica.
The rock is massive.
Quartz (monocrystalline). Size range: 0.25-1.5 mm, mean: 0.9 mm.
Quartz has undulóse extinction, grains are subrounded, with moderate sphericity.
Locally, grains are slightly scalloped.
Quartz (polycrystalline). Size range: 0.25-0.5 mm, mean: n/a.
Conglomerates of 3-5 grains, are sub-spherical, moderately rounded, with relatively
coarse constituent grains.
K-feldspar. Size range: 0.25-1 mm, mean: 0.5 mm.
Slightly sericite altered grains have cross-hatched twinning, to patchy twinning. Grains
are subangular, with moderate sphericity, and some elongate grains.
Plagioclase. Size range: 0.25 mm, mean: n/a.
Scattered grains have albite twinning, and occur in one polycrystalline grain that appears
to be a rock fragment.
White mica.
Scattered interstitial grains.
Opaques.
Scattered rare spots.
Chlorite.
One spot.

H99-1105 A
Upper Hamill Group
general description
tan-purple weathering quartzite.
The rock is fine to medium grained, with subrounded, spherical grains of quartz and
polysynthetic twinned feldspar. The rock is moderately sorted with thin stringers and
spots of mica. Grains are well sutured.
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Quartz (monocrystalline). Size range: 0.5-1.5 mm, mean: n/a.
Quartz grains are sutured with slightly scalloped edges. Grains show slightly undulóse
extinction, but many are relatively pristine. Scattered strain lamillae disect grains.
Quartz (polycrystalline). Size range: 0.5-2.5 mm, mean: n/a.
Grains are cuspate, sutured, 3-5 grain aggregates.
Sutured grains are difficult to
differentiate from polycrystalline grains.
Plagioclase. Size range: 0.25-0.5 mm, mean: n/a.
In general feldspars are finer than quartz, subrounded, and slightly elongate. Albite twins
are scattered and generally undeformed.
K-feldspar. Size range: 0.25-0.5 mm, mean: n/a.
Grains are slightly elongate and subrounded, commonly with tartan twins well defined.
Grains range from pristine to obliterated by sericite alteration. Some grains aren't
twinned, but are grungy with sericite alteration.
Opaques. Size range: 0.1-0.5 mm, mean: 0.2 mm.
Some grains are interstitial, while others appear to be cubic (?pyrite) porphyroblasts.
White mica.
Flecks and spots of mica are in clumps and anastomosing mats.

H99-2212 A
Upper Hamill Group- purple sub-arkose
general description
sub-arkose
The rock is moderately to poorly sorted, with subrounded grains, and moderate to poor
sphericity. The rock is grain supported with sutured grains, medium to coarse grained.
Quartz (monocrystalline). Size range: 0.2-4 mm, mean: 0.5-1 mm.
Quartz grains are subangular, rarely containing feldspar. Some grains have dislocated
boundaries, undulóse extinction, and some grains have inclusion trails.
Quartz (polycrystalline). Size range: 0.5-4 mm, mean: n/a.
Quartz aggregates include ca. 3 mm pebbles of 0.1-1 mm scalloped quartz blebs with
slightly undulóse extinction. Other aggregates are made of 3-4 large, 2 mm grains, with
straight to scalloped contacts.
Quartz aggregates are subrounded with moderate
sphericity to slight apparent elongation.
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K-feldspar. Size range: 0.15-3 mm, mean: 0.5-1.5 mm.
K-feldspar grains show microcline twinning, and sericite dusting. Grains are subangular
to subrounded. Crystals are locally laths with rounded corners.
Plagioclase. Size range: 0.2-0.75 mm, mean: 0.5 mm.
Few scattered, subrounded, smaller crystals appear to show albite twinning, and one
shows radial zoning.
Opaques. Size range: 0.1-0.5 mm, mean: 0.2 mm.
Opaques occur as isolated, interstitial, subrounded spots, but more generali as interstitial,
mesh-like cement. Opaque spots are inclusions.
White mica.
Mica occurs in clumps 0.2-0.5 mm across of very finely to cryptocrystalline material.
Rock fragments. Size range: 1-3.5 mm, mean: n/a.
One large fragment shows a K-feldspar grain stitched along a scalloped boundary to four
anhedral quartz blebs. Otherwise fragments are rare, apparent aggregates of quartz and
feldspar.

H99-2301b
lower Hamill Group- Jasper member,
general description
quartzite
The rock is medium grained, with subangular to subrounded grains, and low to moderate
sphericity. The rock is moderately sorted, with a fine grained quartz and white mica
matrix, scarse. ?Haematite porphyroblasts overprint the matrix, and the rock appears
relatively pristine.
Quartz (monocrystalline). Size range: <0.1-0.3 mm, mean: 0.5 mm.
Subangular to subrounded, elongate to spherical grains show undulóse extinction and
slightly scalloped grain edges. Some grains appear to show deformation lamillae.
Quartz (polycrystalline). Size range: 0.5-3 mm, mean: n/a.
Polycrystalline quartz comprises scalloped subgrains with undulóse extinction.
K-feldspar. Size range: 0.25-4 mm, mean: n/a.
Subrounded grains are elongate to spherical, with cross-hatch twinning.
appears to show perthite gashes. Grains are dusted with sericite alteration.

One grain
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Plagioclase. Size range: 0.1-0.5 mm, mean: 0.4 mm.
Few scattered elongate grains are subrounded, and show albite twinning. One grain
shows deformed albite twins.
Opaques. Size range: 0.1-1 mm, mean: n/a.
Subhedral to anhedral patches have rusty golden hue, and are interstitial.
White mica.
Scattered interstitial patches are recrystallised to ~1 mm white mica.
anastomose between quartz grains in pockets.

Thin stringers

H99-2301k
general description
Hamill Group- Jasper member
quartzite
The rock is medium grained, moderately sorted, with subangular to subrounded monoand polycrystalline quartz, rare fine grained feldspar. Grains are generally spherical,
rarely elongate. Rare rock fragments are preserved. Micaceous matrix occurs in clots
and stringers between grains. Rare epidote spots are scattered, and iron staining
(?haematite) is in spots.
Quartz (monocrystalline). Size range: 0.2-1.75 mm, Mean: 1 mm
Subangular quartz generally shows moderately developed undulóse extinction.
Quartz (polycrystalling). Size range: 0.5-3.5 mm, Mean: 2 mm
Grains are ?subgrain aggregates with scalloped contacts. Constituent grains are relatively
coarse, and poly grains are generally subrounded.
K-feldspar. Size range: 0.25-1.5 mm, Mean: 0.25 mm
Cross-hatch twinned feldspars, are generally relatively fine grained.
subangular to subrounded, and have moderate sphericity.

Grains are

Opaques. Size range: 0.1-0.25 mm, Mean: n/a.
Spots are round, locally with more mesh-like framework (made of many tiny spots).
Mica:
Mica comprises fine grained micro-crystalline 'matrix', in pockets up to 0.5 mm across,
and stringers between quartz.
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H99-2301q
General description
Hamill Group- Jasper member
quartzite
The rock is fine to medium grained, with subrounded, spherical to slightly elongate
grains. Grains are slightly deformed with deformation lamillae. Feldspars appear finer
than quartz. Quartz and mica make up the -0.1 matrix/cement.
Quartz (monocrystalline). Size range: 0.5-2 mm, mean: 2 mm.
Grains are subangular to subrounded, commonly with deformation lamillae and undulóse
extinction.
Plagioclase. Size range: n/a, mean: 0.5 mm
feldspars show albite twinning, are typically elongate and subrounded.
K-feldspar.
Rare grains with chessboard twinning.
Opaques.
Some spots as inclusions, mainly opaques occur as interstitial mats of matrix/cement.
White Micas.
Typically fine grained with quartz in matrix, and a few scattered large flakes.

H99-2301r
lower Hamill Group- Jasper member
general description
quartzite
The rock is medium grained, moderately sorted, grain supported, with subrounded to
subangular grains. Grains have moderate sphericity, to slight elongation.
Quartz (monocrystalline). Size range: 0.5-3.5 mm, mean: 1 mm, %: -30-35.
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Quartz grains have undulóse extinction, moderate to high sphericity, and are subangular
to rounded. Grains show few, scattered, hairlike inclusions. Quartz grains are sutured,
blurring poly- and monocrystalline distinctions. Once grain contains flecks of mica.
Quartz (polycrystalline). Size range: 1-3.75 mm, mean: 2.5 mm, %: -50-60.
Quartz aggregates have low to moderate sphericity, and are slightly elongate. Constituent
crystals are 0.2->l mm across, and show wavy to scalloped contacts. Rare ?zircon and
hairlike inclusions are scattered.
Plagioclase. Size range: 0.2-2 mm, mean: 0.5 mm, %: - 1 .
Plagioclase crystals have albite twinning, are subangular, with low to moderate
sphericity. Grains appear to be stubby 'prisms', with rounded corners. Plagioclase
crystals are finer grained between the quartz, and show scattered sericite, hairlike mica
alteration.
K-feldspar. Size range: 1-4 mm, mean: 2 mm, %: -2-3.
One subangular, moderately spherical grain contains a quartz bleb, with scattered hairlike
flecks. Few grains are scattered and difficult to distinguish from quartz, with no obvious
grid twinning.
Opaques. Size range: 0.1-0.25 mm, mean: n/a, %: -2-4.
Opaques occur mainly as interstitial blocks. Few grains are inclusions in quartz.
White mica. %: -3-5.
White mica is micro to cryptocrystalline, occuring as interstitial clumps, between quartz
grains.
Carbonate.
Carbonate occurs as interstitial clumps, similar to mica, more coarsely crystalline. Also,
?siderite porphyroblasts occur as high relief spots, commonly rimmed or consumed by
honey yellow staining.

H99-2301 W
lower Hamill Group- Jasper member
general description
quartzite
The rock is generally fine grained to medium grained, with a few coarse quartz pebbles
scattered.

The rock is moderately to poorly sorted, with subangular to subrounded,
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slightly elongate to spherical clasts exclusively of quartz. A very fine micaceous matrix
is scattered with quartz blebs.
Quartz (polycrystalline). Size range: 0.7-1.5 mm, mean: n/a.
Grains appear to be sutured aggregates, -0.5 mm, with semi-scalloped boundaries.
Aggregates are ca. 2-5 grains.
Quartz (monocrystalline). Size range: 0.25 mm, mean: 0.5 mm.
Monocrystalline quartz shows undulóse extinction, and common strain lamillae. Grains
are elongate to spherical. Grains are separated by a thin micaceous sheen. Other grains
appear sutured to other quartz grains, blurring original mono- and polycrystalline
distinctions.
White mica.
White mica occurs as matrix, and one blotch that looks like a clast, elongate and rounded,
ca. 1.5 mm. Some quartz is controlled by it, one grain protrudes into it.
Opaques. Size range: 0.1-0.5 mm, mean: 0.1 mm
Small interstitial spots, and one large rusty oxide are scattered. Grains appear to be
interstitial and detrital, save for some larger ?haematite porphyroblasts.

H99-2601a
upper Hamill Group
general description
quartzite
The rock is medium grained, with subrounded quartz grains sutured to each other, and
finer grained quartz. Fine grained micaceous matrix occurs in pockets and anastomosing
splays. The rock is moderately sorted. The matrix is a very fine grained network of white
mica and quartz.
Quartz (polycrystalline). Size range: 0.25-2.5 mm, mean: 1 mm.
Polycrystalline quartz is typically ?subgrains of 3-4 grain aggregates, with rare, fine
grained cherty poly-aggregates.
Quartz (monocrystalline). Size range: 0.5-2.5 mm, mean: 0.75 mm.
Grains commonly have undulóse extinction, locally serrated edges, in specific directions.
Grains are subrounded with moderate sphericity.
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White mica.
Fine grained interstitial micaceous mats with interspersed quartz are scattered. Typically,
grains are <0.1 mmm with some white mica flecks -0.1 mm.
Opaques. Size range: 0.1-0.25 mm, mean: n/a.
Opaques occur as interstitial spots and inclusions in quartz.

H99-2701 i
upper Hamill Group
general description
chloritoid porphyroblastic psammite (quartz wacke)
The rock is fine to medium grained with lensoid recrystallised quartz grains in a quartzmica flowing matrix. Chloritoid porphyroblasts overprint the foliation, locally fanning in
the matrix. One horizon, -10 mm thick, is almost pure chloritoid, with some mica,
quartz, and tourmaline (locally deformed), suggesting a very aluminous horizon.
Quartz. Size range: 0.1-3 mm, mean: 0.75 mm %: 75-80.
Quartz grains are rarely subangular, but typically elongate and lensoid, with serrated
edges, undulóse extinction, floating in a quartz-mica matrix. 'Matrix' quartz grains are
-0.1 mm, circular in shape, with mica flecks and chloritoid.
White mica. Size range: 0.1-0.5 mm, mean: 0.5 mm, %:5.
Flecks occur in the matris, and fan between fine grained quartz spots.
Chloritoid. Size range: 0.1-1.5 mm, mean: 0.7 mm, %: 10-15.
Chloritoid occurs interstitially to quartz, as fanning or clumpy aggregates. One horizon
approximately 10 mm thick is dominantly chloritoid. Grains are anhedral to subhedral
and 'lath-like'.
Tourmaline. Size range: 0.2-0.5 mm, mean: 0.2-0.5 mm, % : l - 2 .
Blue to moss green pleochroic, barrel shaped to anhedral deformed grains are scattered.
Generally tourmaline is concentrated in the chloritoid-rich layer (detrital?).
Opaques.
Opaque grains occur in trace amounts, as very fine flecks in the matrix.

H99-2701 K
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upper Hamill Group
general description
Chloritoid porphyroblastic psammite
The rock is medium grained with lensoid quartz grains dynamically recrystallised, with
anastomosing micaceous matrix flowing around quartz grains. Quartz grains have
serrated edges. Porphyroblasts are locally concordant, but typically occur as post D i
fanning aggregates of chloritoid.
Quartz. Size range: 0.1-1.5 mm, mean: 0.5 mm, %: 75-80.
Quartz typically occurs as lensoid grains, as sub-grain aggregates with undulóse
extinction and serrated edges.
White mica: Size range: <0.1-0.1 mm, mean: n/a %:15.
Anastomosing matrix and pockets are interstitial locally with <0.1 mm quartz blebs.
Some mica flakes flow around quartz.
Chloritoid: Size range: 0.25-0.5 mm, mean: 0.3 mm, %:5.
Chloritoid is locally concordant, but typically elongate, simple twinned subhedral to
euhedral laths, locally in fanning aggregates, crossing the foliation.

H99-2701L
Hamill Group, Jasper member
General description
quartzite
The rock is fine to coarse grained and poorly sorted with polycrystalline quartz lenses in
a micaceous and siliceous 'matrix'. The rock is foliated . Grains are elongate to lesser
spherical, and show undulóse extinction.
Quartz (monocrystalline). Size range: 0.1-2 mm, mean: 0.75 mm
Quartz grains are typically sutured and difficult to differentiate from polycrystalline
quartz. Grains are generally elongate with S , and show undulóse extinction.
1

Quartz (polycrystalline). Size range: 1-4.5 mm, mean: n/a.
Grains are typically scalloped to straight edged aggregates of 5 to more than 50 grains all
>0.1 mm. Polycrystalline grains are sutured and difficult to differentiate.
White mica:
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Mica occurs in abundant spots in interstitial clumps, and clumps of needles.

H99-3703
Upper Hamill Group- Purple conglomerate
general description.
conglomerate
The rock is coarse grained, with polycrystalline quartz pebbles floating in a quartz, mica,
feldspar matrix. Polycrystalline quartz, and rock fragment pebbles are very well defined
here. The conglomerate is grain supported.
Pebbles. Size range: 0.5-20 mm, mean: n/a. %: 90-95.
Pebbles are subrounded with moderate sphericity, ranging from monocrystalline quartz to
polycrystalline and cherty polycrystalline quartz. Some polycrystalline quartz grains
have ribboned, elongate constituent grains, comprising metamorphic rock clasts.
Quartz (monocrystalline). Size range: 0.25-3.5 mm, mean: n/a., %: ~ 25-35.
Subrounded to rounded grains with moderate to high sphericity are typically finer grained
than coarse polycrystalline pebbles. Some grains have undulóse extinction, whereas
others appear pristine.
Quartz (polycrystalline). Size range: 1.5-7.5 mm, mean: n/a. %: -60-70.
Polycrystalline quartz grains are rounded, with moderate to high sphericity. Grains
locally have serrated, scalloped edges, but generally, constituents have granoblastic
contacts.
Most polycrystalline pebbles are 5-10 grain aggregates, whereas some
comprise ribboned quartz, clearly metamorphic fragments. Grains are subrounded with
moderate sphericity.
Plagioclase. Size range: 0.25-0.45 mm, mean: n/a., %: 1.
Scattered, fine grained, rounded grains have low sphericity.
polysynthetic twins, and are sericite altered.
White mica. %: 2-5.
White mica is interstitial.
Others:
epidote, opaques.

Many grains have
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Appendix C
Modal analyses for described thin sections

White mica (m)/
carbonate (c)

Opaques

Rock
fragments

-

18.8 (m)

0.2

-

2.1

7.6

12.1 (m)

1.0

-

62.8

-

-

30 (m)

-

-

17.3

56

2.6

0.9

18.4 (m)

-

HOO1501A

18.3

31.4

16.4

-

32.9 (c)

H992301Q

13.3

59.2

1.5

0.2

14.4 (m)

2.0

-

HOO1503C

18.1

60.0

0.9

14.8

5.0 (m)

-

0.1

HOO1502B

6.3

69.3

-

-

12.3 (m)

4.3

-

H992806

57.7

24.0

3.3

2.2

12.2 (m)

-

-

H992212A

19.5

49.8

0.7

3.9 (m)

8.3

2.6

H991105 A

45.2

35

1.5

3.1

8.3 (m)

0.4

0.1

H992301W

77.0

11.4

-

-

9.8 (m)

1.3

-

Quartz
(poly)

Sample

Quartz
(mono)

plagioclase

H99260IA

49.1

29.8

-

H992301A

4.6

65.6

H992701L

9.2

H99230IK

Kfeldspar

3.0

A'

Lower Cambrian
Donald Formation
Gh

Hamill Group

Upper Proterozoic
Horsethief Creek Group
Puc

Upper Clastic Division
Carbonate Division

Psl

Slate Division

Pgu

Upper Grit Division

I Pbb I
Pgl

Pu- Purcell Fault
WC- Wiseman Creek Fault
QC- Quartz Creek Fault
DT- Dogtooth Fault
GC- Grizzly Creek Fault
Sq- Sasquatch Fault
Fault
•*• •*• Garnetisograd

Baird Brook Division
Lower Grit Division

Pglm Marble member

Pspa

Semi-Pelite Amphibolite unit
Marble member

Basal Pelitic Division
Phlp

Lower Hadrynian and older rocks.
May include Toby Formation, Purcell Group,
and Hudsonian basement.

